








Abstract

Irminger Water (IW) originates in the subtropical North Atlantic and is transported

northeastward with the North Atlantic Current. It is located in the Irminger Sea and

the boundary current system (BCS) off Greenland and Labrador. As the warmest

and most saline water mass in this region, it impacts glacial melt and convection

in the Irminger and Labrador Seas. This thesis focuses on analyzing temporal and

spatial variability of IW using the ARMOR3D data set from 1993 to 2022. It adds to

analyzing IW in an ocean reanalysis and different model simulations. Utilizing data

from ship surveys to the west of Greenland (at eastern AR7W), a local validation

of ARMOR3D is performed. Eastern AR7W exhibits IW hydrography and volume

transport variability. Seasonal variability results from colder and fresher waters formed

during winter convection in the Irminger and Labrador Seas. On multi-year time scales,

subpolar gyre changes tied to the North Atlantic Oscillation lead IW volume transports

at eastern AR7W by up to three years.

The commonly used static IW definitions generate a physically unrealistic boundary

between IW and colder, fresher ambient waters. This thesis introduces a new method

using non-static thresholds considering large-scale changes in the subpolar North At-

lantic. This method infers hydrographic variability in an Irminger Sea subregion into

the BCS. Results indicate that the static method overestimates IW volume transports

by 1.3 Sv in saline years and underestimates it 0.9 Sv in fresh years. Another method,

based on local water column hydrography, examines warm, saline water variability in

regions where IW is mixed with ambient waters.

On average, reanalysis and model data exhibit a bias toward higher temperatures and

salinities compared to ARMOR3D. The first new method corrects these biases when

examining IW variability. However, aside from these biases, reanalysis and models

show different vertical water column structures at eastern AR7W. The two new meth-

ods to identify IW partially adjust these differences but cannot fully compensate for

them. This thesis provides a new understanding of the characteristics and causes be-

hind IW’s spatial and temporal variability. The newly developed methods offer IW

variability using a more physical and process-oriented approach of temporally varying

hydrographic thresholds.
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Zusammenfassung

Irmingerwasser (IW) stammt aus dem subtropischen Nordatlantik und wird mit dem

Nordatlantikstrom nach Nordosten transportiert. Es befindet sich in der Irmingersee

und im Randstromsystem vor Grönland und Labrador. Als wärmste und salzhaltig-

ste Wassermasse in dieser Region hat es Auswirkungen auf die Gletscherschmelze

und die Konvektion in der Irminger- und Labradorsee. Diese Dissertation konzen-

triert sich auf die Analyse der zeitlichen und räumlichen Variabilität von IW mit dem

ARMOR3D Datensatz von 1993 bis 2022. Darüber hinaus wird IW in einer Ozean-

Reanalyse und verschiedenen Modellsimulationen analysiert. Unter Verwendung von

Daten aus Schiffsmessungen westlich von Grönland (Östlich-AR7W) wird eine lokale

Validierung von ARMOR3D durchgeführt. Östlich-AR7W weist eine Variabilität der

IW-Hydrographie und des Volumentransports auf. Die saisonale Variabilität resultiert

aus kälterem und salzärmerem Wasser, das sich während der Winterkonvektion in der

Irminger- und Labradorsee bildet. Auf mehrjährigen Zeitskalen gehen Änderungen

des subpolaren Wirbels, die mit der Nordatlantischen Oszillation verbunden sind, dem

IW-Volumentransport bei Östlich-AR7W um bis zu drei Jahre voraus.

Die üblicherweise verwendeten statischen IW-Definitionen erzeugen eine physikalisch

unrealistische Grenze zwischen IW und kälterem, salzärmerem Umgebungswasser. In

dieser Dissertation wird eine neue Methode vorgestellt, die nicht-statische Schwellen-

werte verwendet und großräumige Veränderungen im subpolaren Nordatlantik berück-

sichtigt. Mit dieser Methode wird die hydrographische Variabilität in einer Teilre-

gion der Irmingersee auf das Randstromsystem übertragen. Die Ergebnisse zeigen,

dass die statische Methode den IW-Volumentransport in salzhaltigen Jahren um 1,3 Sv

überschätzt und in frischen Jahren um 0,9 Sv unterschätzt. Eine weitere Methode, die

auf der lokalen Hydrographie der Wassersäule basiert, untersucht die Variabilität des

warmen, salzhaltigen Wassers in Regionen, in denen IW mit dem Umgebungswasser

vermischt ist.

Im Durchschnitt weisen Reanalyse- und Modelldaten im Vergleich zu ARMOR3D eine

Verschiebung in Richtung höherer Temperaturen und Salzgehalte auf. Die erste neue

Methode korrigiert diese Verschiebungen bei der Untersuchung der IW-Variabilität.

Abgesehen von diesen Verschiebungen zeigen Reanalyse und Modelle jedoch unter-
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schiedliche vertikale Strukturen der Wassersäule bei Östlich-AR7W. Die beiden neuen

Methoden zur Identifizierung von IW gleichen diese Unterschiede teilweise aus, können

sie aber nicht vollständig kompensieren. Diese Arbeit liefert ein neues Verständnis

der Eigenschaften und Ursachen hinter der räumlichen und zeitlichen Variabilität von

IW. Die neu entwickelten Methoden präsentieren IW-Variabilität mit einem mehr

physikalischen und prozessorientierten Ansatz von zeitlich variierenden hydrographi-

schen Schwellenwerten.
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”The Road goes ever on and on, down from the door where it began. Now far ahead

the Road has gone, and I must follow, if I can.”

Bilbo Baggins - Adventurer and explorer; from ”The Hobbit” by J.R.R. Tolkien







Chapter 1 Introduction

This thesis focuses on analyzing Irminger Water (IW). IW is a warm and saline water

mass of subtropical origin, transported northward within the North Atlantic Current

(NAC) into the subpolar North Atlantic (SPNA). IW has a large impact on various

aspects of the climate system. For example, it serves as a major contributor of heat

to Greenland’s marine-terminating glaciers (Holland et al., 2008; Rignot et al., 2012;

Straneo & Cenedese, 2015), which contribute to global sea level rise (e.g., The IMBIE

Team, 2020; Goelzer et al., 2020). Consequently, understanding IW’s variability and

long-term changes is crucial for addressing critical societal challenges associated with

global warming and rising sea levels. Moreover, IW influences stratification in the

Irminger and Labrador Seas (e.g., Cuny et al., 2002; Myers et al., 2007; Rykova et al.,

2009), playing a vital role in convective mixing and the formation of deeper waters. To

gain a more comprehensive understanding of these impacts driven by IW, I present an

overarching perspective of the ocean’s importance within the climate system.

1.1 The global ocean and its role in the climate system

The Earth receives energy in the form of short-wave solar radiation. Due to the spher-

ical shape of the Earth, low latitudes receive more short-wave radiation than high

latitudes (Figure 1.1). Simultaneously, the Earth emits long-wave radiation into space.

Similar to incoming short-wave radiation, outgoing long-wave radiation is higher at low

latitudes and lower at high latitudes. However, the latitudinal gradient of the outgoing

long-wave radiation is smaller than that of the incoming solar radiation. Thus, the net

radiation indicates an energy gain at low latitudes and an energy loss at high latitudes,

known as meridional imbalance (Figure 1.1). Among other processes, the meridional

imbalance drives atmospheric and oceanic currents that advect the surplus of heat

from low latitudes to high latitudes (e.g., Wunsch, 2005), and thus play a crucial role

in the climate system (e.g., Guo et al., 2012; D. Hu et al., 2015; Palter, 2015). The

ocean currents (Figure 1.2) advect heat, salt, and nutrients, distributing them globally

(e.g., Nitani, 1972; Qiu & Lukas, 1996; Imawaki et al., 2013). One of these ocean

currents, in particular, is the Gulf Stream, a strong wind-driven western boundary

current (Stommel, 1948), transporting water northward along the western boundary of

the North Atlantic. The Gulf Stream and its extension eventually merge into the NAC.

Consequently, the Gulf Stream transports the warm and saline subtropical waters that

constitute IW upon reaching the Irminger Sea.
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1.1 The global ocean and its role in the climate system

When the stratification is weak, and the buoyancy loss is strong, convection reaches

greater depths (e.g., Yashayaev, 2007a). This process is known as deep convection,

during which deep waters are formed. In the Northern Hemisphere, the regions of deep

water formation are located in the Nordic Seas (e.g., Malmberg & Jónsson, 1997), the

Irminger Sea (e.g., Pickart et al., 2003b), and the Labrador Sea (e.g., Lazier, 1973).

In the Southern Hemisphere, these regions are located in the Weddell and Ross Seas

(both, e.g., Killworth, 1983), as well as generally at the Antarctic ice shelves (e.g.

Orsi, 2010) and, occasionally, in open-ocean polynyas (e.g. Killworth, 1983; Gülk et

al., 2023). The newly formed deep waters are transported toward the equator in the

deeper ocean (Figure 1.2 b). The global overturning circulation is a meridional mea-

sure of the zonally and vertically integrated flow (e.g., Frajka-Williams et al., 2019).

As a result, the global overturning circulation is often referred to as the Meridional

Overturning Circulation. The strength of the Meridional Overturning Circulation can

be quantified as the maximum of the vertically and cummulatively integrated over-

turning streamfunction, expressed as volume transport (e.g., Frajka-Williams et al.,

2019; Lozier, 2023). Processes of upwelling in the subtropical gyres (e.g., Kuhlbrodt

et al., 2007), at the equator (e.g., Cromwell, 1953), along coasts (e.g., Huyer, 1983),

around Antarctica (e.g., Kuhlbrodt et al., 2007), as well as mixing (e.g., Kuhlbrodt et

al., 2007) contribute to closing the circulation.

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2021) asserts that ”it is un-

equivocal that human influence has warmed the atmosphere, ocean, and land.” Water

has a higher heat capacity than air and land (e.g., Stewart, 2008). As a result, the

ocean’s warming accounts for 91% of the heating of the entire climate system (IPCC,

2021). Relative to the average from 1971 to 2000, the global surface (land and ocean)

temperature increased by 0.7 °C between 2018 and 2022 (Figure 1.3), according to

global surface temperature data from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-

istration (NOAA, 2023a). Compared to the average from 1880 to 1900, the global

mean temperature has increased by 1.2 °C. However, these values represent a global

average. The highest warming rates are observed at high latitudes (Figure 1.3), where

the subarctic regions and the Arctic, in particular, have experienced the highest tem-

perature increase of 2.3 °C since the average from 1971 to 2000 and 3.8 °C since 1880

to 1900. Different factors lead to an anomalously strong warming of the Arctic, a phe-

nomenon called Arctic Amplification (Wendisch et al., 2023). One of these factors is
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Chafik et al., 2022). Instead, these waters are transported into the Nordic Seas (e.g.,

Holliday et al., 2008) and further into the Arctic Ocean (e.g., Muilwijk et al., 2018),

where the warm waters release heat to the atmosphere. Subsequently, this heat is

carried westwards toward Europe by the westerly winds, leading to anomalously warm

temperatures compared to similar latitudes on the American continent (e.g., Maury &

Leighly, 1855; Latif et al., 2000). Thus, the NAC plays a crucial role in shaping the

climate on the European continent. The warm and saline waters transported into the

Arctic Ocean have reached higher latitudes in recent years. As a result, temperature

and salinity in the subsurface Arctic Ocean have increased, a phenomenon referred to

as Arctic Atlantification (Polyakov et al., 2017; Smedsrud et al., 2021; Wendisch et

al., 2023). Polyakov et al. (2017) argued that substantial changes would impact the

Arctic Ocean system, bringing ”dramatic influences on other geophysical and biogeo-

chemical components” of the system. Interactions between the ocean and atmosphere

are expected to increase as the insulating sea ice retreats, potentially affecting weather

patterns in the mid-latitudes (Cohen et al., 2014; Vihma et al., 2019). Other changes

involve freshwater storage and its export (Carmack et al., 2016) and an intensified ex-

change between the shelf and the basin interior (Williams & Carmack, 2015). Changes

involving the northward shift of the sea ice edge and increased vertical mixing have

already been observed in the Barents Sea (Polyakov et al., 2017), with consequences

for local primary production (Reigstad et al., 2002; Wassmann et al., 2004).

During periods of a negative NAO phase, when negative anomalies of westerly winds

prevail across the North Atlantic, the NAC propagates at the location of the northern

branch (Buch et al., 2004; Holliday et al., 2020), resulting in a contraction and weak-

ening of the SPG. This location of the NAC allows larger amounts of Atlantic-origin

waters to recirculate in the Iceland and Irminger Basins (e.g., Holliday et al., 2020;

Chafik et al., 2022). Once reaching the Irminger Sea, this branch is known as Irminger

Current (IC, e.g., Straneo & Heimbach, 2013). The IC carries the warm and saline

Atlantic-origin waters (here IW, e.g., Cuny et al., 2002; Pacini et al., 2020). In the

western Irminger Sea, the IC propagates along the East Greenland Current (EGC)

near the continental slope (e.g., Daniault et al., 2011a, 2011b). Major parts of the IC

round Cape Farewell, the southern tip of Greenland (Figure 1.4), and, together with

the EGC, become the West Greenland Current (WGC, e.g., Cuny et al., 2002; Holliday

et al., 2009; de Jong et al., 2014) in the eastern Labrador Sea. Remnants of IW recir-
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1.2 A detailed look into the North Atlantic Ocean

culate eastward into the Irminger Sea (Holliday et al., 2007), along with waters from

the Labrador Sea’s interior (Lavender et al., 2000). In this thesis, the entire system of

boundary currents along the Greenland (EGC, WGC) and Labrador continental slopes

(Labrador Current) is referred to as the boundary current system (BCS).

The warm and saline waters that are transported into the Nordic Seas and the Arctic

Ocean or into the Iceland Basin and Irminger Sea impact regions where deep convection

occurs. Following deep convection, the newly formed dense water masses propagate

further within the Deep Western Boundary Current toward the equator (Pickart, 1992).

Both the NAC and the Deep Western Boundary Current play a dominant role in the

Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC, Brambilla et al., 2008b; Des-

bruyères et al., 2019). Analyzing mooring observations in the Irminger Sea between

2014 and 2020, Sanchez-Franks et al. (2023) showed that the Irminger Sea accounts for

55% of the AMOC’s lower limb variability on monthly time scales. Thus, the Irminger

Sea represents the region of greatest importance for subpolar AMOC variability in this

period (Megann et al., 2021; Chafik et al., 2022). However, on multi-decadal time

scales, the Labrador Sea’s role in contributing to the formation of dense Labrador

Sea Water (LSW) is essential for shaping AMOC variability (e.g., Yeager et al., 2021;

Yashayaev et al., 2022; Böning et al., 2023). In the 21st century, the projected decrease

in the meridional imbalance and the associated Arctic Amplification (Wendisch et al.,

2023), is projected to weaken the AMOC very likely (IPCC, 2021), which would have

large impacts on the climate system. Jackson et al. (2015) argued that the North

Atlantic and the general Northern Hemisphere, would cool as less warm water would

be transported northward from the subtropics. This cooling would be accompanied by

reduced precipitation in the mid-latitudes due to less evaporation in the SPNA and

changes in tropical precipitation patterns (Jackson et al., 2015).
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.3 Introducing Irminger Water

1.3.1 Irminger Water and where to find it

The IC transports IW counter-clockwise in the Irminger Sea, following the bathymetry.

Eventually, IW ends up within the WGC, for example, at the eastern end of the Atlantic

Repeat Hydrography 7 West (AR7W) section (see Figure 1.4). In the following, I refer

to the eastern end of the AR7W section as eastern AR7W. Here, IW covers depths

between 200 and 600m (Figure 1.5). This range represents the mean state between

1993 and 2022 in the ARMOR3D data set (see Chapter 2.1). At eastern AR7W, IW

represents water with the highest salinities accompanied by the highest temperatures

in the upper 1,500m (Figure 1.5). Horizontally, IW extends from the continental

slope approximately 60 km into the Labrador Sea (Figure 1.5). These observations are

consistent with other studies that have analyzed IW for almost 100 years, starting in

the 1930s. These studies found IW at depths ranging from around 100 to over 500m

(e.g., Myers et al., 2007). From the total WGC volume transport of 30 - 54 Sv (e.g.,

Clarke, 1984; Reynaud et al., 1995; Holliday et al., 2009; Pacini et al., 2020), where

1 Sv=1Sverdrup =̂ 106m3 s−1, the IW volume transport contributes about 3.2 - 11.0 Sv

(Clarke, 1984; Myers et al., 2007; Pacini et al., 2020). IW is also advected from the

BCS into the interior Labrador Sea (e.g., Lilly et al., 2003; Gelderloos et al., 2011;

Palter et al., 2016), partially via eddies that detach from the WGC (e.g., Kawasaki &

Hasumi, 2014; Pennelly et al., 2019) and also modulates local convection (Tagklis et

al., 2020).

1.3.2 Irminger Water and its variability in the boundary current system

Previous studies have analyzed IW in the EGC (e.g., Johannessen et al., 2011), but

primarily focused on the WGC in the eastern Labrador Sea (e.g., Cuny et al., 2002;

Myers et al., 2007; Rykova et al., 2015). Using in-situ ship-based data, Myers et al.

(2007) analyzed three WGC locations, two north of eastern AR7W and one at Cape

Farewell. They found quasi-decadal variability in the layer-averaged IW temperature

and salinity from 1950 to 2005. In the 1990s and early 2000s, they noted increased

geostrophic IW volume transport that coincided with increased IW salinity upstream

in the interior Irminger Sea (Bersch, 2002). Both increases in IW volume transport

and salinity were accompanied by increased IW temperature and salinity at eastern
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Chapter 1 Introduction

All the studies mentioned previously primarily relied on ship-based data from late

spring to summer, limiting their use for investigating seasonal variability in the IW

layer. However, seasonal variability within the IW layer is substantial. Kenchington

et al. (2017) used ship-based data and observations from profiling floats at the south-

western Greenland shelf break and observed seasonal temperature variability in the

upper 500m of the water column caused by local cooling and winter convective mix-

ing in the Irminger Sea. Grist et al. (2014) addressed year-round subsurface (below

200m) temperature records from the World Ocean Database and Argo floats combined

with marine-mammal borne temperature sensors. They found a spatial variability

of the subsurface temperature maximum determined by the advection time from the

Irminger Sea downstream in the BCS.

Pacini et al. (2020) recently analyzed seasonal IW variability by examining data from

mooring observations. These moorings have been deployed along two lines in the SPNA

as part of the ’Overturning in the Subpolar North Atlantic Program’ (OSNAP, Lozier

et al., 2017). They cross the Labrador Sea from the Labrador shelf to the western

Greenland shelf and the eastern SPNA from the eastern Greenland shelf across the

Mid-Atlantic Ridge to the Irish shelf. The arrays crossing the EGC and the WGC are

referred to as OSNAP East and OSNAP West, respectively. Both have been main-

tained since 2014. In this thesis, the focus is on the moorings within the EGC and the

WGC. The OSNAP moorings deployed in the WGC (OSNAP West, located approxi-

mately 150 km upstream of eastern AR7W and 125 km downstream of Cape Farewell,

Figure 1.4) revealed pronounced seasonal IW variability between 2014 and 2018 (Pacini

et al., 2020). IW volume transport was weakest in spring and strongest in fall. Pacini

et al. (2020) analyzed four different mooring arrays upstream of OSNAP East in the

Irminger Sea (Figure 1.4) and observed IW being modified to a colder and fresher state

caused by winter air-sea interactions causing oceanic heat and buoyancy loss. Further-

more, Pacini et al. (2020) identified the modification of IW through winter air-sea

interaction as the primary cause for seasonal variability of hydrographic IW properties

and volume transport. Using mooring data from the Irminger Sea, including OSNAP

East, Le Bras et al. (2020) found that local wintertime convection modified warm and

saline Atlantic-origin waters (here IW) to colder and fresher Irminger Sea Intermedi-

ate Water (ISIW) in 2014 to 2016. In Chapter 3, I present the variability of IW and

their causes at eastern AR7W in ARMOR3D. ARMOR3D comprises thirty years of
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1.3 Introducing Irminger Water

weekly observation-based data between 1993 and 2022 at a horizontal resolution of

1/4°. Therefore, it offers the advantage of studying seasonal and multi-year variability

within one data set. Thus, I do not rely solely on ship-based measurements from late

spring and summer for multi-year analyses of IW or on temporally limited mooring

observations for seasonal analyses of IW.

An observation-based data set often used in oceanographic studies is EN4 (Good et

al., 2013). For example, Desbruyères et al. (2019) and Biló et al. (2022) utilized EN4

to describe large-scale processes in the entire SPNA. Such large-scale analyses seem to

deliver robust results comprising the 1° horizontal resolution of EN4. However, espe-

cially for analyses within the BCS, a horizontal resolution of 1° is insufficient to resolve

the areas along the continental slopes or horizontal fronts of the boundary currents.

Additionally, its monthly temporal resolution is suitable for multi-year analyses. How-

ever, it lacks the required resolution when analyzing features occurring on smaller time

scales.

IW has been analyzed in various model studies. Garcia-Quintana et al. (2019) and

Pennelly and Myers (2020) investigated IW transported within Irminger Rings from

the WGC into the interior Labrador Sea. While Garcia-Quintana et al. (2019) uti-

lized model simulations comprising different horizontal resolutions of 1/4° (ANHA4,

see Chapter 2.3) and 1/12° (ANHA12, see Chapter 2.3), Pennelly and Myers (2020)

utilized a model simulation comprising a horizontal resolution of 1/60° (LAB60, see

Chapter 2.3). Myers et al. (2021) did not focus their analysis on IW but utilized the

same 1/12° model simulation as Garcia-Quintana et al. (2019) to analyze the variability

of heat transport at Davis Strait, among other parameters. As IW is the warmest water

mass in this region, it greatly contributes to the total heat transport. Additionally, two

studies using the 1/60° model simulation similar to Pennelly and Myers (2020) investi-

gated the temporal variability of, among other parameters, heat transport in the WGC.

Gou et al. (2021) analyzed the heat transport in the WGC for seasonal variability. At

the same time, (Gou et al., 2022) analyzed the heat transport in the WGC for multi-

year variability. Another recent study utilizing LAB60, (Gou et al., 2023) analyzed the

variability of eddy formation in the WGC. Among other water masses, they also quan-

tified IW at different cross-slope sections, including eastern AR7W. They found that

at Cape Desolation, IW describes a layer of warm and saline waters throughout the

year rather than a distinct water mass. However, none of these mentioned model stud-
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ies validated the representation of IW within the individual model simulations against

observations. Therefore, this thesis provides a detailed comparison of the mentioned

model simulations (ANHA4, ANHA12, and LAB60, see Chapter 2.3) and an oceanic

reanalysis (GLORYS, see Chapter 2.2) with ARMOR3D in Chapter 5.

1.3.3 Irminger Water and how it is defined

Studies that previously analyzed IW used different salinity, temperature, and density

definitions to identify IW in the water column and to distinguish it from ambient

waters. These thresholds represented either a range or a lower limit of the respective

hydrographic property characterizing IW. Individual studies differentiated between IW

and Irminger Mode Water (Buch, 2000; Buch et al., 2004) or between ”pure” and

”modified” IW (Myers et al., 2009; Ribergaard, 2014). I stick to the description of

pure and modified IW when referring to these studies. The authors described modified

IW as being formed by mixing pure IW with colder and fresher ambient waters on its

pathway in the BCS. They found that pure or modified IW dominated the water column

at individual cross-slope sections along the WGC on decadal time scales. Therefore, IW

tended to be either warmer and more saline or colder and less saline, respectively. Buch

et al. (2004) found that before 1970 pure IW dominated the water column over modified

IW at Cape Farewell. Between 1970 and 1995, modified IW became dominant, and

after 1995 pure IW dominated again. Buch et al. (2004) suggested that the dominant

modified IW was likely caused by an increased inflow of polar waters from the Arctic

linked to the Great Salinity Anomaly (Dickson et al., 1988). Another reason for the

dominance of the modified IW between 1970 and 1995 is the positive NAO phase,

which led to less inflow of warm and saline Atlantic-origin waters into the BCS (Buch

et al., 2004; Holliday et al., 2020; Chafik et al., 2022).

IW is subject to property changes due to mixing along the IW pathway and large-scale

variability. These effects can occur on both seasonal and decadal time scales. Studies

have suggested temporally changing core water mass properties for other water masses

to account for these changes. Pickart et al. (2003b) and Yashayaev and Loder (2017)

did so for LSW and Le Bras et al. (2022) suggested such an analysis for ISIW. In

Chapter 4, I present methods that use temporally changing core water mass properties

to identify IW in the BCS. Based on the changing core water mass properties, it is

expected that the fixed property-range method tends to either overestimate (when the
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water column is anomalously saline) or underestimate the IW volume transport (when

the water column is anomalously fresh). With the new method, I analyze the extent

of over- and underestimations of IW properties and its volume transport in the BCS

and compare the results to the previous estimates based on the assumption of static

water mass properties.

Le Bras et al. (2020) found that IW is modified to colder and fresher ISIW due to

wintertime convection in the Irminger Sea. They differentiated between an upper ISIW

(uISIW) and deep ISIW, which exceeds a depth of 1,500m. In contrast to Le Bras et

al. (2020), other studies considered ISIW as a type of LSW that recirculates from the

Irminger Sea (e.g., Pickart et al., 2003b; V̊age et al., 2011; Pacini et al., 2020). de Jong

and de Steur (2016) referred to this water as iLSW to indicate the Irminger Sea as

its origin. Further studies even directly addressed the convectively formed water from

the Irminger Sea as LSW (e.g., van Aken et al., 2011; de Jong et al., 2012). However,

the defined density range of LSW (27.68 kgm−3 < σθ < 27.80 kgm−3, e.g., Kieke &

Yashayaev, 2015) is higher compared to ISIW (27.65 kgm−3 < σθ < 27.77 kgm−3,

Le Bras et al., 2020). Consequently, existing studies do not always separate between

convectively formed waters in the Irminger and Labrador Seas.

Instead, I interpret ISIW as a layer that is colder and fresher than IW, filled with waters

of different origins and modified by wintertime convective mixing in the Irminger Sea.

It denotes a mix of waters formed in the SPNA due to mixing outside the Labrador Sea

convection zone. The sources of ISIW may include the Irminger Sea, the Iceland Basin,

the Reykjanes Ridge, and slope regions. Additionally, it might be fed by recirculating

LSW (e.g., Yashayaev, 2007a; van Aken et al., 2011; Böning et al., 2023) from the

Labrador Sea. Throughout this thesis, I refer to the convectively formed water from

the Irminger Sea as ISIW, following Le Bras et al. (2020). In contrast, I refer to the

convectively formed water from the Labrador Sea as LSW.

1.3.4 Irminger Water and its impact in the subpolar North Atlantic

In the BCS, IW mixes with colder and fresher ambient waters through horizontal

exchange, contributing to regional heat and salt budgets (Cuny et al., 2002; Straneo,

2006). In the Irminger and Labrador Seas, IW increases the stratification in the water

column (e.g., Cuny et al., 2002; Myers et al., 2007; Rykova et al., 2009). Consequently,

it reduces the vertical mixing depth and the intensity of winter convection (e.g., Cuny
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et al., 2002). However, heat and salt oppose each other in their respective contributions

to the IW density and, thus, the stratification. In turn, oceanic convection intensity

shapes the properties and volume of newly formed LSW, an essential ingredient of the

deep and cold limb of the AMOC (e.g., Yashayaev & Loder, 2016, 2017). Thus, IW is

a major heat and salt supplier to the northwestern SPNA (e.g., Reynaud et al., 1995;

Cuny et al., 2002) in the upper 1,000m. Therefore, processes causing IW variability,

require attention and a better understanding.

As stated before, IW is the warmest water mass southeast and west of Greenland. Thus,

it plays a dominant role in the heat supply at the melting sites of individual marine-

terminating glaciers (Holland et al., 2008; Rignot et al., 2012; Straneo & Cenedese,

2015) and the associated contribution to global sea level rise (The IMBIE Team, 2020;

Goelzer et al., 2020). For example, IW is known to penetrate the Sermilik Fjord

(eastern Greenland, Figure 1.4, e.g., Johannessen et al., 2011) and into the coastal

Disko Bay area (western Greenland, e.g., Holland et al., 2008; Mortensen et al., 2014,

2018; Rysgaard et al., 2020). Due to the more extensive heat content of IW compared

to the ambient waters, it thus contributes to the reduction of the stability of marine-

terminating glaciers in these regions (Porter et al., 2018). Marine-terminating glaciers

alone contribute 50± 20% to Greenland’s total mass loss through ice discharge due to

increasing ocean temperatures (Choi et al., 2021).

One marine-terminating glacier is the Jakobshavn Isbræ, located within Disko Bay on

the western coast of Greenland (Holland et al., 2008). It is connected to the surrounding

open ocean via deep troughs. These troughs reach depths of 400m, approximately

the depth at which warm subsurface IW has been detected in previous studies (e.g.,

Holland et al., 2008; Rykova et al., 2015; Pacini et al., 2020). Holland et al. (2008) and

Myers and Ribergaard (2013) showed that IW reaches the glacier’s tongue through

those deep troughs, thus enhancing subsurface melting. In the 2000s, Jakobshavn

Isbræ experienced the largest discharge anomaly from the entire Greenland Ice Sheet

(Enderlin et al., 2014). Since 2014, the glacier has instead been thickening again

(Khazendar et al., 2019). On the contrary, other glaciers within Disko Bay are shielded

by an underwater ridge in the Atâ Sound (Beaird et al., 2015). As a result, IW cannot

penetrate beyond that ridge, and thus it does not reach glaciers downstream.

Similar to Greenland’s western coast, its southeastern coast is affected by glacial melt-

ing induced by the entrainment of IW. Seale et al. (2011) found that an increase in
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glacier mass loss is linked to large amounts of subtropical water in the Irminger Sea.

Beaird et al. (2018) analyzed the melting of the Sermilik glacier on the eastern coast

of Greenland (Figure 1.4) and found that IW plays a major role in its melting pro-

cess. The resulting amounts of meltwater are highest at the surface. However, they

are also present at 250m depth, indicating subglacial melt. Additionally, Porter et

al. (2018) found significant co-variability between ice-sheet thinning and ocean heat

content near the glacier’s grounding line. This co-variability is most pronounced to

the east and southeast of Greenland but is less evident in western Greenland. Straneo

and Heimbach (2013) suggested that the increase in glacial melting in the 1990s is,

to some extent, likely due to an increasing presence of warm IW in the fjord systems.

Wood et al. (2021) argues that a warming of subsurface ocean waters by approximately

1.9 °C between the averaged periods from 1992 to 1997 and 1998 to 2007 caused glacial

melt at the grounding line in 62% of the investigated glaciers. Smedsrud et al. (2021)

showed that subsurface temperatures in northeast Greenland strongly increased be-

tween 2000 and 2017, accompanied by rapid simulated melting of marine-terminating

glaciers. The authors further stated that marine-terminating glaciers have a long re-

sponse time. Hence, even if a further increase of subsurface temperatures does not

occur or the temperatures are to return to a previous level, the marine-terminating

glaciers will likely retreat further (Smedsrud et al., 2021). Melting of the Greenland

Ice Sheet already contributed to a global sea level rise of more than 10mm since 1992

(The IMBIE Team, 2020). Projections suggest that Greenland’s glaciers will contribute

between 32± 17mm and 90± 50mm to the global sea level rise by 2100, depending

on the evolution of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere (Goelzer et al., 2020). Con-

sequently, understanding IW’s variability and possible multi-year trends is critical to

further examining Greenland’s melting of marine-terminating glaciers and the associ-

ated sea level rise.

1.4 Thesis objectives

This thesis aims to contribute to a better understanding of various physical processes

related to IW, such as its contribution of heat toward Greenland’s marine-terminating

glaciers or its increase in stratification in the convection region in the Irminger and

Labrador Seas. Within this thesis, I contribute to increasing the knowledge of IW

based on three overarching research questions:
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1. What processes shape the variability of Irminger Water at eastern

AR7W on seasonal and multi-year time scales?

2. How can large-scale changes in the subpolar North Atlantic be incor-

porated into the process of identifying IW, and what are the resulting

consequences for Irminger Water variability?

3. How do different model simulations represent Irminger Water, and

how does its observed variability compare to these simulations?

This thesis is structured as follows: In Chapter 2, I present the data used throughout

the entire thesis. These include the primary data sets utilized to analyze IW variability

and secondary data sets used for comparison. Chapter 3, Chapter 4, and Chapter 5

comprise the main analyses in this thesis. Each of the three chapters follows a specific

color scheme (Chapter 3: yellow; Chapter 4: green; Chapter 5: blue) and starts with an

individual introduction, where I introduce more specific research questions. Following

the main analyses, each of the three chapters closes with a conclusion in which I address

the specific research questions.

In Chapter 3, I focus on analyzing IW at eastern AR7W. I compare existing analyses of

seasonal and multi-year variability utilized within different in-situ measurements with

the multi-source observation-based data set ARMOR3D that allows for analyzing both

seasonal and multi-year variability. From 1993 to 2022, I compare the data set against

in-situ measurements to test its performance in the region southwest of Greenland at

eastern AR7W. I analyze seasonal and multi-year variability and discuss the physical

mechanisms driving the variability.

In Chapter 4, I extend the previous analysis to three other regions within the BCS: the

Irminger Sea, Baffin Bay, and the western Labrador Sea. By developing new methods

to identify IW, I consider large-scale changes in the water column in the analysis of

IW. Additionally, the second developed method allows for analyzing variability of IW

remnants in regions where IW itself is mixed to such a degree that it is not identifiable

with the commonly used method. These newly developed methods contribute to the

understanding of local IW variability along its pathway in the BCS.

In Chapter 5, I include an ocean reanalysis and different simulations of an ocean model

with varying horizontal resolutions in the analysis of IW variability. Comparing the pre-
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vious analyses with the reanalysis and model simulations contributes to understanding

IW variability. It highlights possible aspects requiring consideration in future model

simulations. Additionally, I extend the analysis of spatial IW variability to encom-

pass the entire BCS, spanning from the Irminger Sea into Baffin Bay and the western

Labrador Sea. In this extension, I analyze 25 cross-slope sections and two sections that

follow the 1,500m isobath from the Irminger Sea along the two pathways of IW in the

BCS - into Baffin Bay and the western Labrador Sea. This analysis enables the con-

tinuous tracking of IW along its pathway in the BCS. It provides detailed insights into

its spatial changes as it becomes progressively mixed with colder and fresher ambient

waters.

Chapter 6 of this thesis comprises an overarching summary and conclusion. In Chap-

ter 7, I close the thesis by providing an outlook on possible future research that builds

upon the primary conclusions. An Appendix includes supplementary figures I chose to

relocate from the main body.
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In this chapter, I introduce the data used in this thesis. I start with the multi-source

observation-based ARMOR3D data set (Chapter 2.1), which serves as the main data

set in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Following that, the Global Ocean Physics Reanalysis

(GLORYS, Chapter 2.2) and different regional configurations of the Nucleus for Euro-

pean Modelling of the Ocean (NEMO) model (Chapter 2.3) are introduced. Reanalysis

and model results are analyzed in Chapter 5. Subsequently, the different horizontal and

vertical resolutions of the previously introduced data sets are discussed (Chapter 2.4).

Finally, I present data used to validate and compare the main data sets against and

that serve as important pillars to underline and draw the main conclusions from the

gridded data sets (Chapter 2.5). Additionally, I give an overview of all used data at

the end of this thesis in the ’Funding and Data Acknowledgements’. In this overview,

I present links to guide the reader to additional information on the individual data,

including websites, user manuals, and download sites.

2.1 Observation-based data - ARMOR3D

ARMOR3D (Guinehut et al., 2012; Mulet et al., 2012), produced by the Copernicus

Marine Environmental Monitoring Service, provides the hydrographic and geostrophic

velocity data that form the core data set of this thesis. ARMOR3D has a horizontal

resolution of 1/4° and covers 50 depth levels with increasing distance from the surface

to a depth of 5,500m. Its temporal resolution used in this thesis covers weekly data be-

tween 1993 and 2022. Years until 2021 comprise reprocessed delayed-time data, while

2022 is near-real-time data. Differences between the reprocessed and near-real-time

data were not statistically significant for testing data from 2018 in the near-real-time

configuration (Greiner et al., 2020). I tested ARMOR3D for differences between the

reprocessed and near-real-time data in 2021 at eastern AR7W. Notable differences are

limited to the upper 200m where the reprocessed data is colder and more saline than

the near-real-time data by approximately 0.1 °C and 0.1, respectively. Below 200m,

these differences fall below 0.01 °C and 0.01, respectively. Hence, impacts on IW using

the near-real-time data instead of the reprocessed data in 2022 are expected to be neg-

ligible. Therefore, I implement the full-year period in the analysis and do not assume

a significant break in the time series between 2021 and 2022. Unlike data sets like EN4

that build entirely on available oceanic in-situ information regarding temperature and

salinity (Good et al., 2013), ARMOR3D takes advantage of satellite data. These data
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have been temporally well-resolved since their introduction in the early 1990s and are

combined with in-situ observations from the deeper ocean. The parameters provided

by ARMOR3D used in this thesis are ocean temperature, converted to potential tem-

perature θ, salinity, zonal and meridional geostrophic velocities, and the geopotential

height at the ocean surface.

To my knowledge, ARMOR3D has not been used so far for a detailed water mass

analysis in the region of interest. I summarize the three main steps that have resulted

in constructing the ARMOR3D temperature, salinity, and velocity fields. For detailed

information on the methods, I further refer to Greiner et al. (2020) and Guinehut

(2020).

1) The product considers satellite data comprising sea level anomalies from CNES-

CLS18 (Mulet et al., 2021), sea surface temperature from the ’Operational Sea Surface

Temperature and Sea Ice Analysis’ (OSTIA, Stark et al., 2007), and sea surface salinity

from the Copernicus Marine Environmental Monitoring Service. Sea surface salinity

builds on ’Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity’ (SMOS) data and in-situ measurements

(Droghei et al., 2018). Hence, the surface geostrophy matches the altimetry-based

anomalies. These satellite data are projected into the vertical via a multiple linear

regression approach (Mulet et al., 2012). The approach derives temperature and salin-

ity by combining sea level anomalies with sea surface temperature and sea surface

salinity anomalies together with monthly temperature and salinity fields, respectively

(Guinehut et al., 2012; Greiner et al., 2020). Each given parameter, such as sea level

anomaly, sea surface temperature, and sea surface salinity, is provided with a regression

coefficient expressed as covariances that vary in all four dimensions. The covariances

are calculated using all available observations in a given radius of influence (Guinehut

et al., 2012). Guinehut et al. (2012) provide a detailed expression on calculating the

respective regression coefficients. These steps result in synthetic 3D fields of tempera-

ture and salinity profiles for the upper 1,500m range of the water column. To obtain

hydrographic anomalies, the World Ocean Atlas 2018 monthly climatology (Boyer et

al., 2018) from 2005 to 2017 is subtracted from the synthetic fields.

2) An optimum interpolation method (Bretherton et al., 1976) is considered to combine

available in-situ profiles for temperature and salinity from various sources (ship-based

conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD), Argo floats, expendable bathythermograph,

mammal-borne sensors, and moorings) with the synthetic fields. With these in-situ
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temperature and salinity profiles, the large-scale part of the synthetic fields obtained

from step 1) is corrected. The applied optimum interpolation method incorporates a

statistical description of the data’s errors. As a result, ARMOR3D benefits from both

data sets. This second processing step leads to the construction of the ARMOR3D

combined fields for the upper 1,500m of the water column and incorporates anomalies

from the synthetic fields into the data set.

3) The 3D fields are extended to the water column below 1,500m by incorporating

the seasonal World Ocean Atlas 2018 climatology. Furthermore, the thermal wind

equation with a reference level at the sea surface is exploited to combine satellite

altimetry-derived geostrophic surface currents with the ARMOR3D temperature and

salinity fields. Additionally, the 3D fields of the geostrophic currents and geopotential

heights are inferred (Mulet et al., 2012).

Greiner et al. (2020) analyzed differences between ARMOR3D and independent in-

situ measurements (ARMOR3D minus observations) for the global ARMOR3D fields.

Root mean square differences for temperature were about 0.8 °C at 100m, and 0.2 °C at

1,000m depth (Greiner et al., 2020). For salinity, the root mean square difference was

0.1 at 100m and 0.05 at 1,000m depth. Greiner et al. (2020) stated that ARMOR3D

is slightly too barotropic, as expected, due to the data set being constrained to altime-

try. The resulting bias in the geostrophic currents was in the order of O(0.01 cm s−1)

(Greiner et al., 2020), root mean square differences are 6.4 cm s−1 and 5.2 cm s−1 for

the zonal and meridional components, respectively. These differences can be enhanced

in the regions of western boundary currents (Greiner et al., 2020). When calculating

volume transports, these differences in the geostrophic currents might introduce a bias

toward higher volume transports.

In this thesis, I focus on depths between 200 to 1,000m where the vertical resolution

of ARMOR3D ranges from 25m to 100m intervals, respectively. As the water masses

of interest in this thesis are all found within the upper part of the water column, I

only include the upper 1,500m range in the analysis. ARMOR3D represents only the

climatological state at depths beyond 1,500m and thus lacks variability in the deeper

water column. While ARMOR3D is available with a horizontal resolution of 1/4°, I

am aware that the resulting data are subject to a certain degree of interpolation based

on the available sources data. These data are, in turn, limited in space and time.

Additionally, the seasonal cycle, upper ocean processes, and clouds strongly affect
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input data like sea surface temperature. ARMOR3D has a resolution sufficient for

resolving the local barotropic Rossby radius of deformation (estimated R≈ 500 km at

the shelf break at 250m depth). It thus can represent the horizontal structures in the

boundary current discussed in this thesis. However, ARMOR3D does not resolve the

baroclinic Rossby radius of deformation in the Labrador Sea (R< 10 km, e.g., Chelton

et al., 1998) and thus cannot represent small-scale features like eddies.

2.2 Ocean reanalysis data - GLORYS

In an ocean reanalysis, observations and outputs from a numerical ocean general circu-

lation model are combined by data assimilation. The result is a synthesized estimate

of the ocean state and its temporal changes. In this thesis, I compare ARMOR3D

with an ocean reanalysis. The goal is to identify differences and similarities between

an observation-based data set and a reanalysis that includes observations but is assim-

ilated with an ocean model. For this purpose, this thesis analyzes the Global Ocean

Physics Reanalysis (GLORYS) in its configuration GLORYS12V1 (Drévillon et al.,

2022a, 2022b), referred to as GLORYS. It is available between 1993 and 2020 with

monthly and daily temporal resolutions. This thesis considers the latter. GLORYS

has a horizontal resolution of 1/12° and covers 50 depth levels with increasing cell dis-

tance from the surface to a depth of ∼ 5,700m. The output of GLORYS is regularly

situated on a 3D Arakawa C-grid (Mesinger & Arakawa, 1976). In a C-grid configu-

ration, the individual variables are ’centered’ in each grid cell, either directly in the

middle, at the upper/lower faces, or the left/right faces of the grid cell. In GLORYS,

the scalar variables of the T-grid cells, like temperature and salinity, are centered in

the 3D model cell. The zonal (u) and meridional (v) velocity vectors are located at the

centers of the left/right faces of the model cell. In contrast, the vertical (w) velocity

vector is located at the center of the upper/lower faces. However, the version of GLO-

RYS used in this thesis has been interpolated to a regular horizontal and vertical grid

(Drévillon et al., 2022a), expressed by similar longitude, latitude, and depth distances.

The numerical ocean general circulation model NEMO (see Chapter 2.3) forms the

foundation for GLORYS. NEMO is driven at the surface by the European Centre for

Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Re-Analysis Interim data between 1993 and 2018,

followed by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Re-Analysis 5

reanalysis for subsequent years (Drévillon et al., 2022b). A reduced-order Kalman filter
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is used to jointly assimilate observations of vertical in-situ temperature and salinity

profiles, sea level anomaly, sea surface temperature, and sea ice concentration (Drévillon

et al., 2022b). For further detailed information, I refer to Drévillon et al. (2022b).

2.3 Model data - ANHA NEMO Simulations

In addition to comparing the observation-based data set ARMOR3D and the ocean

reanalysis GLORYS, I compare the data with output from different regional configura-

tions of the Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean (NEMO). In total, this thesis

covers three major data sets that contain only observations (ARMOR3D), observations

and model physics (GLORYS), and a pure physical model (NEMO) model. Another

goal of this thesis is to find differences within individual model simulations regarding

horizontal resolution. Therefore, three different configurations of NEMO are analyzed

using the Arctic Northern Hemisphere Atlantic (ANHA) simulations, covering a hor-

izontal resolution of 1/4° (ANHA4), 1/12° (ANHA12), and 1/60° (restricted to the

Labrador - LAB - Sea with an outer nest in the subpolar gyre - SPG, ANHA4-SPG12-

LAB60, referred to as LAB60). For ANHA4 and ANHA12, the numerical framework

3.4 is used. For LAB60, it is the numerical framework 3.6 (Madec et al., 1998, 2023).

The initial conditions for the model simulations are 3D temperature, salinity, horizon-

tal velocities, and 2D sea surface height (SSH), and sea ice fields provided by GLORYS

(see Chapter 2.2). Similarly, the boundary conditions for the 3D ocean fields are also

from GLORYS. Hence, the depth levels are also on a grid similar to GLORYS: 50 lev-

els with increasing distance from the surface to a depth of ∼ 5,700m for ANHA4 and

ANHA12. LAB60 comprises in total 75 depth levels between the surface and ∼ 5,900m.

NEMO comprises multiple ocean-related components that can be individually cou-

pled for different model runs. These NEMO components used to model the fields

analyzed in this thesis include ocean dynamics and thermodynamics from the Ocean

Engine (OCE, Madec et al., 2023) and sea ice dynamics and thermodynamics using

the Louvain-La-Neuve sea ice model (LIM, Fichefet & Maqueda, 1997; Bouillon et

al., 2009). Furthermore, it includes on- and offline oceanic tracers transport using

the Tracers in the Ocean Paradigm (TOP Aumont et al., 2019), and biogeochemical

processes using Biogeochemistry with Light Iron and Nutrient limitation and Gases

(BLING, Galbraith et al., 2009; Castro de la Guardia et al., 2019). In this thesis, I

focus on examining the ocean component only. The relevant output discussed is similar
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to the previously described data sets: temperature, salinity, and ocean current veloc-

ities. These individual output variables are distributed on a 3D Arakawa C-grid (see

Chapter 2.2, Mesinger & Arakawa, 1976).

To simplify the model, the following approximations are implemented (Madec et al.,

2023):

Spherical Earth approximation Geopotential surfaces are considered

spheres. Gravity is vertical and indepen-

dent of latitude.

Thin-shell approximation The ocean depth is significantly smaller

than Earth’s radius. Additional effects of

ocean depth on gravity are neglected.

Turbulent closure hypothesis Turbulent fluxes are parameterized in large-

scale features.

Boussinesq hypothesis ρ = ρ(T, S, p), only density variations con-

tributing to buoyancy are considered.

Hydrostatic hypothesis ∂p

∂z
= −ρg, vertical momentum is expressed

with the balance between vertical pressure

gradient and gravitational force.

Incompressibility hypothesis ∇ · U = 0, water is assumed to be incom-

pressible.

Neglect additional Coriolis terms The part of Coriolis terms that include

cos(φ) is neglected.

Including these approximations with the Navier-Stokes equations (Equation 1, follow-

ing, e.g., Olbers et al., 2012) and a nonlinear equation of state to couple temperature

and salinity as active tracers, the ocean state in NEMO is described with seven primi-

tive equations (Pennelly, 2021; Madec et al., 2023). These are the horizontal momen-

tum equations (Equation 2), the equations for the conservation of heat (Equation 3)

and salt (Equation 4), the hydrostatic equilibrium (Equation 5), the incompressibility

equation (Equation 6), and the equation of state (Equation 7).
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ρ
Du
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︸ ︷︷ ︸

momentum

= −∇p
︸ ︷︷ ︸

pressure
gradient

+ ν∇2u
︸ ︷︷ ︸

diffusion

+
ν

3
∇(∇ · u)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

viscous
stress term

+ f v

︸︷︷︸

volume
force

(1)

∂Uh

∂t
= −[(∇× U)× U +

1

2
∇(U2)]h − fk × Uh −

1

ρ0
∇hp+DU + FU (2)

∂T

∂t
= −∇ · (TU) +DT + F T (3)

∂S

∂t
= −∇ · (SU) +DS + F S (4)

∂p

∂z
= −ρg (5)

∇ · U = 0 (6)

ρ = ρ(S, T, p) (7)

The individual terms include the 3D velocity vector U , h indicating the horizontal

components, the Coriolis parameter f , k indicating the vertical component, the in-situ

density ρ, the pressure p, the potential temperature T , the salinity S, the acceleration

of gravity g, D describes the small-scale parameterization, and F the forcing terms at

the surface.

The three model simulations analyzed in this thesis are based all on the ANHA con-

figuration but with different horizontal resolutions. All configurations are calculated

on a tripolar mesh. This tripolar mesh allows for the shifting of the North Poles onto

land to avoid a singularity in the ocean. Additionally, it further increases the hori-

zontal resolution in the region of interest. Thus, the North Poles are located near the

Canadian archipelago and Siberia, while the South Pole remains in Antarctica.
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2.4 Differences between the individual data sets

ANHA4 The 1/4° horizontal resolution of the Atlantic Ocean represents a sub-

domain of the global ORCA025 mesh (Bernard et al., 2006). The tem-

poral resolution of the ANHA4 output used in this thesis is five days.

The analyzed model simulation was set up by Tahya Weiss-Gibbons,

University of Alberta, following Weiss-Gibbons (2022).

ANHA12 The 1/12° horizontal resolution of the Atlantic Ocean represents a sub-

domain of the global ORCA12 mesh. The temporal resolution of the

ANHA12 output used in this thesis is five days. The analyzed model

simulation was set up by Xianmin Hu, University of Alberta, following

X. Hu et al. (2018).

LAB60 The 1/60° horizontal resolution of the Labrador Sea represents a sub-

domain of the ANHA4 simulation. It contains a 1/12° nesting in the

subpolar gyre and a second nest with a 1/60° resolution in the Labrador

Sea. The temporal resolution of the LAB60 output used in this thesis is

one day. The analyzed model simulation was set up by Clark Pennelly,

University of Alberta, following Pennelly and Myers (2020).

2.4 Differences between the individual data sets

The introduced data sets used in this thesis differ in their individual horizontal (Fig-

ure 2.1) and vertical resolutions (Figure 2.2). ARMOR3D and GLORYS are projected

onto a regular horizontal grid, a Cartesian grid with constant latitude and longitude

ranges between the individual grid points. In contrast, the output variables of the

three ANHA simulations used in this thesis are distributed on a 3D Arakawa C-grid

(see Chapter 2.3). Among the different ANHA simulations, the horizontal resolution

varies from the coarsest resolution in ANHA4 and the finest resolution in LAB60. How-

ever, the notations 1/4°, 1/12°, and 1/60° for the respective horizontal resolutions of

ANHA4, ANHA12, and LAB60 refer to the tripolar NEMO grid. Thus, the net dis-

tances between two grid points in the SPNA strongly depend on the exact location. In

the region of interest, the horizontal resolution is approximately 20 km for ARMOR3D,

7 km for GLORYS, 15 km for ANHA4, and 5 km for ANHA12 (Figure 2.1). As this

thesis uses the LAB60 simulation only to analyze local processes at eastern AR7W, an

analysis of the horizontal resolution was omitted.
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sis, I treated each data set equally by interpolating all sections to the same grid with

a spatial resolution of ∆x=1km, and ∆z=10m. This approach adds influence from

interpolation but ensures the best comparability within each other.

2.5 Secondary data sets for comparison

2.5.1 Ship-based hydrographic data

Comparing ARMOR3D with different observational in-situ data sets is an important

step to validate and interpret the water mass variability in ARMOR3D. I use CTD

data from 29 research cruises conducted along eastern AR7W between 1993 and 2018.

The entire AR7W section crosses the central Labrador Sea from the Canadian to its

Greenland side (e.g., Lazier et al., 2002; Yashayaev, 2007a; Kieke & Yashayaev, 2015;

Yashayaev et al., 2015b). AR7W originated from the World Ocean Circulation Exper-

iment (WOCE) of the early to late 1990s. It was initially sampled by Canadian teams

from the Bedford Institute of Oceanography of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans

(e.g., Lazier et al., 2002). After WOCE was finished, AR7W was surveyed within the

programs ’Climate and Ocean - Variability, Predictability, and Change’ (CLIVAR), the

Canadian ’Atlantic Zone Off-Shelf Monitoring Program’ (AZOMP), as well as within

parts of individual national programs. Hence, the entire line from the Labrador to

the Greenland shelf was regularly surveyed in the framework of various national and

international programs for more than three decades since 1990 (e.g., Lazier et al., 2002;

Yashayaev, 2007a; Kieke & Yashayaev, 2015; Yashayaev et al., 2015b).

I limit eastern AR7W (Figure 1.4 b) at 60°42’N/48°04’W (∼ 10m water depth), which

serves as a reference location on the Greenland shelf. From there, the section extends

300 km southwestwards into the Labrador Sea to 58°17’N/50°30’W (∼ 3,570m water

depth). Rykova et al. (2015) analyzed IW at eastern AR7W between 1993 and 2006.

To increase the robustness of the results, I added additional cruises in this period not

available to Rykova et al. (2015) and extended this data set until 2018. A list of

all research cruises considered in this thesis and their respective details are given in

Table 2.1. The timing of the individual cruises is highlighted in Figure 2.3 and will be

discussed in detail in Chapter 3. The vertical resolution of the available CTD profiles

varies between 1 and 2 dbar. However, the number of available profiles providing the

horizontal resolution of the section changes for each cruise. To exclude the influence of
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Table 2.1: List of research cruises included in this thesis. The columns ’Start’ and
’End’ provide information on the first and last date of the respective eastern AR7W
survey. ’#’ is the number of CTD profiles within 160 km from the chosen reference
point closest to the Greenland coast. ’A3D’ shows whether the relevant profiles of the
specific cruise are included within ARMOR3D.

Year Start End Cruise ID. # A3D Data reference

1993 Jun 23 Jun 23 18HU93019 1 5 Yes Lazier (1993)

1994 May 30 May 31 18HU94008 1 8 Yes Lazier (1994)

1994 Nov 21 Nov 24 M30/3 6 Yes WOCE (2002)

1995 Jun 15 Jun 16 18HU95011 1 7 Yes Lazier (1995)

1996 May 23 May 25 18HU96006 1 8 Yes Lazier (1996)

1996 Oct 27 Oct 28 18HU96026 1 8 - Clarke (1996)

1997 May 21 May 22 18HU97009 1 7 Yes Clarke (1997)

1997 Feb 26 Feb 28 KN147 18 - Pickart (1997)

1997 Jul 24 Jul 24 M39/4 4 Yes Schott (1997)

1998 Feb 8 Feb 8 KN156 6 Yes d’Asaro (1998)

1999 Jul 7 Jul 8 18HU19990627 8 - Clarke (1999)

2000 May 31 Jun 1 18HU2000009 1 5 - Harrison (2000)

2001 Jun 8 Jun 9 18HU2001022 1 10 Yes Clarke (2001)

2002 Jul 7 Jul 8 18HU20021129 10 Yes Head (2002)

2002 Dec 6 Dec 7 18HU20020623 4 Yes Clarke (2002)

2003 Jul 28 Jul 29 18HU200307 1 10 Yes Clarke (2003)

2004 May 25 May 27 18HU20040515 8 Yes Harrison (2004)

2005 May 29 May 30 18HU20050526 10 Yes Harrison (2005)

2005 Jun 26 Jun 27 SUBPOLAR 6 Yes Rhein et al. (2015)

2006 May 30 May 30 18HU20060524 5 Yes Hendry (2006)

2007 May 16 May 17 18HU20070510 6 Yes Hendry (2007)

2008 May 23 May 25 18HU20080520 6 Yes Harrison (2008)

2009 May 20 May 22 18HU20090517 10 Yes Hendry (2009)

2010 May 18 May 20 18HU20100513 10 Yes Harrison (2010)

2011 May 16 May 17 18HU20110506 11 Yes Yashayaev (2011)

2011 Jul 26 Jul 27 M85/1 3 Yes Stendardo et al. (2015)

2013 May 15 May 15 MSM28 4 Yes Schneider et al. (2015)

2015 Jun 25 Jun 25 MSM43 7 - Steinfeldt et al. (2019a)

2018 May 5 May 5 MSM73 13 - Steinfeldt et al. (2019b)
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Within the individual cruises, the position of the most inshore CTD profile varied. I

extrapolated each section from its profile closest to the coast toward the previously

defined reference location. Data gaps between the two profiles may arise at the bottom

due to the steep topography at the continental slope. These gaps were filled using a

2D extrapolation method considering the respective parameter’s vertical and horizontal

gradients. I ensured that values did not exceed the measured minimum and maximum

values, preventing over-extrapolation of the data. To ensure consistency, I interpolated

all sections to the same grid with a spatial resolution of ∆x=1km, and ∆z=10m.

Consequently, I obtained a uniform grid for each realization of the eastern AR7W ship

sections, derived from a varying number of CTD profiles for each survey.

Similar to studies by Rykova et al. (2015) and Myers et al. (2007, 2009), which inves-

tigated either eastern AR7W or conducted surveys at nearby locations, I utilize data

from ship surveys primarily carried out in late spring and summer. In total, 83% of

the eastern AR7W surveys were conducted from May to July (Figure 2.3). Therefore,

long-term IW variability obtained from these data represents early summer conditions.

In contrast, the data do not provide sufficient coverage for a comprehensive seasonal

variability analysis.

I compare ARMOR3D to the pure ship-based data that are either included or not

included in ARMOR3D. Hence, the data sets are only partially independent of each

other. Information on which ship-based data is included in ARMOR3D is provided in

Table 2.1.

2.5.2 The DOORS data set

Furthermore, I compare ARMOR3D with the Deep-Ocean Observation and Research

Synthesis (DOORS) data set (Yashayaev et al., 2022), referred to as DOORS. Tem-

perature and salinity observations in the Labrador Sea have been collected as part of

international efforts initiated by WOCE. Since 2000, observations also include data

from the Argo program, which provides year-round measurements of seawater proper-

ties transmitted by profiling floats (Argo, 2000). For the present thesis, all available

profiles from vessel surveys and Argo floats operating in the Labrador Sea from 1993

to 2021 have been quality controlled through semi-automated and visual inspections,

calibrated, and validated. In the case of Argo floats, ship-platform and inter-platform

optimizing calibration procedures were developed and used. The individual steps of
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subsequent vertical interpolation and data processing are discussed by Yashayaev et

al. (2022). The described work on the DOORS data was all performed by I. Yashayaev

(Bedford Institute of Oceanography), who also provided me with the data.

The collection and analysis of oceanographic observations (ship and profiling float data

from pre-Argo and Argo eras) in the Labrador Sea were conducted as part of DOORS

(Yashayaev et al., 2022). I use DOORS, focusing on eastern AR7W, to compare with

the core data set ARMOR3D from Chapter 2.1. Individual profiles within DOORS were

selected in the boundary region of the Labrador Sea along Greenland’s continental

slope, centered at eastern AR7W (Figure 1.4), and confined to the upper 1,500m.

Following, these profiles were projected onto eastern AR7W following isobaths and have

calculated IW hydrography for seasonal and long-term variability. Like the pure ship-

based data (Chapter 2.5.1), the DOORS data is also partially included in ARMOR3D.

Eventually, ARMOR3D, the ship-based data, and DOORS have been interpolated onto

the same grid to reconstruct eastern AR7W with a constant spatial resolution. I filled

bottom triangles at the seafloor near steep topography through vertical and horizontal

extrapolation. Similar to the ship-based data, any over-extrapolation for ARMOR3D

and DOORS was avoided.

2.5.3 The OSNAP mooring observations

I also consider observations and results from the OSNAP mooring array (Lozier et

al., 2017), focusing exclusively on the locations upstream of eastern AR7W (refer to

Figure 1.4). The OSNAPWest moorings have sensors recording point measurements for

ocean velocity and hydrographic parameters (Pacini et al., 2020). The instruments were

installed at vertical intervals of 250 to 500m. I compare time series of IW hydrography

and volume transport from the period 2014 to 2018 as analyzed in Pacini et al. (2020)

against those inferred from ARMOR3D. A. Pacini (University of Washington) and R.

S. Pickart (Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution) provided me with the IW time

series. Presently, ARMOR3D does not include these data. Furthermore, I reference

the analysis of seasonal variability in uISIW by Le Bras et al. (2020), which was derived

from the OSNAP East mooring array located at the southeastern Greenland shelf break

(refer to Figure 1.4), as well as moorings from the Ocean Observatories Initiative in

the central Irminger Sea, both for years between 2014 and 2016.
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3.1 Setting the scene - ARMOR3D at eastern AR7W

This chapter is currently under review (as of August 24, 2023) for publication in the

Journal of Geophysical Research: Oceans. The text has been partially adapted to fit

the context of this thesis. I was responsible for the calculation, analyses, visualization

and writing of the manuscript. Dagmar Kieke, Paul G. Myers, and Igor Yashayaev are

co-authors and provided scientific input and helped to revise the text for publication.

3.1 Setting the scene - ARMOR3D at eastern AR7W

In this chapter, I aim to address the challenge posed by the limited duration of ex-

isting mooring-derived IW time series and the absence of year-round coverage of ship

sections. These limitations hinder the examination of IW variability and its underlying

causes on different time scales. To overcome these limitations, I utilize the multi-source

observation-based data set ARMOR3D (see Chapter 2.1, Guinehut et al., 2012; Mulet

et al., 2012) spanning the years 1993 to 2022.

Previous studies showed that ARMOR3D delivers physically meaningful results in

the North Atlantic. In particular, Iakovleva and Bashmachnikov (2021) utilized AR-

MOR3D to analyze the interannual variability of the upper ocean heat content in the

SPNA, which is linked to the NAO. Their study revealed that ARMOR3D captures

interannual variability in upper ocean heat content similar to the established oceanic

reanalysis data sets Ocean Reanalysis System 5 (ORAS5) and Simple Ocean Data As-

similation 3 (SODA3). Additionally, Desbruyères et al. (2019) considered ARMOR3D

along with other data sets (e.g., EN4) to analyze low-frequency AMOC variability.

They successfully validated model-based AMOC reconstructions at 45°N. In another

study, Wett et al. (2023) utilized ARMOR3D to extent an array of in-situ measure-

ments along 47°N onto the shelf regions at the eastern and western boundaries to allow

a basin-wide AMOC calculation in the North Atlantic.

I analyze water mass variability concerning IW on seasonal to decadal time scales and

focus on the west Greenland shelf break region, particularly on eastern AR7W. In order

to evaluate the representation of IW in ARMOR3D, I compare the results obtained

from ARMOR3D with three additional in-situ observational data sets: 1) a collection

of ship surveys; 2) the DOORS data set (Yashayaev et al., 2022), which combines data

from ship surveys and other platforms, and 3) time series from the mooring arrays

at the two OSNAP lines southwest and southeast of Greenland (Pacini et al., 2020;
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Le Bras et al., 2020). This comparison of the mentioned data serves to investigate

advantages and potential weaknesses when using ARMOR3D for water mass analyses

in this region.

In particular, I address the following objectives:

1. How do Irminger Water hydrographic properties and volume trans-

ports based on ARMOR3D compare with in-situ observations at east-

ern AR7W?

2. What is the seasonal and long-term variability of Irminger Water at

eastern AR7W between 1993 and 2022?

3. What causes Irminger Water temporal variability on different time

scales at eastern AR7W?

Chapter 3 is structured as follows: In Chapter 3.2, I begin by discussing the hydro-

graphic structure of the upper water column in the WGC at eastern AR7W, as pre-

viously introduced in Figure 1.5. In Chapter 3.3, I provide an overview of the results

related to seasonal and longer-term variability of IW and uISIW at eastern AR7W and

their likely causes. Following, I summarize the findings and conclusions in Chapter 3.4.

3.2 Hydrography at eastern AR7W

In the following, I investigate the hydrography and velocity structure of the WGC at

eastern AR7W and focus on IW and uISIW. Both cover the upper 1,000m of the water

column and are expected to interact strongly regarding their depth ranges and spatial

extension. I analyze IW and uISIW using static definitions that do not change over time

by following the definitions given in Pacini et al. (2020) for IW and Le Bras et al. (2020)

for uISIW, as shown in Table 3.1. Pacini et al. (2020) and Le Bras et al. (2020) analyzed

IW and uISIW for the first time throughout the year using mooring observations. In

addition to the given static water mass definitions from Pacini et al. (2020) and Le

Bras et al. (2020), I associate IW and uISIW with positive geostrophic velocities in the

boundary current: the flow direction is downstream (Table 3.1). I do not consider any

isolated IW and uISIW patches detached from the main region if these occur further

offshore than 100 km from the coast. Other studies have used different, but also static,
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definitions (e.g., Kiilerich, 1943; Lee, 1968; Buch, 2000; Myers et al., 2007, 2009).

When analyzing volume transports of the two water masses later in Chapter 3.3, these

results are sensitive to the choice of the respective definitions. However, in this chapter,

I focus on the performance of ARMOR3D regarding the general state and temporal

variability of IW while providing new estimates that are compatible and methodically

comparable with the published ones. Implementing time-dependent definitions, for

example, based on the local hydrography, is analyzed in Chapter 4. However, the

sensitivity of the results from these static definitions affects the interpretation of the

amount of the respective water mass present at eastern AR7W. Thus, when the IW is

anomalously fresh, its salinity may fall below the given threshold and is therefore not

identified any longer as IW.

Within the years 1993 to 2022, the mean water mass structure in the WGC at eastern

AR7W as seen in ARMOR3D appears as follows (Figure 3.3). IW’s warm and saline

core covers depths between 200 and 600m. It is thicker and reaches greater depths

directly at the continental slope. Further offshore, it thins and becomes shallower. On

top of IW lies the cold and fresh Upper Polar Water transported in the East/West

Greenland Coastal Current. Upper Polar Water is limited to the upper 200m. It

covers the entire Greenland shelf and extends until 60 km offshore (Pacini et al., 2020),

but is not of further interest to this thesis. uISIW is found beneath IW until a depth

of about 1,000m with an offshore extent of 120 to 130 km (Figure 3.3). Deep ISIW is

located even deeper but is not addressed further due to the mentioned limitations of

ARMOR3D at depths exceeding 1,500m. The geostrophic velocity at eastern AR7W

indicates a strong WGC flowing in the northwestern direction on the shelf, at the shelf

break, and along the continental slope (Figure 3.3 d). However, it weakens further

offshore (Figure 3.3 d). At about 120 km offshore, the velocities point to the southeast,

Table 3.1: Water mass criteria for Irminger Water (IW) and upper Irminger Sea In-
termediate Water (uISIW). Shown are the salinity and potential density criteria for
Irminger Water, the two potential density criteria for upper Irminger Sea Intermediate
Water, and the additional geostrophic cross-section velocity criterion for both.

Salinity Min. Density

/ kgm−3

Max. Density

/ kgm−3

Downstream Velocity

/ m s−1

IW > 34.92 < 27.74 > 0

uISIW < 34.92 > 27.65 < 27.73 > 0
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(Figure A.1 f). A minor difference is that IW in DOORS is more frequent in interme-

diate layers further offshore. Restricting DOORS to the times of available ship-based

measurements does not show noticeable differences. However, a sharp break to a zero

frequency occurs only further offshore due to a lack of measured profiles in this area

(Figure A.1 e).

In the following, I compare individual ship-based sections at eastern AR7W with the

section from ARMOR3D. I analyze individual comparisons between ARMOR3D and

ship surveys for particular times when the abundance of IW is low (e.g., summer 1995,

Figure 3.5) or high (e.g., summer 2011, Figure 3.6). These comparisons are made when

the entire water column in the WGC region exhibits distinct hydrographic states.

The two ship-based sections in 1995 and 2011 differ in spatial resolution, leading to

a varying level of data interpolation. In 1995, seven CTD profiles covered eastern

AR7W, while only three CTD profiles were available in 2011. The ship section from

the summer of 1995 reveals a colder and fresher IW with a minimum area embedded in

a generally cold and fresh water column. In contrast, the summer section 2011 shows

a warmer and more saline IW, with an enlarged area embedded within a warmer and

more saline water column. Both sections indicate high velocities at the continental

slope, decreasing further offshore. These features are also represented in ARMOR3D.

The velocity distributions of both data sets are notably better aligned in 2011 than

in 1995. The analysis highlights that the influence of a single vertical profile in the

ship-based data can substantially shape the velocity structure of the entire section,

as observed in the summer of 1995. Specifically, one profile in the ship-based data

from 1995, featuring negative velocities, contributes to the velocity structure along the

continental slope. Outside this area, the highest velocities in the ship-based data are

located 80 km offshore. In contrast, in ARMOR3D, the highest velocities are directly

situated at the continental slope. It is important to note that the calculation of the

ARMOR3D fields incorporates the ship-based data for both years; thus, the data sets

are not entirely independent.

To demonstrate that ARMOR3D also yields comparable results to ship-based data not

included in the calculation of ARMOR3D, I compare the data set with ship-based data

from early May 2018 (Figure 3.7). Both data sets are independent and yet exhibit

similar water mass structures. When there is no water with salinities of S> 34.92, IW
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is mixed to salinities below the defined salinity threshold and is no longer detectable

using this definition. I identify an intermediate layer of uISIW located at greater

depths along the continental slope and lifting further offshore. The differences are akin

to those observed in 1995 (Figure 3.5) and 2011 (Figure 3.6), where the area covered

by uISIW is generally larger in ARMOR3D. The most important similarity between

ARMOR3D and the ship-based data is the apparent absence of IW in both data sets.

This finding is noteworthy, especially since the continental slope region was surveyed

with short distances between individual vertical profiles in 2018.

As stated by Greiner et al. (2020), velocities in ARMOR3D appear to be more barotropic.

At the same time, the density gradients suggest a higher baroclinic velocity component

in the ship-based data. Such overestimation of the barotropic boundary current based

on high-latitude altimetry data was previously described by Brachet and Traon (2004)

due to a lower sampling rate compared to lower latitudes. Nevertheless, the similarities

between the individual ship sections and ARMOR3D prevail, except for the mentioned

velocities.

Despite the mentioned limitations, ARMOR3D is a generally suitable data set to an-

alyze hydrographic variability in the upper 1,500m of the water column at eastern

AR7W. On average, I observe all major water masses at the expected depths and

within the expected temperature and salinity range. Different times when the water

column is in different states, with enlarged or reduced IW areas, are primarily rep-

resented in ARMOR3D and agree with the available ship-based measurements and

DOORS. This agreement also applies to years before the start of the Argo program in

2000. Therefore, I use ARMOR3D for further detailed analyses of seasonal to long-term

variability of IW.

3.3 Variability of IW and uISIW

Applying the water mass definitions from Chapter 3.2 (Table 3.1), I calculate AR-

MOR3D time series of IW and uISIW layer-averaged salinity, temperature, and velocity,

along with their respective volume transports between 1993 and 2022. Subsequently,

I construct annual climatologies with a weekly resolution over the entire period. Sim-

ilarly, I calculate weekly climatologies for available IW and uISIW properties from

DOORS (Chapter 2.5.2) and for properties from the OSNAP West IW time series (see
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Chapter 2.5.3). Statistical coherence between different time series is calculated using

correlation analyses in this thesis. For this purpose, all time series are detrended. Un-

less stated otherwise, all calculated correlations are tested to be significantly different

from zero. To determine significance, bootstrapping analyses are realized (e.g., Wilks,

2011) with 1,000 bootstraps to test the significance for the one-sided 1% confidence

interval (0.5% on both sides). I report the correlation coefficient and the lower and

upper bounds of significant correlation values in brackets.

3.3.1 Seasonal variability of Irminger Water

The respective IW time series (Figure 3.8, left column) reveal pronounced seasonal

variability for all investigated parameters. The ARMOR3D-based IW salinity (Fig-

ure 3.8 a) exhibits periods of low salinity between April and July when IW mixes with

colder and fresher ambient waters close to the chosen salinity threshold of S=34.92.

A sharp salinity increase up to S=34.96 follows this period within the four following

weeks. The DOORS and OSNAP West mooring data reveal a similar evolution but do

not imply such a salinity jump. I repeated the analysis of IW salinity further up- and

downstream of eastern AR7W at the location of the OSNAP West moorings and Cape

Desolation (not shown). The results indicate that the jump toward higher salinities

only occurs at eastern AR7W and further downstream in the WGC. The jump does

not occur upstream of eastern AR7W at the OSNAP West location (see Figure B.1).

At first glance, this jump appears to be an inherent signal in ARMOR3D. However,

individual ship sections (see Figure B.2) reveal elevated salinities at this time of the

year that are higher than those in DOORS and the OSNAP West data. Additionally,

I examined individual CTD sections from the WOCE-AR7E-line, which runs from the

Greenland shelf break southeast across the Irminger Sea (e.g., Kieke & Yashayaev,

2015). A few surveys from the early and later 1990s conducted in August and Septem-

ber also revealed IW salinities well exceeding 34.95 (not shown), and this signal is

expected to propagate further into the WGC.

I can only speculate here that ARMOR3D thus performs correctly at eastern AR7W,

and the noted salinity jump is indeed a valid signal. The reason why ARMOR3D shows

lower salinities in the upstream region and the salinity jump is not present may relate

to the fact that high-resolution CTD sections capturing these high salinities close to the

shelf break are often missing, either for the specific time or in general. Frequent CTD
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sections from the OSNAP sections starting in 2014 generally capture a relatively cold

and fresh state of the entire water column. Argo floats may not necessarily drift within

the IW core since the water column is shallow near the shelf break. Thus, ARMOR3D

may underrepresent the salinity in these regions. The same may be true for DOORS,

which projects all kinds of observations onto eastern AR7W. A higher proportion of

potentially fresher profiles, for example, from the later Argo period or different seasons,

may erode the high salinities at eastern AR7W. The OSNAP West moorings, on the

other hand, consist of single point measurements with vertical distances of about 250m

(Pacini et al., 2020). They may miss the peak salinity in the IW layer and generally

cover a period characterized by a colder and fresher state of the entire SPNA.

The temperature exhibits a similar seasonal cycle in all three data sets (Figure 3.8 c),

where ARMOR3D is, on average, approximately 0.25 °C warmer in comparison to the

record from OSNAP West, but is very similar to DOORS. In spring, DOORS even

reveals slightly higher temperatures. Depending on the actual location of the individual

mooring instruments, the OSNAP West mooring data may undersample the sharp

gradient of the warm layer. Another reason for the differences between the OSNAP

West data and the two other data sets might be that the mooring-based record covers

only 2014 to 2018. When limiting the climatology of IW temperatures from ARMOR3D

and DOORS to the mooring period between 2014 and 2018, all data sets are in the same

order of magnitude (not shown). The IW properties in ARMOR3D and DOORS are

closer to those obtained from the OSNAP West moorings, although the rapid increase

of ARMOR3D salinity is persistent.

The seasonal cycle with the highest temperatures in fall agrees with findings based

on in-situ data from Grist et al. (2014, their Figure 3). Similarly, Curry et al. (2014)

found a seasonal cycle for temperature by analyzing six years of mooring data across

Davis Strait. Likewise, Myers et al. (2021) considered a model-based time series of

heat transport across Davis Strait and exhibited a seasonal maximum in late fall. In

contrast to the temperature and salinity, the climatological velocities (Figure 3.8 e)

indicate maximum values from February to April and a decrease until September. A

recent study analyzing the velocity of the WGC at Cape Desolation in a high-resolution

model also found the highest seasonal buoyancy-driven velocities in spring and the

lowest in fall (Gou et al., 2022).
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Low values characterize the climatological volume transport in ARMOR3D down to

2 Sv in April and July, followed by a rapid increase up to 8 Sv in August and a sub-

sequent slower increase up to 10 Sv until September (Figure 3.8 g). While the AR-

MOR3D IW volume transport at eastern AR7W is significantly correlated with its

salinity (r= 0.79 [0.68, 0.90]) and temperature (r= 0.76 [0.52, 0.89]), it is significantly

anti-correlated with its velocity (r= -0.34 [-0.59, -0.02]). Therefore, the results indi-

cate that the IW volume transport at eastern AR7W is dominated by the varying area

of the cross-slope section covered by IW, not by its velocity. This result agrees with

observations from the OSNAP West moorings (Pacini et al., 2020).

The OSNAP West IW volume transport based on the mooring record indicates a

minimum plateau between March and May with 2 Sv, followed by a constant increase

up to 10 Sv in fall (Figure 3.8 g). However, the mean transport (and standard deviation)

of ARMOR3D and the OSNAP West moorings are very similar, with 5.9 Sv (2.7 Sv)

for ARMOR3D at eastern AR7W and 5.7 Sv (2.6 Sv) for the OSNAP West mooring

observations. When comparing ARMOR3D to the mooring-derived time series directly

at the OSNAP West site, ARMOR3D reveals an IW volume transport that is higher

compared to the mooring record by approximately 3.5 Sv (Figure B.1, left column).

This difference slightly decreases to 3 Sv when considering ARMOR3D for the OSNAP

West mooring record period (Figure B.1, right column). When considering only the

period from 2014 to 2018 at eastern AR7W, both IW volume transports are similar

(not shown).

For the uISIW salinity (Figure 3.8 b), ARMOR3D reveals an amplitude ranging be-

tween 34.87 and 34.90 at eastern AR7W. The lowest salinities occur in February and

March, while the highest salinities are found between September and December. Sim-

ilarly, the uISIW temperature ranges between 3.80 °C and 3.96 °C. In contrast to IW,

the velocity of uISIW in ARMOR3D is significantly correlated with its volume trans-

port (r= 0.42 [0.14, 0.63], Figure 3.8 f, h). The highest volume transport occurs in

April, and the lowest is observed in September. Unlike IW, hydrographic parameters

of uISIW are anti-correlated (though not significantly for temperature) with its volume

transport (salinity: r= -0.56 [-0.77, -0.35], temperature: r= -0.24 [-0.61, 0.11]).

To compare the area covered with IW in different seasons, I calculate the IW and

uISIW frequency following the methodology outlined in Chapter 3.2 for two specific

weeks indicating the seasonal minimum of IW volume transport in spring (uISIW
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dominates, 09 Apr - 15 Apr) and the seasonal maximum of IW volume transport in fall

(IW dominates, 03 Sep - 09 Sep). During periods when uISIW dominates at eastern

AR7W (Figure 3.9, left column), nearly the entire water column exhibits lower salinity

compared to the periods when IW dominates (Figure 3.9, right column). When uISIW

dominates, it covers the entire area between approximately 100 to 1,200m. Notable is

a core with its center at a depth of 600m and located 120 km offshore, where uISIW

is consistently identified in all years. Furthermore, uISIW extends to greater depths,

reaching ∼ 1,100m at about 50% of the time (Figure 3.9 e). Conversely, when IW

dominates at eastern AR7W (Figure 3.9, right column), IW covers a depth range from

∼150m at the shelf break until ∼800m (Figure 3.9 d). Moving further offshore, the

lower boundary of IW rises until only a thin layer remains, spanning roughly 200 to

300m. Below this, uISIW covers the area from the lower boundary of IW down to a

depth of ∼1,000m (Figure 3.9 f).

3.3.2 Seasonal variability in the core of the boundary current system

Rykova et al. (2015) observed an IW core region with the highest salinity at the con-

tinental slope in a depth range between 300 and 700m and distances of 65 to 85 km

offshore. Building upon the findings of Rykova et al. (2015) and considering the re-

sults obtained at eastern AR7W from the ship-based data, DOORS, and ARMOR3D,

I define an IW core that extends 40 km offshore from the 300m isobath. As a re-

sult, the defined IW core area encompasses both the continental slope and the region

where the maximum salinity was detected by Rykova et al. (2015) and Pacini et al.

(2020). I calculate a specific annual climatology for IW salinity, temperature, velocity,

and volume transport, exclusively for the area of the defined IW core (Figure 3.10).

The salinity, temperature, and volume transport results do not differ notably from the

analysis within the entire section. de Jong et al. (2014) similarly analyzed seasonal

differences by comparing temperatures at eastern AR7W in May and August 2008 and

found similar results to those obtained in ARMOR3D. Within this IW core region

(Figure 3.10 a - d), IW velocity demonstrates a significantly positive correlation with

the IW volume transport (r= 0.62 [0.35, 0.81]). In contrast, for the entire IW area

(Figure 3.8), the correlation between velocity and volume transport is significantly

anti-correlated (r= -0.34 [-0.59, -0.02]). The highest velocities within the IW core re-

gion are observed in December. In contrast, the lowest occur between May and July
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Using data from the upper 1,500m, I construct Hovmöller diagrams depicting the

hydrographic parameters and the current velocity by calculating spatial averages for

all parameters within the IW core region (Figure 3.11). The presence of IW is observed

between ∼ 150 and 600m depth from August to March. However, IW experiences

strong mixing below the salinity threshold between April and July (Figure 3.11). The

relationship between velocity and IW presence in the water column (Figure 3.10) is

again highlighted in the Hovmöller diagram (Figure 3.11). No present IW accompanies

the lowest velocities in July, while the highest velocities in December are accompanied

by a large thickness of IW.

Consequently, the horizontal and vertical structure of IW undergo substantial seasonal

changes. Notably, the spacing between instruments in the OSNAP West moorings

(250m in the vertical IW range; Pacini et al., 2020) may introduce a bias to the vertical

IW structure due to a coarser resolution in representing the water column. A similar

bias might also be present in ARMOR3D, albeit to a lesser degree. In ARMOR3D, the

vertical distance between grid points in the IW depth ranges between 25 and 100m.

3.3.3 Causes for seasonal Irminger Water variability

According to Le Bras et al. (2020), uISIW predominantly forms in the Irminger Sea

during winter convection. It is subsequently subducted into the EGC over the follow-

ing three months, potentially through an eddy transport mechanism. Additionally, a

substantial portion of the convection occurs slantwise, as denser waters are horizon-

tally pushed toward lighter waters (Le Bras et al., 2022). This slantwise convection

is especially prominent in the Irminger Sea’s western boundary current region, where

northerly winds induce an Ekman transport that advects the Atlantic-origin waters

(here IW) toward the continental shelf (Le Bras et al., 2022). Other local wind pat-

terns like the Greenland tip jet strongly influence vertical convection. The frequency

of wind events associated with the tip jet depends positively on the state of the winter

NAO (e.g., Pickart et al., 2003a; V̊age et al., 2008a, 2009; Josey et al., 2019). In a

model study covering 2003 to 2010, Paquin et al. (2016) demonstrated that only these

Greenland tip jets result in sufficient ocean heat loss to induce vertical ocean convection

in the Irminger Sea. Another model study by Garcia-Quintana et al. (2019) indicated

that high-frequency winds had a major impact on the formation of LSW between 2004

and 2016. By excluding these winds, the March mixed layer depth (MLD) did not ex-
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set of high IW volume transport at eastern AR7W, coupled with the subsequent rise

in temperature and salinity in late July, aligns with the stop of upstream convection

approximately 4.5 months earlier (three months from the Irminger Sea convection site

into the EGC at OSNAP East as provided by Le Bras et al. (2020) and additional

six weeks for the advection toward eastern AR7W). This alignment suggests that the

strong modification of IW at eastern AR7W in late spring and summer can likely be

attributed to winter convective mixing in the Irminger Sea. However, LSW formed

during convection in the Labrador Sea is regularly transported into the Irminger Sea

(e.g., Straneo et al., 2003; Yashayaev et al., 2007b, 2007c) leading to a preconditioning

of the water column in the Irminger Sea to favor local convection (e.g., Falina et al.,

2007). Yeager et al. (2021) illustrated how areas of convection in the Labrador Sea

extend into the western Irminger Sea. Thus, I suggest that the attribution of seasonal

IW variability at eastern AR7W solely to the Irminger Sea might only hold for individ-

ual years when the influence of Irminger Sea convection exceeds the one from Labrador

Sea convection. Consequently, I consider the modification of IW in late spring and

summer as a result of winter convective mixing in the Irminger and Labrador Seas.

The peak of maximum uISIW volume transport at eastern AR7W in spring (Fig-

ure 3.8 h) is accompanied by minima of temperature and salinity. This relationship was

expected since the maximum uISIW volume transport aligns with the peak convection

in the Irminger Sea, leading to enhanced cooling and freshening of the Atlantic-origin

waters (Le Bras et al., 2020). The temporal range between February and April corre-

sponds well with the 4.5 months that uISIW requires to be advected from its formation

region to eastern AR7W. Furthermore, the timing of the significant increase in IW vol-

ume transport by the end of July and its peak in September coincides with the period

when uISIW exhibits its weakest volume transport (Figure 3.8 h).

The modification of IW is only moderate during periods of reduced convection in the

Irminger Sea due to diminished buoyancy loss, allowing warm and saline IW to be

transported with the EGC/WGC (Figure 3.12 a, b). However, focusing on the hydro-

graphic properties of the water column, it cannot be ruled out that the local mixing

of IW with surrounding waters and the incorporation of older ISIW fed back into

the boundary current play a role. Consequently, the IW propagating around south-

ern Greenland experiences only minor decreases in temperature and salinity. In the

climatological analysis, I identify that during times of minimal IW volume transport
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times. As a result, regions downstream of the convection area also experience colder

and fresher conditions (Figure 3.12 c, d). These findings are consistent with Pacini et

al. (2020), who attributed the seasonal IW variability to winter air-sea interactions in

the Irminger Sea.

Within approximately three months, the uISIW is subducted into the boundary current

(Le Bras et al., 2020). By the time it reaches the location of eastern AR7W, it typically

spans the area beneath the IW down to a depth of about 1,000m, extending offshore

from ∼ 120 to 130 km (Figure 3.3). Conversely, during periods of maximum IW volume

transport (mid-July to January), the upper uISIW isopycnal becomes correspondingly

depressed, while the lower uISIW isopycnal is elevated (Figure 3.11 c). Analyzing the

T-S properties across different seasons suggests that the shape of the upper inflection

of IW in fall and winter (Figure 3.12 a) mirrors that of the upper inflection of uISIW

in spring and summer (Figure 3.12 c). By applying static thresholds to identify IW,

a clear distinction can be made between IW and uISIW. It is important to note that

considering thresholds that vary over time might lead to the classification of the warm

and saline parts of uISIW as modified IW, as is further explored in Chapter 4.

3.3.4 Interannual and decadal Irminger Water variability

In the following, I analyze the long-term variability of IW covering years between 1993

and 2022. For this purpose, a 10-week and a 2-year running average are applied to

the ARMOR3D IW salinity, temperature, velocity, and volume transport time series

at eastern AR7W. In order to eliminate higher frequency variability, a Hanning win-

dow is applied for all 2-year running average analyses throughout this thesis. It is

worth noting that the comparison of ARMOR3D IW properties with those reported

by Pacini et al. (2020) has limitations due to the available OSNAP West mooring time

series, which spans only four years (2014 - 2018). When analyzing the 10-week running

average (Figure 3.13), it becomes apparent that the seasonal variability (Figure 3.8)

dominates the amplitude for each parameter, irrespective of the long-term state. The

comparison between ARMOR3D and OSNAP West (Pacini et al., 2020) demonstrates

the agreement in the timing of the seasonal peaks (Figure 3.13).

The amplitudes of ARMOR3D salinity on interannual time scales slightly exceed those

of OSNAPWest (Figure 3.13 a). Notably, the OSNAPWest salinity minima in summer

exhibit higher values, while the salinity maxima are slightly lower. This behavior might
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again be attributed to the vertical resolution of the moorings, which may not provide

the detail necessary for a comprehensive analysis of the boundary between the cold

and fresh surface waters and the underlying IW. Nevertheless, the trends in interannual

changes and the timing of the peaks generally align with those observed in ARMOR3D.

Shifting the focus to the 2-year running average, it becomes evident that there is

an overall IW salinity maximum in 2010/2011, contrasting with a minimum in 2019

(Figure 3.13 a). The corresponding IW temperature time series indicates variability at

higher frequencies than IW salinity (Figure 3.13 b). 2003 and 2019/2020 saw the highest

temperatures, almost reaching or exceeding 5.2 °C, while the lowest temperatures of

approximately 4.4 °C occurred in 1995 and from 2015 to 2017. It is worth noting that

the peaks of maximum temperatures do not align with those observed for salinity.

Similar to the seasonal variability analysis, the long-term velocity variability exhibits

an opposing signal compared to the salinity. Specifically, a velocity minimum was ob-

served in 2010 and 2011, while recent years between 2019 and 2022 witnessed a velocity

maximum. Additionally, akin to the findings in the seasonal analysis (Chapter 3.3.1),

significant correlations between the 2-year running average of salinity (Figure 3.13 a)

and volume transport (Figure 3.13 d) are identified with r= 0.81 [0.78, 0.83]. The

maximum volume transport of ∼ 9 Sv in 2010/2011 aligns with the observations of

Ribergaard (2014). Conversely, periods preceding and succeeding 2010/2011 exhibit

lower volume transports, reaching minimum values of ∼ 4 Sv in 2003, 5 Sv in 2014/2015,

and 2 Sv in 2019/2020, indicative of long-term decadal variability. The correlations be-

tween volume transport and temperature (r= -0.38 [-0.44, -0.32]), as well as between

volume transport and velocity (r= -0.70 [-0.74, -0.66]), are both significantly negative.

This relation suggests that lower temperatures accompany elevated salinities and result-

ing volume transports over longer time scales. In contrast, high salinities and volume

transports correspond to elevated temperatures on seasonal time scales. Consequently,

the causes of seasonal and longer-term variability differ substantially.

Myers et al. (2007) analyzed IW at Cape Desolation, located just downstream of east-

ern AR7W, utilizing ship-based data from late spring and summer. Focusing solely

on late spring and summer data (May to July; not shown) within ARMOR3D reveals

a similar decline in volume transport aligned with the findings of Myers et al. (2007)

between 1993 and 2000. However, between 2000 and 2005, Myers et al. (2007) reported

a continuous increase, whereas ARMOR3D depicts a decrease in 2002/2003 followed by
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a restrained increase in subsequent years. The ship-based data (Chapter 2.5.1) showed

similar results, revealing the highest volume transports around 2010 and the lowest

during the 1990s and from 2015 to 2018. Specifically, the mean IW volume transport

(with corresponding standard deviation) from ARMOR3D was 6.0 Sv (2.8 Sv) over the

entire period, compared to 3.3 Sv (3.3 Sv) obtained from the ship-based data. From

2014 to 2018, ARMOR3D consistently exhibited a higher IW volume transport than

OSNAPWest. However, for the years 2019 to 2022, the IW volume transport decreased

to 2 - 3 Sv, constituting the lowest values within the entire period (Figure 3.13 d and

Figure 3.14) due to the freshening of the SPNA. This freshening started in 2015/2016

in the western SPNA, propagated throughout the entirety of the North Atlantic Basin,

and freshened the Irminger Sea between 2015 and 2020 (Holliday et al., 2020; Biló et

al., 2022). The constrained IW area from 2019 to 2022 only saw partial compensation

from uISIW. Instead, the period witnessed the presence of waters characterized by low

salinity (Figure 3.14 a), accompanied by relatively high temperatures (Figure 3.14 b)

extending to depths between ∼ 300 and 400m. Also, the IW velocities increased dur-

ing these years, akin to the patterns observed during the 1990s (Figure 3.13 c and

Figure 3.14 d). In contrast, periods of low IW velocities occurred around 2005 and

2010. Consequently, the behavior of IW velocity appears to be contrary to that of IW

salinity and volume transport.

3.3.5 Mechanisms shaping the long-term Irminger Water variability

To address likely causes of long-term IW variability, IW time series are analyzed re-

garding possible forcing mechanisms in the North Atlantic region. I focus on the NAO

and the size and strength of the SPG. I detail how the respective NAO and SPG index

time series have been obtained in the following.

The North Atlantic Oscillation Index

For this thesis, I obtained daily NAO index values from NOAA (2023b), which are

based on a Rotated Principal Component Analysis (Barnston & Livezey, 1987). A posi-

tive/negative NAO index describes an enhanced/weakened gradient of the geopotential

height anomaly (500mb atmospheric pressure) over the North Atlantic. I performed a

temporal averaging of the daily NAO index values to match the ARMOR3D’s weekly

temporal resolution (Figure 3.15 b). The NAO exhibits its most considerable variabil-
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thogonal functions analysis, in contrast to Hátún and Chafik (2018). I find that the

detrended weekly ARMOR3D-based SPG index is significantly correlated with the de-

trended weekly SPG index reported by Hátún and Chafik (2018) and Chafik (2019)

with r= 0.83 [0.81, 0.85] when interpolating their time series to the ARMOR3D tem-

poral resolution.

To examine the spatial patterns of correlation, I analyze the relationship between the

2-year running averaged SSH field and the corresponding running averaged SPG index

(Figure 3.15). In line with the findings of Hátún and Chafik (2018), it becomes ap-

parent that an expanded gyre (positive SPG index) corresponds to a decrease of SSH

within the Irminger and Labrador Seas. This correlation arises from the increased for-

mation of deep waters in these regions (de Jong & de Steur, 2016; Yashayaev & Loder,

2016). The SSH field effectively captures the positions of advective fronts, including

the subpolar front. At the same time, the SPG index reflects changes in the spatial

expansion and contraction of the SPG. Specifically, an expansion of the SPG is asso-

ciated with a positive SPG index and a high SSH gradient between the subpolar and

subtropical gyre. Conversely, a contraction of the SPG is associated with a negative

SPG index and a low SSH gradient between the subpolar and subtropical gyre (e.g.,

Holliday et al., 2020; Koul et al., 2020).

How do the NAO and SPG affect Irminger Water?

Following Holliday et al. (2020), strong westerly winds during positive phases of the

NAO expand the SPG by moving the subpolar front as far south as 45°N. Consequently,

the primary branch of the NAC is located anomalously far south and extends the SPG

to the east further downstream. This position of the NAC restricts the inflow of

substantial amounts of Atlantic-origin waters into the Irminger Sea while enhancing

transport into the Arctic. Conversely, during negative phases of the NAO, characterized

by weaker westerly winds, the Irminger Sea experiences an increased inflow of Atlantic-

origin waters. These variations in the size and strength of the SPG are perceptible

through the SPG index (Figure 3.15 b).

Given the analysis of IW at eastern AR7W, I anticipate that periods of a positive NAO

would correspond to reduced IW. At the same time, negative NAO phases would lead

to increased amounts of IW at eastern AR7W. The timing of such effects relies on the
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advection time of signals influenced by the shift of the NAC and other contributing

factors. During positive NAO phases, the intensified westerly winds facilitate the

transport of cold and dry air from the American continent into the western SPG (Lazier

et al., 2002) and the Nordic Seas (Sarafanov, 2009). As a result, I expect that IW during

positive NAO phases would exhibit lower temperatures.

Conversely, during negative NAO phases, IW might display warmer characteristics.

Such a reversed behavior between the NAO and IW temperature within the Irminger

Sea was already shown within a model study from Zhu and Demirov (2011). However,

in Zhu and Demirov (2011), the response time of changes in the NAO toward the

SPG index (calculated differently than in this thesis) was calculated at a lag of three

years between the 1980s and 1990s. Calculating the lag correlation between the 2-year

running averaged NAO and SPG index between 1993 and 2022 following Figure 3.15

reveals a maximum lag when the NAO leads the changes in the strength and size of the

SPG by 33 weeks (r= 0.74 [0.70, 0.78], not shown). These results either suggest that

the modeled response between NAO and SPG is generally too slow by about 2.5 years

or that large temporal differences in the described relationship between NAO and SPG

occur on decadal time scales. Consequently, the first mentioned possible explanation

would also result in a delayed response of changes in the NAO on the IW properties

by 2.5 years in the model used by Zhu and Demirov (2011).

These wind conditions during positive NAO phases also favor deep convection in the

Irminger and Labrador Seas by increasing the occurrence of Greenland tip jet events

(Pickart et al., 2003a; V̊age et al., 2009). As discussed in Chapter 3.3.3, the convection

in the Irminger and Labrador Seas directly influences the hydrographic IW properties

in the WGC. Particularly, it leads to lower seasonal IW salinities and temperatures

at locations such as eastern AR7W and OSNAP West. Consequently, I expect that

changes in the NAO would leave a more pronounced imprint on hydrographic properties

compared to IW volume transport, which is likely to be influenced by a combination

of both seasonal and long-term NAO variations.

Holliday et al. (2020) found a freshening of the NAC from 2012 to 2016. Over the same

period, I identify an increase in the NAO and SPG indices (Figure 3.15 b) along with

a corresponding decrease in IW volume transport at eastern AR7W (Figure 3.13 d).

When comparing the IW volume transport at eastern AR7W (Figure 3.13 d) with the

NAO and SPG index (Figure 3.15 b), it becomes evident that a lagged connection
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exists between the forcings in the North Atlantic region and the occurrence at eastern

AR7W. Therefore, I conduct a lag correlation analysis for the 2-year running averaged

time series, utilizing the maximum possible window length (Figure 3.16). The analysis

reveals a significant negative correlation between the IW volume transport and the

SPG index with a delay of up to three years (Figure 3.16 d), indicating that the SPG

index leads the IW volume transport.

Similarly, a notable relationship is observed between the NAO index and the IW vol-

ume transport, particularly within the first three lag years (with the highest correlation

at lag 0), highlighting that the NAO index also leads the IW volume transport. The

analyses of IW salinity (Figure 3.16 a) and IW temperature (Figure 3.16 b) reveal differ-

ences in their respective correlations with the NAO index. While the salinity indicates

a strong dependency on the NAO and the SPG, the correlation between the NAO and

the temperature is relatively small. As for IW velocity (Figure 3.16 c), the highest

correlation appears at a lag of only a few months, coinciding with a minimum correla-

tion in the temperature analysis. These findings strengthen my expectations that local

convection in the Irminger and Labrador Seas largely impacts the IW temperature.

However, the results also unveiled that changes in salinity are driven by immediate

local influences (strongest anti-correlation at zero lag) and effects of advective signals

(highly correlated with NAO and SPG up to a lag of three years). Similar to the

analysis of seasonal variability, these results on longer time scales are sensitive to the

chosen definition for IW.

LSW spreads directly from the Labrador Sea into the Irminger Sea (Paillet et al.,

1998; Yashayaev et al., 2007b) and entrains into the Irminger Sea boundary current

(Lavender et al., 2000; Chafik et al., 2022). Thereby, it preconditions the water column

in the Irminger Sea for winter convection (Yashayaev, 2007a; Yashayaev et al., 2007b,

2007c). I observe minima of IW volume transport in 2003 and 2015. These times

align with periods of elevated LSW production in the years 2000 to 2003 and 2014

to 2016 (Yashayaev & Loder, 2016; Garcia-Quintana et al., 2019; Rühs et al., 2021).

However, the high production of LSW in 2008 occurred during a year characterized by

a relatively strong IW volume transport. The subsequent years, specifically from 2019

to 2022, exhibit the lowest IW volume transport within the last three decades. Low

salinities and high temperatures also characterize these years. These characteristics

correspond well with the extensive freshening of the SPNA that followed the last phase
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of strong LSW production between 2014 and 2016 (Holliday et al., 2020; Biló et al.,

2022). Given these observations, it is plausible to suggest that this extensive freshening

ultimately causes large portions of the IW to become mixed below the defined salinity

threshold of S=34.92.

3.4 Summary and Conclusion

This chapter investigates the temporal variability of IW properties in the BCS on

seasonal to decadal time scales. Therefore, I analyze the multi-source observation-

based data set ARMOR3D from the Copernicus Marine Environmental Monitoring

Service comprising 1/4° gridded hydrographic and geostrophic velocity data with a

weekly resolution to achieve this. Previous studies primarily focused on ship-based data

collected during late spring and summer (e.g., Myers et al., 2007, 2009; Ribergaard,

2014; Rykova et al., 2015), or relied on temporally limited mooring observations given

their jet short timespan from the deployment in 2014 (e.g., Pacini et al., 2020; Le Bras

et al., 2020). In contrast, I use the continuous ARMOR3D data set between 1993 and

2022, utilizing the advantages of both remote sensing and in-situ data and providing

a means for filling the temporal, vertical, and horizontal gaps that often characterize

pure in-situ observations.

For the first time, this allows reconstructing 30 years of IW variability in an observation-

based data set, revealing substantial seasonal and interannual to decadal variability.

The strongest IW volume transport occurs between mid-July and January, with weaker

transport in other months (Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.11). These findings are consis-

tent with observations from OSNAP West moorings (2014 - 2018; Pacini et al., 2020,

Chapter 2.5.3) and DOORS (1993 - 2021; Chapter 2.5.2), which incorporates informa-

tion from Argo floats since the year 2000 and ship-based surveys partly not included

in ARMOR3D. Two dominating seasonal states exist at eastern AR7W to the west

of Greenland: one with gradually modified IW along the pathway in the BCS (Fig-

ure 3.12 a, b), and another with modified uISIW via winter convection in the Irminger

and Labrador Seas (Figure 3.12 c, d; Pacini et al., 2020; Le Bras et al., 2020; Falina et

al., 2007; Yeager et al., 2021). The colder and fresher uISIW dominates the warmer

and more saline IW until mid-July (Figure 3.8).
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On interannual and decadal time scales, IW volume transport was strongest in 2010

and weakest at the end of the time series between 2019 and 2022 (Figure 3.13 and

Figure 3.14). The period from 2019 to 2022 marked a phase within the available three

decades when IW modification was particularly pronounced, resulting in large portions

of IW being mixed below the threshold of S=34.92 (Figure 3.13 d and Figure 3.14).

This period coincides with a production of LSW that was among the highest on record

(Yashayaev et al., 2022). The SPG’s strength and width directly impact the IW volume

transport variability on longer time scales. These findings indicate that the SPG vari-

ability leads the IW volume transport by up to 3 years (Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16).

An expanded state of the SPG, resulting from a strong NAO, reduces warm and saline

waters in the Irminger Sea and vice versa (Holliday et al., 2020). Consequently, a con-

tracted SPG leads to a strong IW volume transport in the boundary currents around

Greenland up to 3 years later. Notably, both mechanisms, operating on seasonal or

longer time scales, play a crucial role in deep-sea ventilation (Thomas & Zhang, 2022),

as the NAO directly impacts deep convection in the Irminger and Labrador Seas due

to increased winds (Pickart et al., 2003a; V̊age et al., 2009; Paquin et al., 2016).

Fried and de Jong (2022) provide a reanalysis time series from GLORYS (see Chap-

ter 2.2) spanning years from 1993 to 2020, revealing top-to-bottom volume transports

of the IC in the eastern Irminger Basin that are reversed to the obtained IW volume

transport (Figure 3.13). Periods of strong cooling in the Irminger Sea are accompanied

by an increased MLD and a doming of isopycnals during the 1990s and from 2013 to

2015. These changes induced stronger horizontal density gradients, resulting in a more

substantial total volume transport. Simultaneously, intensified westerlies, alongside

strong winter surface cooling in the Labrador Sea, led to enhanced convection and an

expansion of the SPG (Fried & de Jong, 2022). This shift in the SPG led to dimin-

ished warm and saline NAC water advection into the Irminger Sea (Sarafanov, 2009).

Consequently, I observe a corresponding decrease in IW volume transport at eastern

AR7W (Figure 3.13 d).

Furthermore, Holliday et al. (2020) and Biló et al. (2022) note an overall freshening

trend in the Irminger Sea starting in 2018. This freshening resulted in an increased local

stratification and therefore suppressed convection from 2018 onward. Consequently, the

minimum IW volume transport at eastern AR7W between 2019 and 2022 is potentially

attributed to a broader freshening of the SPNA below the threshold defining IW.
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Through the ARMOR3D-based analysis of inferred IW properties at eastern AR7W, I

revisit the research questions previously posed and conclude the following:

1. How do Irminger Water hydrographic properties and volume trans-

ports based on ARMOR3D compare with in-situ observations at east-

ern AR7W?

ARMOR3D realistically represents hydrographic properties in the upper 1,500m

of the water column at eastern AR7W and reproduces the key properties of

IW (Figure 3.3, Figure 3.5, and Figure 3.6). The agreement with in-situ data is

notably better during periods characterized by a considerable amount of profiling

float and ship-based data.

2. What is the seasonal and long-term variability of Irminger Water at

eastern AR7W between 1993 and 2022?

IW is the warmest and most saline during fall and winter, accompanied by a

maximum volume transport. It becomes coldest and least saline, accompanied

by a minimum volume transport, during spring and early summer (Figure 3.8

and Figure 3.11). On multi-year time scales, the IW volume transport reaches its

peak in 2010/2011 and reaches its minimum between 2019 and 2022 (Figure 3.13

and Figure 3.14).

3. What causes Irminger Water temporal variability on different time

scales at eastern AR7W?

Seasonal variability of the IW volume transport is primarily attributed to local

cooling and winter convection in the Irminger and Labrador Seas. Consequently,

high IW temperatures accompany high IW salinities and vice versa (Figure 3.8).

Large-scale changes occurring in the North Atlantic influence the IW volume

transport on multi-year time scales. These include changes in the NAO and the

expansion and contraction of the SPG (Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.16). Lower IW

temperatures coincide with high salinities (Figure 3.13). Therefore, I deduce that

seasonal processes dominate the variability of IW temperature. In contrast, the

underlying causes for seasonal and longer-term variability are different.

While this chapter uses static property thresholds for identifying IW and uISIW, other

studies have demonstrated how water masses can alter their core properties over time,
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driven by large-scale changes in the water column. For instance, Pickart et al. (2003b)

and Yashayaev and Loder (2017) identified evolving core densities within the context

of LSW. Specifically, LSW produced during the years 2012 to 2016 was observed to

be warmer and more saline than LSW produced between 1987 and 1994 (Yashayaev

& Loder, 2017). Similarly, a recent study by Le Bras et al. (2022) argued for defining

ISIW differently due to the general freshening of the SPNA in recent years (Holliday

et al., 2020; Biló et al., 2022). In light of these considerations, the forthcoming step

in Chapter 4 involves analyzing such temporal shifts in IW core water mass properties

across multi-year and seasonal time scales. This endeavor aims to enhance our com-

prehension of IW’s distribution, from its origin in the Irminger Sea into Baffin Bay and

the western Labrador Sea.
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4.1 Irminger Water in a changing boundary current system

This chapter is currently in preparation for publication in the Journal of Geophysical

Research: Oceans. The text has been partially adapted to fit the context of this

thesis. I was responsible for the calculation, analyses, visualization and writing of the

manuscript. Dagmar Kieke, Paul G. Myers, and Igor Yashayaev are co-authors and

provided scientific input and helped to revise the text for publication.

4.1 Irminger Water in a changing boundary current system

In the present chapter, I build on Chapter 3 and include temporally and spatially

changing IW thresholds when analyzing IW variability. Therefore, by analyzing four

sections in detail, I enlarge the region of interest from Chapter 3 to the larger BCS

domain. These sections are located in the Irminger Sea, the eastern Labrador Sea,

the western Labrador Sea, and Baffin Bay. They are chosen as they represent the

bandwidth of vertical variability in the water column within the BCS (Figure 4.2).

I incorporate the mentioned large-scale temporal changes in the water column while

describing the evolution of IW from the Irminger Sea downstream within the BCS. To

analyze potential pathways of IW and investigate it at spatially fixed positions, I also

consider spatial changes of IW properties as IW subsequently mixes with colder and

fresher ambient waters on its pathway.

I focus on the following objectives in particular:

1. How can the temporal variability within the water column be included

when identifying Irminger Water and tracking its downstream fate?

2. How can waters maintaining vertical Irminger Water structures in re-

gions where it is fully mixed below a certain threshold be identified?

3. What influences do long-term (temporal) and large-scale (spatial) vari-

ability in the water column have on the variability of Irminger Water

properties?

Chapter 4 is structured as follows: I introduce three different methods for identifying

IW in Chapter 4.2. The first method represents the commonly used method to identify

IW already applied in Chapter 3. In contrast, the following methods represent new

approaches developed within this thesis. Chapter 4.3 analyzes IW variability at eastern
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4.2 Identifying Irminger Water: How to?

At eastern AR7W, warm and saline waters occupy depths between ∼ 200 and 600m

(e.g., Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.14). In Chapter 3 (Table 3.1), static salinity and density

thresholds were used to identify IW. This chapter presents different methods for iden-

tifying IW beyond the common approach of temporally and spatially static thresholds.

These methods go beyond the approaches of Buch (2000), Buch et al. (2004), Myers

et al. (2009), and Ribergaard (2014), defining two distinct states of IW. However, this

chapter aims to analyze local IW based on changes in the water column at each time

step within the ARMOR3D period between 1993 and 2022. Therefore, I analyze the

seasonal and decadal variability of the hydrographic IW properties and its volume

transport, following the methodology in Chapter 3, and compare differences between

the individual methods. I explain the different methods and present the conventions I

use throughout this thesis when referring to IW identified using the different methods.

4.2.1 Static method

The first method builds upon static hydrographic thresholds. Hence, this method is

referred to as the ”static method”. IW obtained with the static method is referred to

as IWstat. The static method is commonly used to describe IWstat within the BCS.

Combined static thresholds of salinity, temperature, or density represent the boundary

between IWstat and ambient waters (see Table 4.1). For the static method, the same

IWstat thresholds as in Chapter 3 are applied (thresholds given in Table 4.2). These

thresholds represent a density range and a lower salinity limit of IWstat. Since IWstat

is the most saline water mass in the given density range, there is no upper limit for its

salinity. The hypothesis is that such static thresholds do not adequately identify the

magnitude of IWstat at certain times since these thresholds do not account for shifts in

the large-scale hydrographic state of the water column in the BCS.

4.2.2 Provenance method

The second method builds upon hydrographic properties in a subregion of the Irminger

Sea, the provenance of IW. Hence, this method is referred to as the ”provenance

method”. IW obtained with the provenance method is referred to as IWprov. To con-

sider the impact of the large-scale hydrographic state of the water column on changes
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Table 4.1: Overview of Irminger Water thresholds based on various studies at different
locations and times. Potential temperature θ, salinity S, and potential density σθ

represent static thresholds used to identify Irminger Water. When two salinity or
temperature criteria are listed, the higher values correspond to pure Irminger Water,
and the lower values correspond to modified Irminger Water. Abbreviations: CF -
Cape Farewell, CD -Cape Desolation, P - Paamiut, FB -Fylla Bank, M -Maniitsoq, S -
Sisimiut

Reference
Data

type
Location Time

θ

/ °C
S

σθ

/ kgm−3

Kiilerich

(1943)

ship-based

data

Southwest

Greenland

1930s -

1940s
3.5 -
5.0

34.75 -
35.00

Lee

(1968)

ship-based

data

East /West

Greenland
1963 4.0 -

6.0
34.95 -
35.10

Buch

(2000)

ship-based

data
CF, FB

1981 -

1997

> 4.5

4.0 - 4.5

> 34.95

34.88 - 34.95

Cuny et al.

(2002)

ship-based,

float data
FB

1990 -

1999
> 4.5 > 34.95

Stein

(2004)

ship-based

data
FB

1946 -

1999
4.0 -
6.0

34.95 -
35.10

Myers et al.

(2007)

ship-based

data
CF, CD, P

1984 -

2005
> 3.5 > 34.88

Myers et al.

(2009)

ship-based

data

CF, CD, P,

FB, M, S

1955 -

2008

> 4.5

3.5 - 4.5

> 34.95

34.88 - 34.95

Ribergaard

(2014)

ship-based

data

CF, CD, P,

FB, M, S

1993 -

2013

> 4.5

3.5 - 4.5

> 34.95

34.88 - 34.95

Rykova et al.

(2015)

ship-based

data

Eastern

AR7W

1993 -

2006
> 34.40

Pacini et al.

(2020)

mooring

data

Eastern

OSNAP West

2014 -

2018
> 34.92 < 27.74

Chapter 3 ARMOR3D
Eastern

AR7W

1993 -

2022
> 34.92 < 27.74

in IWprov, this method identifies non-static thresholds that vary in time. Therefore,

a region is first identified as a reference area to obtain information about the state of

the water column. Since all of IWprov propagates within the IC around the Irminger

Sea, a particular subregion in the Irminger Sea that exhibits maximum salinities in

the upper ocean, attributed to waters advected from the NAC (orange area in Fig-
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ure 4.2), is identified. This region is referred to as the Irminger Sea provenance region.

Within the Irminger Sea provenance region, the subsurface salinity maximum in the

upper ocean is situated at a depth of ∼ 200m. It is found that maximum salinities

of S> 35 correspond best with the pathway of the IC obtained from the ARMOR3D

geostrophic velocities. Additionally, areas with a water depth < 2000m are excluded

to avoid incorporating dense overflow waters from the Denmark Strait. As the aim is

to identify IWprov based on temporal changes, spatial averaging is carried out over the

Irminger Sea provenance region for each available time step individually. The average

is first calculated over the region in density space and then converted back into pressure

space. This averaging results in one spatially averaged vertical profile per time step.

The warm and saline Atlantic-origin waters are confined to a depth of ∼ 1,000m (e.g.,

Garćıa-Ibáñez et al., 2015; Fried & de Jong, 2022). Therefore, a depth range between

100 and 1,000m is chosen to represent waters of Atlantic-origin in the Irminger Sea

provenance region without including influences from the surface. To provide a prelim-

inary understanding of the IW hydrography in the Irminger Sea provenance region,

properties of IWstat obtained with the static method are presented as an average over

the domain (Figure 4.3).

The IWstat salinity in the Irminger Sea provenance region (Figure 4.3 a) reveals large

decadal variability. The region was most saline between 2005 and 2011, which coincided

with a period of reduced convection in the Labrador Sea, impacting the hydrography of

the SPNA as a whole (e.g., Yashayaev & Loder, 2016). 2018 and 2019 were the freshest

within the 30 years (2018 was also the coldest year since 1995), corresponding to the

coldest and freshest intermediate layer in the Labrador Sea since 2002 (Yashayaev et

Table 4.2: Water mass criteria (thresholds) for Irminger Water at eastern AR7W based
on the static (IWstat), provenance (IWprov), and hydrographic method (IWhydro). The
thresholds for IWprov and IWhydro are presented as a range, as they change in time.

Min.

Salinity

Max. Pot.

Dens. / kgm−3

Min. Pot.

Temp. / °C

Downstream

Vel. / m s−1

IWstat 34.92 27.74 > 0

IWprov

∼ 34.86 -

∼ 34.96

∼ 3.64 -

∼ 4.40
> 0

IWhydro

∼ 34.68 -

∼ 34.91

∼ 1.22 -

∼ 5.91
> 0
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from eastern AR7W following Chapter 3, the time series exhibit significant correlation

(salinity: r= 0.85 [0.83, 0.86], temperature: r= 0.58 [0.53, 0.62], density: r= 0.68 [0.65,

0.71]), when the time lag between the two regions is considered (see Figure 4.4). These

results suggest that the chosen Irminger Sea provenance region effectively represents

the primary pathway of IW within the IC in ARMOR3D.

For the provenance method, it is assumed that the minimum temperature and salinity

of the spatially averaged Irminger Sea provenance region between 100 and 1,000m

represent the cold and fresh limits of IW, thus serving as the lower IW thresholds for

each time step individually. Like the static method, upper thresholds are not defined, as

IWprov encompasses the most saline waters accompanied by the highest temperatures.

To extend the IWprov thresholds from the Irminger Sea provenance region to the cross-

slope sections within the BCS, the IWprov thresholds are temporally adjusted based

on the advection time between the Irminger Sea provenance region and the individual

cross-slope sections (Figure 4.4). This adjustment is achieved by assuming a constant

velocity within the BCS. Subsequently, lag correlations are calculated between the

IWstat salinity in the Irminger Sea provenance region (Figure 4.4) and the IWstat salinity

at the individual sections (all used sections are presented in Figure 5.2 and Table 5.1),

following Chapter 3. The lag corresponding to the highest correlation determines the

advection time.

In total, 25 cross-slope sections are included, primarily representing sections from pre-

vious measurement campaigns (e.g., Myers et al., 2007, 2009; Ribergaard, 2014). Ad-

ditional sections were added to cover the entire BCS, spanning from its northernmost

location in the Irminger Sea to 75°N in Baffin Bay and 52°N on the Labrador con-

tinental slope (a comprehensive description of the cross-slope section array is given

in Chapter 5.1, see Figure 5.2). Correlations exhibit a sharp decrease downstream of

Paamiut. Paamiut is the last section before the bifurcation of the BCS into the Baffin

Bay and Labrador Sea branches. Downstream of Paamiut, IWstat becomes seasonally

mixed below the IWstat salinity threshold, which could contribute to the reduced corre-

lation. Furthermore, the calculated advection times display larger deviations from the

previous linear behavior. Consequently, calculating a linear regression is restricted to

sections from Sermiligaaq toward Paamiut. Within this range, one profile falls outside

of the one-sided 1% confidence interval. Therefore, it is not considered for the final

calculation of the linear fit.
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By linearly extrapolating the advection times into the two downstream branches, ad-

vection times between the Irminger Sea provenance region and Baffin Bay (75 °N) are

estimated to be 51 weeks and between the Irminger Sea provenance region and the

southwestern Labrador Sea (∼ 52.3 °N; ∼ 50.8 °W) are estimated to be 46 weeks. These

advection times correspond to an average IW velocity of ∼ 0.11m s−1 in the BCS. Gen-

erally, these calculated advection times are consistent with observations by Grist et al.

(2014). Utilizing the ORCA12 data set, they found advection times of about three to

four months within the WGC between Cape Desolation and Aasiaat by tracking the

maximum temperature signal. ARMOR3D indicates an advection time of 15 weeks

between these two sections after applying the linear regression.

By adjusting the IWprov thresholds from the Irminger Sea provenance region based

on the advection time at the individual sections, simultaneous thresholds are derived

along the BCS pathway. However, these thresholds still rely on the local hydrography in

the Irminger Sea provenance region. In regions further downstream, warm and saline

waters might still mix below these thresholds, despite the water column resembling

typical IW characteristics. To address this problem, a third method is developed.

4.2.3 Hydrographic method

The third method builds upon the local hydrographic properties: temperature and

salinity. Hence, this method is referred to as the ”hydrographic method”. IW obtained

with the hydrographic method is referred to as IWhydro. The static and provenance

methods fail to identify the respective IW in regions where all waters are mixed below

the corresponding thresholds. However, the vertical structure of the water column

in these regions still suggests the presence of waters originating from the Irminger

Sea, as evidenced by the simultaneous subsurface maximum temperature and salinity

characteristics. Therefore, the hydrographic method aims to identify these distinct

warm and saline waters, which are remnants of IW, even when they are mixed below

the IWstat and IWprov thresholds. Consequently, IWhydro contains waters that have

been identified as IWstat or IWprov in upstream regions but are now mixed with colder

and fresher waters. As a result, IWhydro is not interpreted as a distinct water mass

but rather as a layer preserving the structural characteristics of IW. Therefore, the

objective is not to compare magnitudes of, for example, the IWhydro volume transport

but to analyze its variability and trends within the resulting time series.
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4.2.3.1 From local hydrography to Irminger Water thresholds

As mentioned earlier, the hydrographic method identifies waters exhibiting a simultane-

ous subsurface temperature and salinity maximum. IWhydro is identified by establishing

temperature and salinity thresholds based on percentiles for the SPNA region, includ-

ing the Irminger Sea, the Labrador Sea, and parts of Baffin Bay. The percentiles for

temperature and salinity thresholds are derived from the analysis within the IW core

(see Chapter 3.3.2) at four cross-slope sections (see Figure 4.2) that display distinct

water column structures within the BCS. These four sections have been selected to

represent a comprehensive range of variability in the BCS.

The sections include Sermiligaaq in the Irminger Sea, eastern AR7W in the eastern

Labrador Sea, western AR7W in the western Labrador Sea, and Sisimiut in Baffin

Bay. Afterward, the determined percentiles are applied to the SPNA domain. In the

following, the detailed steps for identifying IWhydro are outlined in detail:

1. Temperature and salinity profiles are extracted at Sermiligaaq, eastern AR7W,

western AR7W, and Sisimiut within the IW core. Individual grid points at these

sections, along with their nearest neighbors, are selected, resulting in an averaged

profile over 3×3 grid points (Figure 4.2 indicates the location of the averaged

profiles, while Figure 4.5 displays the profiles).

2. Since IW is confined to the upper 1,000m (Garćıa-Ibáñez et al., 2015; Fried & de

Jong, 2022, Chapter 3), the respective ranges from minimum to maximum values

for each parameter X are calculated within the upper 1,000m: Xrange = Xmax −

Xmin, where X represents either salinity S or temperature T . Recognizing that

seasonal effects such as surface warming during summer impact the temperature

close to the surface and consequently influence this range, the upper 100m are

excluded when determining Trange. Similar effects for salinity have been tested

but are negligible. This approach ensures that only seasonal variability within

the IW is considered.

3. Since I aim to determine percentiles for use in the BCS, spanning from the

Irminger Sea into Baffin Bay and the western Labrador Sea, I encounter wa-

ter columns with highly diverse structures. In the Irminger Sea, the salinity

range is relatively small, on the order of O(0.1). In contrast, in Baffin Bay, it
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is larger by one magnitude, on the order of O(1.0). The full range falls between

these regions in the Labrador Sea, depending on whether the analysis pertains to

the eastern (smaller range) or western Labrador Sea (larger range). I incorporate

weighting factors into the determined ranges to calculate the thresholds for these

distinct ranges. The equations used to derive the thresholds are as follows:

if Xrange < 1: Xthreshold = Xmin + pX ·Xrange
eXrange<1 and

if Xrange ≥ 1: Xthreshold = Xmin + pX ·Xrange
eXrange≥1 ,

with the percentile pX corresponding to parameter X and the weighting exponent

e. As pX , eXrange<1, and eXrange≥1 are unknown, exponents and percentiles for

temperature and salinity are empirically determined. This yields the calculation

of IWhydro:

if Xrange < 1: Xthreshold = Xmin + px ·Xrange
1.5 and

if Xrange ≥ 1: Xthreshold = Xmin + px ·Xrange
0.75.

The percentiles of pS =0.97 for salinity and pT =0.50 for temperature are empiri-

cally obtained through the analysis of the four regions. These percentiles are used to

calculate the lower thresholds for IWhydro. Like the static and provenance methods,

upper thresholds are not defined for IWhydro, as it encompasses the most saline waters

when accompanied by the highest temperatures. As IWhydro incorporates both IW and

colder, fresher ambient waters, it is not considered a distinct water mass but a layer

characterized by simultaneous subsurface temperature and salinity maxima.

Sermiligaaq

At Sermiligaaq (Figure 4.5 a - c), the water column between ∼ 20m and 600m com-

prises warm (T> 4.8 °C) and saline (S> 34.95) waters. In this location, the salin-

ity threshold identifies IWhydro down to a maximum depth of 1,000m (as defined for

IWhydro). However, the temperature criterion only identifies IWhydro in the upper 600m,

thus determining the maximal depth of IWhydro.

Eastern AR7W

Further downstream at eastern AR7W, IWhydro is identified in the depth range of 150 to

650m (Figure 4.5 d - f). Like Sermiligaaq, the salinity threshold alone identifies IWhydro
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down to a depth of 1,000m. However, the temperature threshold identifies IWhydro

between 150 and 600m. When comparing the T-S diagram at eastern AR7W (Fig-

ure 4.5 f), which includes all time steps within the years 1993 to 2022 climatology to

the T-S diagram from Sermiligaaq (Figure 4.5 c), an expected cooling and freshening

between these two sections is observed.

Western AR7W

At western AR7W (Figure 4.5 g - i), similar to the profiles analyzed earlier, the upper

limit of the IWhydro is defined by salinity, while the lower limit is determined by tem-

perature.

Sisimiut

At Sisimiut (Figure 4.5 j - l), water between 200 and 550m is identified as IWhydro. The

profile suggests that the characteristic structure of IW is preserved despite the maxi-

mum salinity being mixed below the static threshold of S=34.92 (Smax ≈ 34.80). The

simultaneous subsurface temperature and salinity maximum, which is characteristic

for IW (e.g., Myers et al., 2007; Pacini et al., 2020, Chapter 3), is situated at a depth

between ∼ 300 and 400m. Consequently, it can be inferred that substantial portions

of the water column at Sisimiut either originate in the Irminger Sea or have been into

contact with IW previously.

Yashayaev and Seidov (2015a) presented a similar modification and transformation

utilizing T-S properties to analyze the fate of warm and saline Atlantic Water along

the Norwegian Coast. They introduced a T-S path, also referred to as transformation

trajectory, within their T-S diagrams, which illustrates the rate of cooling and freshen-

ing of Atlantic Water. I have incorporated a similar illustration into Figure 4.5, where

the points corresponding to the individual profiles result from averaging over all data

points identified as IWhydro. This way, I demonstrate the modification of IWhydro into

a colder and fresher state along its downstream pathway within the BCS.
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4.2.3.2 Where can hydrographic Irminger Water be identified?

The hydrographic method is designed to identify IWhydro within the BCS of Greenland

and Labrador. However, since the hydrographic method is applied to individual grid

points in ARMOR3D, it enables the analysis of IWhydro across the entire chosen domain

of the SPNA. Therefore, I test whether the method is confined solely to the BCS or if

it can also successfully identify IWhydro in the interior Irminger and Labrador Basins

and even further upstream within the NAC.

Similar to the provenance method, I utilize the weekly temporal resolution of AR-

MOR3D and apply the method for each time step individually to capture temporal

variability within the water column. The analysis of IWstat variability between 1993

and 2022 (Chapter 3) revealed that IWstat volume transports at eastern AR7W exhib-

ited a maximum in 2010 and a minimum in 2019. In order to gain an understanding

of the large-scale conditions of the SPNA during these years, I examine the newly

calculated IWhydro salinity (Figure 4.6 a, b) and temperature (Figure 4.6 d, e) thresh-

olds for the yearly averages of 2010 and 2019, respectively. Furthermore, I present

the differences between the two years (Figure 4.6 c, f). Additionally, I analyze the

resulting IWhydro layer thickness for the respective years, as well as their differences

(Figure 4.6 g - i).

As expected, the pattern of the IWhydro temperature and salinity thresholds closely

approximate the warm and saline ocean currents. The highest values are evident within

the primary paths of the NAC and IC. Additionally, high values occur in the shallow

areas in the eastern SPNA. In this region, Trange is smaller than the basin interior due to

the typical decrease in temperature with depth, resulting in higher IWhydro temperature

thresholds in the shallow regions. Higher values extend into the Irminger Sea and the

EGC along the onshore side of the 2,000m isobath. Further downstream, as the WGC

curves around the Labrador Sea, the temperature thresholds exhibit higher values

along the 2,000m isobath (Figure 4.6 d, e). In Baffin Bay, higher salinity thresholds

are identified, filling the deeper troughs in the Greenland shelf (Figure 4.6 a, b). This

characteristic indicates that IWhydro is being advected within these channels and that

the hydrographic method can effectively identify these waters. Along these pathways,

the thresholds decrease as the warm and saline Atlantic-origin waters mix with ambient

waters. This process was described by Buch (2000), Buch et al. (2004), Myers et al.
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(2009), and Ribergaard (2014). The reduction in IWhydro thresholds along the main

pathway within the BCS highlights the effectiveness of the hydrographic method. As

the previously pure IW becomes mixed, the thresholds decrease, ensuring the ability

to identify these now colder and fresher waters as remnants of the original pure water

mass.

The layer thickness provides insight into the spatial distribution of IWhydro within the

SPNA. Once again, larger quantities of IWhydro are identified in regions such as the

BCS, Baffin Bay, the Labrador continental slope, along the Reykjanes Ridge, and in

the eastern SPNA, where the NAC extends further eastward (compare to Figure 4.2).

However, IWhydro layer thicknesses are relatively small within the primary NAC path-

way further upstream. Examination of individual profiles in the central SPNA along

52°N indicates a rapid temperature decrease within the upper 400m. In this region,

the hydrographic method identifies IWhydro only at depths between 100 and 250m.

Moving downstream into the eastern SPNA, individual profiles reveal a more gradual

temperature decrease with depth. Consequently, IWhydro is identified within the upper

600m in this region.

Initially, the IWhydro temperature and salinity thresholds, as well as the IWhydro layer

thickness appear similar in 2010 and 2019. However, substantial differences emerge

after calculating the differences between the two years (Figure 4.6, right column).

Across the entire SPNA (excluding shelf areas), lower IWhydro salinity (∆S∼ 0.2) and

temperature (∆T∼ 0.5) thresholds are observed in 2019 compared to 2010. These

lower thresholds likely result from the general freshening of the SPNA during the 2010s

(Holliday et al., 2020), which reached the Irminger Sea by 2018 (Biló et al., 2022; Fried

& de Jong, 2022). However, differences in the IWhydro layer thickness remain relatively

small in regions where the thresholds reveal larger differences.

The reasons for the lower thresholds align with the findings of Buch et al. (2004),

who proposed that transitions between dominant pure or modified IW are influenced

by large-scale changes in the water column that affect the entire SPNA. Notably, the

largest differences in the IWhydro layer thickness are concentrated in the characteristic

convection region of the Labrador Sea (e.g., Pickart et al., 2003a; V̊age et al., 2008a).

In this region, the IWhydro layer thickness is larger by up to > 200m in the yearly

average of 2019 compared to 2010. In 2019, there was a pronounced formation of LSW

as opposed to 2010 (Yashayaev et al., 2022). An evaluation of the MLD provided
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within ARMOR3D indicates that the MLD in 2019 was deeper by ∼ 200m in the

above-mentioned convection region in the Labrador Sea compared to 2010. This result

offers additional insights into the mechanisms of the hydrographic method in identifying

remnants of IW, particularly when mixed with ambient waters. In the deep convection

region, where warm and saline waters mix over greater depths, the method successfully

identifies IWhydro within this expanded depth range.

Analyzing IWhydro thresholds and their resulting layer thicknesses in the SPNA reveals

that this method should not be used upstream from the IC. Within the main pathway

of the NAC, the hydrographic method does not identify the entire warm and saline

Atlantic-origin waters. Only in the eastern North Atlantic, specifically in the Iceland

Basin, the water column exhibits a similar structure regarding vertical temperature

and salinity gradients, and, thus, enlarged IWhydro layer thicknesses are identified. This

body of identified IWhydro can be compared with the subpolar mode water (e.g., Bram-

billa & Talley, 2008; Brambilla et al., 2008b; Stendardo et al., in revision). Therefore, I

posit that the hydrographic method for identifying IWhydro can also be used to identify

waters characterized by similar vertical structures in the water column, as seen for

subpolar mode water. The analysis also reveals that IWhydro is identified in the interior

Irminger and Labrador Seas. The variability between the two years resembles changes

in the MLD due to convection.

4.2.4 Variability of the obtained Irminger Water salinity thresholds

The water column in the BCS experiences substantial variability across different time

scales. To illustrate this variability and demonstrate how the provenance and hydro-

graphic methods account for it when identifying IW, I present both seasonal (Fig-

ure 4.7) and decadal variability (Figure 4.8) of the obtained salinity threshold. These

changes are highlighted for the four sections (see Figure 4.2) that have been utilized to

derive the percentiles for the hydrographic method (Chapter 4.2.3.1). Since the thresh-

olds for the provenance method are derived in the Irminger Sea provenance region and

are merely temporally adjusted based on the advection time between the Irminger Sea

provenance region and the respective section in the BCS, the variability remains con-

sistent across all analyzed sections. In regions with seasonal sea ice cover, the salinity

thresholds derived using the hydrographic method agree with the local sea ice concen-

tration from the National Snow and Ice Data Center (DiGirolamo et al., 2022).
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The salinity thresholds for the provenance method exhibit only small seasonal variabil-

ity (Figure 4.7, left column). 1996 and 2018 stand out; during these years, anomalously

low salinity thresholds occurred at Sermiligaaq in winter (Figure 4.7 a). These peri-

ods of low thresholds are short-lived, lasting only two to three weeks. Based on the

advection time between the sections, these instances of low salinity thresholds reached

eastern AR7W in early summer (Figure 4.7 d), western AR7W in winter (Figure 4.7 g)

and Sisimiut in late summer and early fall (Figure 4.7 j).

When averaging across all years, the salinity threshold at eastern AR7W still indicates

its lowest values in spring and its highest values in fall. This pattern of low salinity

thresholds at eastern AR7W corresponds to the arrival of uISIW, which forms through

air-sea interaction in the Irminger Sea during winter (Le Bras et al., 2020, Chapter 3).

Analysis of output from an Earth System Model with a 5 km horizontal resolution by

Gutjahr et al. (2022) revealed that katabatic storms contribute to the formation of

uISIW along the boundary current and on the southeast Greenland shelf.

By comparing the seasonal evolution of salinity thresholds for the provenance method

and the hydrographic method, it becomes evident that the latter exhibits a generally

larger amplitude (Figure 4.7, right column). Given that the hydrographic method in-

cludes not only pure IW but also ambient waters, I anticipate larger influences on the

amplitude of the salinity threshold. Consequently, the hydrographic method demon-

strates stronger seasonal variability in the salinity thresholds than the provenance

method.

Furthermore, variations in salinity thresholds are apparent within the individual sec-

tions. At Sermiligaaq, biannual variability reveals high salinity thresholds > 35.0 in

July and December, along with a low salinity threshold < 34.85 in September (Fig-

ure 4.7 b). At eastern AR7W, the seasonal salinity threshold signal aligns with the

IW salinity identified using the static method at the same location, as demonstrated

in Chapter 3. Here, a minimum in July is followed by a rapid increase to a maxi-

mum in August (Figure 4.7 e). 2021 and 2022 stand out with anomalously low salinity

thresholds in September and October. These two years warrant further attention, par-

ticularly because September and October typically represent the highest annual values

in the climatology.
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Further investigation reveals that these anomalies of low salinities at eastern AR7W

in 2021 and 2022 can be attributed to unusually substantial amounts of cold and fresh

surface waters or an exceptionally strong displacement of these waters from the shelf

further offshore. Additionally, the entire southeast and southwest Greenland shelves

exhibit minimal values for the salinity thresholds during the falls of 2021 and 2022

(not shown). The primary source of fresher waters in these areas are the cold and

fresh surface waters originating from Arctic runoff and east Greenland melting glaciers

(Rysgaard et al., 2020). Dukhovskoy et al. (2019) presents annual Greenland freshwater

fluxes from (Bamber et al., 2018), indicating that the peak seasonal melting of the

Greenland Ice Sheet takes place in July. A similar timing of maximum melting was

noted for the region spanning from Fylla Bank to Disko Bay (van den Broeke et al.,

2011). Thus, I posit that the anomalies observed at eastern AR7W in 2021 and 2022

stem from anomalously large amounts of these cold and fresh surface waters and an

exceptionally pronounced displacement of these waters from the shelf to areas farther

offshore.

Exploring the impact of seasonal sea ice on the salinity thresholds reveals that the

salinity threshold at western AR7W corresponds closely to the local sea ice concentra-

tion from the National Snow and Ice Data Center (Figure 4.7 h, i). A maximum salinity

threshold is observed in February and March, while a minimum occurs in October and

November, aligning with the period of highest sea ice concentrations, which can reach

up to 0.4 in February. Similarly, Sisimiut displays distinct variability in the seasonal

salinity threshold (Figure 4.7 k, l). A maximum in April is followed by a minimum

spanning from August to October. Like at western AR7W, the seasonal cycle at Sisim-

iut mirrors the local sea ice concentration. Notably, Sisimiut remains free of sea ice

between August and October, while the sea ice concentration peaks at 0.7 in March.

Consequently, especially at Sisimiut, the salinity threshold is primarily influenced by

the sea ice formation and melting, resulting in salt accumulation due to brine rejection

and freshwater input. It is worth reiterating that ARMOR3D’s accuracy and precision

experience larger errors and uncertainties in the presence of sea ice.

Decadal variability

The decadal variability of the salinity thresholds obtained with the provenance method

(Figure 4.8, left column) follows the variability of the IWstat salinity at eastern AR7W
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from 100 to 500m (not shown), while the early 2000s represented the freshest years at

a depth of 1,000m (not shown), which represented the freshest limit of IW and hence

determined its salinity threshold.

Averaging the salinity thresholds obtained with the provenance method over the entire

period from 1993 to 2022 reveals a mean value of S≈ 34.921. Therefore, the mean

difference compared to the IWstat salinity threshold of S=34.920 following Pacini et

al. (2020) and Chapter 3 is negligible. I conclude that using the static method to

analyze the average of IWstat over a larger period of, for example, thirty years reveals

physically meaningful results. Also, analyzing IWstat for small periods, such as during

a specific scientific cruise, is suggested to reveal meaningful results. In this case, the

IWstat thresholds should be determined individually at different times. However, when

using a static threshold over a larger period and it is desired to quantify magnitudes

within multi-year variability, I suggest adjusting the thresholds to the large-scale state

of the water column.

The general multi-year variability of the salinity thresholds indicates that the prove-

nance method is appropriate for considering the large-scale changes in the water col-

umn in the Irminger Sea provenance region to evaluate IWprov. For the hydrographic

method, the salinity threshold at Sermiligaaq (Figure 4.8 b) is similar to the one from

the provenance method. Starting from 2015, the hydrographic method yielded lower

salinity thresholds than the provenance method (Figure 4.8 c). At eastern AR7W

(Figure 4.8 e), the IWhydro salinity threshold exhibited a long-term maximum similar

to Sermiligaaq in 2010. However, the subsequent years until 2022 exhibited differences

from Sermiligaaq. A distinct minimum of the hydrographic salinity threshold cannot

be identified. Instead, the IWhydro salinity threshold decreased until the end of the

time series.

The two sections further downstream indicate a very different variability. At western

AR7W (Figure 4.8 h), the IWhydro salinity threshold showed an increase between 1993

and 2008, followed by a rapid decrease until 2010 and a subsequent increase. At

Sisimiut (Figure 4.8 k), the IWhydro salinity threshold remained almost constant over

time, indicating little influence from changing properties in the water column on decadal

time scales. Here, the amplitude of the seasonal variability, likely driven by the local

sea ice cover, exceeds the relatively small decadal changes.
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Comparing the order of the salinity threshold within the individual sections highlights

the intended mechanism of the hydrographic method. The further downstream within

the BCS, the fresher the water column becomes, either due to local mixing with ambi-

ent waters or as a result of large-scale changes in the water column (Figure 4.8, right

column). Hence, the IWhydro salinity threshold also decreases further downstream. The

variability at the two most downstream sections indicates that other variabilities domi-

nate apart from the one imprinted by the IW. However, the water column still exhibits

features resembling the characteristic vertical structure of IW: the simultaneous sub-

surface temperature and salinity maximum (Figure 4.5). These characteristics imply

that the waters have been in contact with IW previously.

4.3 Irminger Water variability for different methods

In the following, I analyze the resulting variability of the different IW types. Previously,

I presented that the IWprov and the IWhydro salinity thresholds exhibit pronounced

temporal changes on seasonal (Figure 4.7) and multi-year time scales (Figure 4.8).

These temporal changes also impact the resulting properties and volume transports for

IWprov and IWhydro. To analyze the consequences of the varying thresholds, I compare

the IWstat, IWprov, and IWhydro salinity, temperature, geostrophic velocity, and volume

transport at eastern AR7W (Figure 4.9).

The static method

For the static method (Figure 4.9, left column), I obtain multi-year IWstat salinity vari-

ability at eastern AR7W, indicating maximum salinities in 2010 and minimum salinities

in 2019 (Figure 4.9 a). The period can be divided into two parts where the salinity first

increased from the beginning to its maximum and decreased afterward. This behavior

differs for the temperature (Figure 4.9 d). Here, maximum temperatures occurred in

2003 and from 2019 to 2020, while minimum temperatures occurred in 1995 and 2015

to 2017. For the geostrophic velocity (Figure 4.9 g), the highest values occurred from

1996 to 1997 and 2018 to 2020, lowest values in 2005 and 2011. As shown in Chap-

ter 3, this is due to a horizontal shift of the IW perpendicular to the slope. In more

saline years, IW is observed further offshore in regions with lower velocities than at the

continental slope. Hence, the averaged geostrophic velocities consisted of higher values
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are similar at 6.0 Sv and 5.9 Sv, respectively. These close results were expected, as the

thresholds for the static and provenance methods are, on average, very similar with

IWstat=34.920 and IWprov≈ 34.921 (see Chapter 4.2.4). The differences in the vol-

ume transports between the static and provenance methods occur in their respective

timing. The IWstat volume transport dominates in years when the Irminger Sea prove-

nance region is anomalously warm and saline (Figure 4.3), for example, between 2008

and 2012 (static: 8.5 Sv; provenance: 7.5 Sv, difference: ∼ 12%). The IWprov volume

transport dominates in years when the Irminger Sea provenance region is anomalously

cold and fresh, for example, between 2019 and 2022 (static: 2.2 Sv; provenance: 3.0 Sv,

difference: ∼ 27%). For a better direct comparison of the variability within the ap-

plied methods, I present the time series from Figure 4.9 individually standardized in

Figure 4.10.

The hydrographic method

Applying the hydrographic method, the IWhydro salinity at eastern AR7W (Figure 4.9 c)

is consistently lower throughout the entire 30-year period compared to the two previ-

ously analyzed methods. The IWhydro salinity maximum in 2010 and minimum in 2019

agree with the previously discussed methods, with the multi-year variability being sim-

ilar compared to the static (r= 0.90 [0.88, 0.91]) and the provenance method (r= 0.88

[0.86, 0.90]). Similar to the IWhydro salinity, the IWhydro temperature (Figure 4.9 f) is

consistently lower than the IWstat and IWprov temperature, except around the overall

maximum in 2010. At the same time, the variability is similar to the previous meth-

ods (static: r= 0.74 [0.72, 0.77]; provenance: r= 0.83 [0.81, 0.85]). In contrast to the

IWhydro temperature and salinity, the IWhydro volume transport at eastern AR7W (Fig-

ure 4.9 l) exhibits large differences compared to the volume transport obtained with

the previous methods. The IWhydro volume transport is not significantly correlated

with the IWstat and the IWprov volume transport (static: r= 0.03 [-0.05, 0.10], prove-

nance: r= -0.03 [-0.09, 0.05]). A linear trend calculated over the entire period reveals

a decrease in IWhydro of -1.22 Sv per decade. Accompanying this negative trend in the

volume transport is a positive trend of 0.96m s−1 per decade in the IWhydro velocity.

Thus, a reduced IWhydro area must be responsible for the decay in volume transport.

Calculating decadal trends for temperature and salinity results in a slight warming

trend of 0.10 °C per decade and a freshening of 0.004 per decade. All these trends are
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a warm and saline water column and underestimated in years with a cold and fresh

water column. Additionally, the static method delivers a strong boundary between

IWstat and ambient waters at its fresher limit. Analyzing the IW area covered by

specific salinity bins within the IW indicates that a slight shift of the static threshold

of S=34.92 would result in larger IW volume transport changes (Figure 4.11, left

column). This behavior is particularly evident when investigating further upstream

sections, such as Sermiligaaq and eastern AR7W (Figure 4.11 a, d, respectively), where

the IWstat salinities are unrealistically truncated when falling below the static threshold.

At western AR7W (Figure 4.11 g), the areas filled with IWstat salinities of particular

strength are so sparse that interpretations about long-term variability are not possible.

At Sisimiut, the data for IWstat are not as sparse as at western AR7W. However, here

the individual salinity bins rely on a minimal area. Especially at these two downstream

sections, IWstat is almost entirely mixed with colder and fresher ambient waters, as

stated by e.g., Buch (2000), Buch et al. (2004), Myers et al. (2009), and Ribergaard

(2014). Hence, only small remnants of IWstat reach these sections.

For the provenance (Figure 4.11, middle column) and hydrographic methods (Fig-

ure 4.11, right column), the thresholds used to identify IW are non-static and allow for

considering large-scale temporal changes of the water column, either in the Irminger

Sea provenance region or locally in the BCS. Hence, the properties of the fresh limits of

IWprov and IWhydro exhibit multi-year variability just like the saline limits. The multi-

year variability of the IWprov salinity distribution follows the salinity variability in the

Irminger Sea provenance region (Figure 4.3 a) and the salinity variability obtained with

all three methods (Figure 4.9). Analyzing the two downstream sections reveals only

small differences between the provenance and static methods. When reaching these

regions, the IWprov is almost fully diluted, just like the IWstat. Hence, the provenance

method does not improve the analysis of multi-year IWprov variability in Baffin Bay

and the western Labrador Sea.

Analyzing the IWhydro, the salinity distribution reveals differences for all four sections.

At Sermiligaaq (Figure 4.11 c), the hydrographic method consistently reveals higher

salinities, on average, than the other two methods. I identify smaller areas of IWhydro

salinities at their fresher limit due to higher thresholds obtained using the percentiles.

For all three other sections, the hydrographic method consistently reveals salinities

below those obtained from the other methods. At eastern AR7W (Figure 4.11 f), the
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from Curry et al. (2014), who found a decreasing salinity in the layer of Atlantic-origin

waters at Davis Strait just north of Sisimiut by analyzing mooring observations.

Additionally, the results agree with Myers et al. (2009) for those years when the ana-

lyzing periods overlap. Myers et al. (2009) also found a maximum salinity at Sisimiut

in the early 2000s and lower salinities before and after. However, they did not further

analyze possible reasons for such variability. To get a better understanding of the

causes for such salinity variability at Sisimiut, I analyzed the salinity distribution for

additional cross-slope sections between eastern AR7W and Sisimiut (not shown), fol-

lowing the investigated sections in Myers et al. (2009) (see Figure 4.2). I find multi-year

salinity variability close to what is identified at eastern AR7W further downstream in

the WGC until Fylla Bank. Even further downstream, at Maniitsoq, the decadal sig-

nal observed at Sisimiut becomes dominant. At Fylla Bank, the characteristic salinity

maximum from Sisimiut was identified in the early 2000s. However, the characteristic

salinity maximum from eastern AR7W was also identified around 2010. Therefore, I

conclude that major parts of the IWhydro recirculate within the Labrador Sea south of

Fylla Bank. The bathymetry holds back these waters from entering Baffin Bay, where

only the upper branches of IWhydro that shape a different multi-year and decadal vari-

ability are identified. Gou et al. (2022) found the largest exchange between the WGC

and the interior Labrador Sea between Cape Desolation and Fylla Bank. Combining

the results from Gou et al. (2022) and this chapter, I conclude that the region south

of Fylla Bank forms a transition region that serves as the gateway into Baffin Bay.

4.5 How do the methods impact Irminger Water thickness?

Regarding how much IW is located in the water column, its thickness is the first

quantity to analyze. In the following, I compare the thickness of IWstat and IWhydro

averaged over 1993 to 2022 in the entire SPNA. For IWprov, analyses are restricted to

individual sections; thus, a basin-wide analysis is not possible. In the case of the static

method (Figure 4.12 a), the highest IWstat thickness is observed in the eastern SPNA,

along the Reykjanes Ridge, following the IC into the BCS, where the IWstat thickness

decreases further downstream.

Following the hydrographic method (Figure 4.12 b), the highest IWhydro layer thick-

nesses also occur in the eastern SPNA south of Iceland. However, in contrast to the
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static method, the layer thicknesses in the Irminger Sea, Labrador Sea, and Baffin Bay

are relatively similar. A domain with higher layer thicknesses occurs in the Labrador

Sea along the WGC and the recirculation along the Labrador continental slope. These

results for the 30-year average resemble the general pattern that was previously de-

scribed for two individual years (Figure 4.6), indicating a persistent background pattern

of IWhydro thickness in the SPNA.

The difference between IWstat and IWhydro thickness reveals a contrast between the

eastern and western SPNA (Figure 4.12 c). As intended, the hydrographic method

identifies more IWhydro in the Labrador Sea and Baffin Bay compared to the static

method, as it accounts for mixing IW with colder and fresher ambient waters. Simul-

taneously, the hydrographic method reveals higher IWhydro salinity thresholds in the

eastern SPNA and thus identifies less IWhydro compared to the static method.

4.6 Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter, I present three approaches to identify IW in the BCS downstream of

the Irminger Sea. Subsequently, I study differences between the established method for

identifying IW and the two newly developed approaches regarding IW’s seasonal and

multi-year variability. These two methods include either the temporal variability of

the water column (provenance method) or the temporal and spatial variability (hydro-

graphic method). The endeavor to include temporally varying water mass properties

was already applied to LSW (Pickart et al., 2003b; Yashayaev & Loder, 2017) and was

suggested for ISIW (Le Bras et al., 2022). Especially when analyzing IW over a larger

period, here 30 years, temporal hydrographic changes in the water column and tempo-

rally varying thresholds to identify IW contribute to a more realistic representation of

the water mass (Figure 4.11).

In the following, I summarize the different methods to identify IW in this chapter:

Static method

The static method identifies IWstat based on static thresholds. When IWstat mixes with

ambient waters, it cannot be identified anymore at sections far downstream from the

Irminger Sea. Different static thresholds were used in previous studies (see Table 4.1).
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Provenance method

The provenance method identifies IWprov based on the temporally changing hydrog-

raphy in the Irminger Sea provenance region, which I assume is the source region for

IWprov. This method considers changes in the water column, which can become colder

and fresher or warmer and more saline during certain periods. Nevertheless, the water

can still be mixed below these thresholds for sections far downstream from the Irminger

Sea provenance region as they are spatially constant.

Hydrographic method

The hydrographic method identifies IWhydro assuming that it maintains the vertical

structure of the water column, the characteristic subsurface temperature, and salinity

maximum. Hence, this method allows for identifying IWhydro in regions where this

coherence of temperature and salinity still exists, even though the waters are mixed

below the thresholds of the static or provenance methods. In contrast to IWstat and

IWprov, I do not consider IWhydro as a distinct water mass.

Applying the provenance method, I obtain larger amplitudes of IWprov salinity variabil-

ity compared to the static method. Especially in 2010, where the BCS was anomalously

saline, IWstat volume transport estimates included ambient waters that were also more

saline. The provenance method takes such variability into account and suggests less

IWprov volume transport at eastern AR7W in 2010 (Figure 4.9). The multi-year vari-

ability between 1993 and 2022 is similar for both methods. Applying the static method

creates a strong boundary between IWstat and ambient waters at the fresher IWstat limit

(Figure 4.11 left column). This boundary may impose or modulate unrealistic changes

in the IWstat volume transport simply because the actual boundary of IWstat does not

coincide with a certain isohaline. The provenance method resolves this issue by consid-

ering long-term changes in the water column (Figure 4.11, middle column). Therefore,

this chapter considers long-term hydrographic changes in the Irminger Sea provenance

region for the seasonal and multi-year analysis of IWprov variability in the BCS.

Additionally, I consider spatial changes of the Atlantic-origin waters along its pathway

in the BCS. With the hydrographic method, I can follow the subsurface temperature

and salinity maximum characteristic of Atlantic-origin waters within the BCS on its

way into Baffin Bay and the western Labrador Sea. Estimates of its hydrographic prop-
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erties and volume transport include IW originating in the Irminger Sea and ambient

waters mixed with IW without diluting its vertical structure in the water column. All

the ambient waters are colder and fresher than IW. Hence, IWhydro temperature and

salinity are also lower compared to IWstat and IWprov.

Attempts to consider such mixing of IW along the pathway in the BCS have been made

previously (Buch, 2000; Buch et al., 2004; Myers et al., 2009; Ribergaard, 2014). They

differentiated between pure and modified IW, allowing them to analyze IW variability

even though it was mixed with ambient waters to a certain degree. However, the

authors only set lower static thresholds for identifying the modified IW and kept these

thresholds constant over time. This way, the modified IW might still get mixed below

the newly defined lower threshold, and long-term changes in the water column are not

considered. The newly developed hydrographic method builds on the general idea of

analyzing a modified IW following Buch (2000), Buch et al. (2004), Myers et al. (2009),

and Ribergaard (2014). In addition, I consider the lower IWhydro threshold to decrease

for regions further downstream in the BCS, allowing for identification of IWhydro as long

as the vertical structure of the water column is preserved. The method also considers

changes in the water column. It accounts for short-term processes affecting IW, like

modification due to vertical mixing and convection (e.g., Le Bras et al., 2020; Gutjahr

et al., 2022) or long-term processes like changes in size and strength of the SPG (Buch

et al., 2004; Holliday et al., 2020, Chapter 3).

The IWhydro volume transport at eastern AR7W does not reveal considerable decadal

variability. It is generally higher than the volume transport of IWstat and IWprov (Fig-

ure 4.9 l). Therefore, I suggest that the variability within the warm and saline water

layer dominates the multi-year variability of IWstat and IWprov volume transports at

eastern AR7W. The ambient waters that mix with IW dampen the multi-year variabil-

ity of IWhydro. Hence, I conclude that there is less multi-year variability of the IWhydro

volume transport compared to the volume transports of IWprov and IWstat.

From the analysis to determine IW, including temporally varying thresholds (IWprov),

as well as temporally and spatially varying thresholds (IWhydro), I answer the previously

stated research questions and draw the following conclusions:
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1. How can the temporal variability within the water column be included

when identifying Irminger Water and tracking its downstream fate?

Using temporal temperature and salinity changes in the Irminger Sea provenance

region as a proxy for IW variability allows accounting for temporal variability in

the water column of the BCS when identifying IW.

2. How can waters maintaining vertical Irminger Water structures in re-

gions where it is fully mixed below a certain threshold be identified?

The hydrographic method builds on analyzing percentiles of water mass proper-

ties in the water column. It identifies waters with Irminger Sea origin in regions

where IWstat is mixed below spatially static thresholds, for example, in Baffin

Bay and the western Labrador Sea.

3. What influences do long-term (temporal) and large-scale (spatial) vari-

ability in the water column have on the variability of Irminger Water

properties?

The provenance method resolves the issue of having a too strong boundary be-

tween IWstat and ambient waters. Hence, it resembles temporal variability in the

IWprov volume transport more realistically. Consequently, in anomalously warm

and saline years, the volume transport of IWstat is overestimated compared to

IWprov by 1.3 Sv. In anomalously cold and fresh years, the volume transport of

IWstat is underestimated compared to IWprov by 0.9 Sv. Temporal variability of

the IWhydro volume transport is mainly caused by the warmest and most saline

waters in the water column. Fresher and less saline ambient waters resembling a

vertical structure like IW dampen the multi-year variability. In Baffin Bay and

the western Labrador Sea, I found a similar multi-year variability for IWhydro

compared to IW obtained from the other methods in regions further upstream.

On seasonal time scales, the local effects of sea ice play a larger role.

A better understanding of IWstat, IWprov, and IWhydro pathways and the local variability

can increase the estimates of their influence on local buoyancy changes to either favor

or inhibit convection in the Irminger and Labrador Seas. The provenance method

considers hydrographic changes in the Irminger Sea provenance region. One possible

next step could be to follow IWprov from the Irminger Sea along the EGC andWGC into
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either Baffin Bay or the western Labrador Sea. For regions not reached by IWprov, the

hydrographic method allows for evaluating local variability of IWhydro. Both suggested

analyses follow in Chapter 5.
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5.1 The boundary current system off Greenland and Labrador

5.1 The boundary current system off Greenland and Labrador

In the previous chapters, I focused on analyzing IW using the multi-source observation-

based data set ARMOR3D at a small set of cross-slope sections. In the following, I

analyze IW in additional data sets introduced in Chapter 2.2 and Chapter 2.3. The

results are compared with those previously obtained using ARMOR3D. I identify dif-

ferences in the IW properties by comparing IW in ARMOR3D with IW in GLORYS,

ANHA4, ANHA12, and LAB60. These differences result only partly from the vary-

ing horizontal resolution of the individual data sets. Additionally, the general vertical

structure of the water column differs within the data sets.

In Chapter 3, the analysis was focused on one cross-slope section in the BCS, eastern

AR7W. To develop the hydrographic method, I extended the analysis to four sections

spanning the BCS in the Irminger Sea, eastern Labrador Sea, western Labrador Sea,

and Baffin Bay in Chapter 4. In the following Chapter 5, I build on the previous

chapters and construct an array of 25 cross-slope sections (Figure 5.2). The sections

selected for the analysis primarily follow existing measurement campaigns (e.g., Myers

et al., 2009; Ribergaard, 2014; Kieke & Yashayaev, 2015) and have been extended

to cover the entire study region. I refer to the individual sections by their given

numbers and names as per Table 5.1. Sections 1 to 11 follow the BCS within the EGC

and WGC. Subsequent sections 12 to 19 continue within the WGC into Baffin Bay.

Sections 20 to 25 follow the recirculation along the boundary of the continental slope

in the western Labrador Sea. To provide an impression of the salinity distribution

across this extensive array of individual sections, I present all sections in Figure C.1.

Analyzing the hydrography and resulting IW properties at these 25 sections provides

detailed insights about spatial variability in the BCS, including differences within the

individual data sets.

The described array of individual cross-slope sections allows me to analyze the hori-

zontal extent of the BCS. It facilitates the determination of the area covered by IW

and, including the cross-slope velocity, calculating IW volume transports. I combine

the results from the multiple sections to analyze the spatial evolution of IW properties

from the Irminger Sea along its pathway in the BCS into Baffin Bay and the western

Labrador Sea. However, the sections only represent spatial snapshots as they come

with a distance of ∼ 200 km from each other. Hence, the array might not capture all
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In this chapter, I focus on the following objectives in particular:

1. How do the hydrography in GLORYS and different model simulations

compare with ARMOR3D in the BCS?

2. How are Irminger Water properties changing along their pathway from

the Irminger Sea in the boundary current system?

3. Can different methods to identify Irminger Water be used to overcome

differences in individual data sets?

Chapter 5 is structured as follows: In Chapter 5.2, I present hydrographic differences

between the individual data sets, focusing first on eastern AR7W and then on different

cross-slope sections in the BCS. Following, I address the provenance and hydrographic

methods to identify IW within the individual data sets (Chapter 5.3). Chapter 5.4

presents a detailed analysis of IW at eastern AR7W, starting with local hydrographic

differences, presenting the obtained IW thresholds, and closing with the calculated

variability of IW properties on seasonal and multi-year time scales. In Chapter 5.5, I

Table 5.1: List of the analyzed cross-slope (1 - 25) and along-slope (26, 27) sections. The
table includes the section number given in Figure 5.2 and the corresponding section
name.

Number Section name Number Section name

1 Sermiligaaq 15 Aasiaat

2 Suunikajik 16 Kangerluk

3 Sermersooq 17 Nuussuaq

4 Uttorsiutit 18 Upernavik

5 OSNAP East 19 Qimusseriarsuaq

6 CF - Irminger 20 Northern Labrador Sea (LS)

7 44°West 21 Hudson Strait Inlet

8 OSNAP West 22 Hudson Strait Outlet

9 Eastern AR7W 23 Nain

10 Cape Desolation 24 Western AR7W

11 Paamiut 25 Northern Peninsula

12 Fylla Bank 26 Irminger Sea - Baffin Bay

13 Maniitsoq 27 Irminger Sea - Labrador Sea

14 Sisimiut
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extend the analysis to examine the BCS from the northern Irminger Sea into Baffin

Bay and the western Labrador Sea. I present the hydrography along the entire pathway

of the BCS and analyze the salinity distribution at individual sections. Afterward, I

present IW properties along the BCS pathway and analyze the obtained IW thickness

in the entire SPNA for the individual data sets. The chapter closes with a summary

and conclusion (Chapter 5.6).

5.2 Hydrographic differences between the individual data sets

5.2.1 A detailed comparison at eastern AR7W

I analyzed eastern AR7W using ARMOR3D and validated it with different in-situ data

in Chapter 3. In the following, I compare the vertical structure of the water column at

eastern AR7W between ARMOR3D and the additional data sets, including GLORYS

and different ANHA simulations (Figure 5.3). The main text focuses on the comparison

based on salinity. Temperature, density, and geostrophic velocity comparisons can be

found in Appendix E. As previously stated in Chapter 2.4, each data set was treated

equally in terms of interpolating the individual sections on the same spatial resolution

of ∆x=1km, and ∆z=10m.

All additional data sets share the common feature of having lower salinities at the

Greenland shelf compared to ARMOR3D (Figure 5.3). This difference indicates that

reanalysis and model simulations overestimate the signals of the fresher shelf waters

originating in the Arctic Ocean or from Greenland’s melting glaciers. Another expla-

nation could be that ARMOR3D has an excessively high salinity on the shelf. Other

differing features within the various data sets are analyzed separately in the following.

GLORYS

In GLORYS (Figure 5.3 c, d), the largest differences in comparison to ARMOR3D occur

in the upper 100m offshore from the shelf break. Here, GLORYS is more saline, while

it is fresher further offshore. At the continental slope, the vertical salinity structure

indicates fundamental differences compared to ARMOR3D. Higher salinities stretch

along the entire slope into greater depths. Further offshore, the isohalines shape a

mirrored ’C’, allowing fresher water to reach closer to the slope at a depth of 1,000m.

This structure is more pronounced in ARMOR3D, where individual isohalines with
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S> 34.895 reach the slope for depths greater than 600m and isolate the high IW salin-

ities from the high salinities of deeper water masses.

ANHA4

In ANHA4 (Figure 5.3 e, f), the section exhibits a generally higher salinity, except for

the fresher shelf area. The area of maximum salinity is located at 1,200m depth and is

much deeper than ARMOR3D (Figure 5.3 a). Since the subsurface salinity maximum

is characteristic of IW, IW is consequently also located at greater depths in ANHA4

compared to ARMOR3D or the previously analyzed in-situ measurements (Chapter 3).

ANHA12

ANHA12 (Figure 5.3 g, h) presents a similar picture as ANHA4. The only notable dif-

ference is that the area of the largest salinity difference compared to ARMOR3D is con-

fined to the continental slope. Disregarding the generally higher salinities in ANHA12,

the location of the maximum salinity lies within depths between 200 and 600m at

an offshore distance of 40 to 60 km detached from the continental slope (not visible),

agreeing with the definition of the IW core in Chapter 3 based on ARMOR3D. Fur-

ther offshore, GLORYS and ARMOR3D exhibit similar characteristics, while ANHA12

shows an almost constant decrease in salinity with increasing depth.

LAB60

LAB60 (Figure 5.3 i, j) indicates lower salinities compared to ARMOR3D above 400m

(600m at the continental slope) and higher salinities below. The differences in higher

salinities in LAB60 compared to ARMOR3D do not exceed 0.1 (Figure 5.3 j), as for

ANHA4 and ANHA12 (Figure 5.3 f, h). However, there is no distinct area of a maxi-

mum salinity. IW is more described as a layer, aligning with findings from (Gou et al.,

2023). Therefore, it is important to use caution when interpreting IW within LAB60.

At eastern AR7W, minor and major differences between the analyzed data sets become

apparent. Only in ARMOR3D is the subsurface salinity maximum, a major character-

istic of IW, restricted to the upper 600m close to the continental slope. In GLORYS

and ANHA12, the maximum salinity reaches greater depths, while in ANHA4, it is
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confined to greater depths. This vertical structure makes it more challenging to sepa-

rate IW from deeper waters expressing higher salinities. At eastern AR7W, this might

correspond to North East Atlantic Deep Water (NEADW) that can reach depths of

1,000 to 1,500m at the continental slopes of AR7W (Yashayaev & Loder, 2017).

5.2.2 Comparing different cross-slope sections in the boundary currents

In the following, I extend the comparison of salinity between ARMOR3D and the other

data sets from eastern AR7W to the four cross-slope sections analyzed in Chapter 4 (see

positions of the sections in Figure 4.2 and Figure 5.2). These sections are Sermiligaaq

(1) in the northwestern Irminger Sea, western AR7W (24) in the western Labrador Sea,

and Sisimiut (14) in Baffin Bay. As stated in Chapter 2.4, LAB60 is only analyzed

at eastern AR7W. Hence, I focus on the intercomparison of ARMOR3D, GLORYS,

ANHA4, and ANHA12 by first analyzing the salinity in ARMOR3D at the mentioned

sections (Figure 5.4) and discussing the differences compared to the other data sets

subsequently (Figure 5.5, Figure 5.6, and Figure 5.7). Differences between the indi-

vidual data sets at eastern AR7W have already been discussed in Chapter 5.2.1. For

completeness, I present the results for eastern AR7W again in Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5,

Figure 5.6, and Figure 5.7 but do not repeat the analysis. The cross-slope sections are

always displayed with the continental slope to the right, simulating a downstream flow

direction into the plane.

ARMOR3D

In ARMOR3D, Sermiligaaq (Figure 5.4 a) reveals an area of high salinities near the shelf

break. This area stretches further offshore into the central Irminger Sea, outcropping at

the surface at a distance of 150 km from the coast. The entire area of high salinities lies

within the major pathway of the IC transporting IW (see Figure 4.2 and Figure 5.4 a).

Hence, the entire area of high salinities represents pure IW that has recently entered

the EGC and, therefore, has not mixed with ambient waters. Further onshore, fresher

waters occupy the upper 150m on the east Greenland shelf. The spatial extent of the

west Greenland shelf is generally smaller than the east Greenland shelf (compare all 25

cross-slope sections in the Appendix, Figure C.1). While the shelf break at Sermiligaaq

is located 130 km offshore from the Greenland coast, it is only 30 km offshore from the

coast at eastern AR7W (Figure 5.4 b).
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In the western Labrador Sea, at western AR7W (Figure 5.4 c), the salinity continuously

increases with depth. The fresher waters on the 200 km wide shelf originate from the

high latitudes (Loder et al., 1998), primarily from within Baffin Bay (Khatiwala &

Fairbanks, 1999) and the Canadian archipelago (e.g., Yashayaev, 2007a). Below and

further offshore from the shelf break are waters that have recirculated south of Davis

Strait and constitute the same waters as at eastern AR7W. However, these waters had

more time compared to the waters at eastern AR7W to subsequently mix with ambient

waters along the pathway in the BCS and with LSW from the interior (e.g., Yashayaev

& Loder, 2016).

Similar to western AR7W, at Sisimiut (Figure 5.4 d), the saline waters are already

strongly mixed with fresher ambient waters. Across the entire Baffin Bay, fresher

waters occupy approximately the upper 200m. However, like at eastern AR7W, a sub-

surface salinity maximum is identified at the continental slope. This maximum salinity

has been mixed far below the static threshold of 34.92 (Chapter 4.2.1) and represents

the IWhydro introduced in Chapter 4.2.3. Thus, the static method would identify no

IWstat. Only by applying the hydrographic method would it be possible to conduct

further variability analysis of IWhydro.

GLORYS

In GLORYS, the largest differences at Sermiligaaq compared to ARMOR3D are on

the shelf (Figure 5.5 a, b). Here, GLORYS is fresher by more than 0.6. GLORYS

is slightly more saline offshore from the shelf break, with differences not exceeding

0.1. At western AR7W (Figure 5.5 e, f), GLORYS reveals lower salinities on the shelf,

similar to Sermiligaaq. Higher salinities occur offshore from the shelf break, similar to

Sermiligaaq and eastern AR7W.

Particularly noteworthy is the intensification of high salinities along the continental

slope at eastern and western AR7W, indicating generally higher salinities in the core

of the boundary current in GLORYS. Furthermore, the cross-slope velocities in the core

of the boundary current are considerably higher in GLORYS by more than 15 cm s−1

(Figure E.3 d for eastern AR7W). Another area of higher salinities (and higher densities,

not shown) in GLORYS compared to ARMOR3D is at western AR7W, only 40 km

offshore from the coast, within a sill on the Labrador shelf. Given that this location is
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At Sisimiut (Figure 5.5 g, h), the difference between GLORYS and ARMOR3D is op-

posite to that of the previously analyzed sections. Here, the area on the Greenland

shelf exhibits higher salinities in GLORYS, and further offshore, GLORYS reveals lower

salinities, each differing by about 0.2. The shelf break region serves as a narrow tran-

sition zone where the salinities of the two data sets are similar.

ANHA4

In ANHA4, Sermiligaaq (Figure 5.6 a, b), eastern AR7W (Figure 5.6 c, d), and western

AR7W (Figure 5.6 e, f) indicate similar salinity differences compared to ARMOR3D.

ANHA4 is fresher on the shelves at these three locations by nearly 1.0. However,

offshore from the shelf break, ANHA4 is more saline by up to 0.3. The transition

zone between negative and positive salinity biases is located at the shelf break, dis-

tinctly separating a shelf and an offshore regime. Especially for identifying IW, using

the static method with the same thresholds used for ARMOR3D would result in ma-

jor problems. Based on its salinity, the entire water column (below the still fresher

surface layer) would be identified as IW. Only the additional density criterion would

limit the IW extent to even greater depths. I demonstrate in Chapter 5.4 and Chap-

ter 5.5 how the provenance and hydrographic methods automatically correct for parts of

such systematic biases in the model simulations compared to ARMOR3D. At Sisimiut

(Figure 5.6 g, h), the salinity difference between ANHA4 and ARMOR3D is opposite

compared to the three previously analyzed sections. Here, ANHA4 is more saline on

the shelf and fresher further offshore, similar to GLORYS (Figure 5.5 h).

ANHA12

In ANHA12, a similar model bias toward higher salinities as in ANHA4 is identified.

Similarly, the salinities are lower on the shelves compared to ARMOR3D at Sermiligaaq

(Figure 5.7 a, b), eastern AR7W (Figure 5.7 c, d), and western AR7W (Figure 5.7 e, f).

Simultaneously, regions further offshore are more saline. Also, the offset compared to

ARMOR3D is similar at ∼ 0.3 in the offshore regions. The only difference compared

to ANHA4 is that the higher salinities reach further onshore. The isohalines (and

isopycnals; not shown) are less vertical, indicating higher stratification, especially at

Sermiligaaq and western AR7W with wider shelves. This vertical structure allows the
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offshore (Figure E.3). However, the individual strengths of the WGC differ, and so

does the comparison to ARMOR3D. All data sets exhibit higher velocities close to

the continental slope compared to ARMOR3D and lower velocities further offshore.

In ANHA4, the area of higher velocities is limited to the shelf break. At the same

time, it is an isolated area in the upper 600m isolated from the continental slope in

LAB60. These differences, especially in temperature and velocity, must be considered

when estimating the influence of IW on marine-terminating glaciers. However, a direct

comparison between IW properties and melting rates of these glaciers is beyond the

scope of this thesis.

5.3 Addressing the provenance and hydrographic methods

In the following, I present analyses that are required to apply the provenance and

hydrographic methods in GLORYS, ANHA4, and ANHA12 for the analyses in Chap-

ter 5.4 and Chapter 5.5.

5.3.1 The Irminger Sea as origin of Irminger Water

Following Chapter 4.2.2, I interpret the Irminger Sea provenance region as the origin

of IW in the Irminger Sea. I have identified the Irminger Sea provenance region using

ARMOR3D by isolating the area with higher salinities between 100 and 1,000m depth

in the averaged fields between 1993 and 2022. To gain a preliminary understanding

of how the different data sets represent salinity in the SPNA, I initially compare the

spatial distribution of the subsurface salinity maximum within the different data sets

(Figure 5.8).

ARMOR3D

Analyzing the salinity maximum between 100 and 1,000m in ARMOR3D (Figure 5.8 a)

allows identifying the subpolar front that defines the boundary between the subpolar

and subtropical gyre. Thus, the maximum salinities are low to the north and west of the

subpolar front and high to the south and east of the subpolar front. The Davis Strait,

separating the Labrador Sea and Baffin Bay, reveals another major horizontal front in

the maximum salinity distribution. The difference between the maximum salinities in

the Labrador Sea and Baffin Bay arises from the bathymetry. Since the primary path-
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salinity within the cross-slope sections in Baffin Bay is aligned with the local sea ice

concentration, further analyses would be needed to further elaborate of the high salin-

ities in the deep troughs are an artifact or a physically meaningful signal inherited in

ARMOR3D.

GLORYS

Comparing the ARMOR3D maximum salinity field in the North Atlantic with GLO-

RYS (Figure 5.8 b) reveals only minor differences. Higher salinities in GLORYS are

evident along the primary pathway of the NAC in the southern SPNA. Other parts of

the SPNA are slightly more saline (< 0.05) in GLORYS than ARMOR3D. Noticeable

differences are observed in the shelf areas where GLORYS is fresher by up to 0.75 in

specific regions and between 0.1 and 0.4 in Baffin Bay and its adjacent fjords. It is

striking that GLORYS, ANHA4, and ANHA12 reveal larger areas without data in shelf

regions than ARMOR3D, although they have a higher horizontal resolution. This dif-

ference is either due to the higher vertical resolution of ARMOR3D at depths around

100m as stated in Chapter 2.4 (Figure 2.2) or results from the process of interpolating

the GLORYS, ANHA4, and ANHA12 fields toward the ARMOR3D grid to calculate

the differences.

ANHA4

ANHA4 (Figure 5.8 c) exhibits both similarities and differences when compared to AR-

MOR3D. It exhibits higher salinities in the ocean basins than ARMOR3D and lower

salinities in the shelf regions and Baffin Bay. However, the differences compared to

ARMOR3D in the open ocean are more pronounced compared to GLORYS, reaching

an average of 0.1 and up to 0.2 at the subpolar front around 30 °W.

ANHA12

The overall pattern of the subsurface salinity maximum in ANHA12 (Figure 5.8 d) is

similar to that obtained in ANHA4. However, the differences compared to ARMOR3D

in the open basins are larger than those in ANHA4, reaching values of 0.15 to 0.20 in

the SPNA. The main pathway of the NAC exhibits even more substantial salinity dif-

ferences. In this region, ANHA12 is more saline by up to 0.5 compared to ARMOR3D.
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5.3.2 Irminger Water variability in the Irminger Sea provenance region

The salinity difference between the two ANHA simulations and ARMOR3D in the

SPNA was expected. Garcia-Quintana et al. (2019) discussed a mean salinity model-

observation difference of 0.1 to 0.2 for the ANHA4 and ANHA12 simulations within

the Labrador Sea based on Yashayaev and Loder (2016) (their Figure 1 c). Differences

of 0.2 have also been observed when comparing ship-based observations at Fylla Bank

from Ribergaard (2014) to ANHA4 and ANHA12 simulations (Gillard, 2020). It is

important to consider that a positive salinity bias resulting from model drift towards

higher salinities (Treguier et al., 2005; Rattan et al., 2010) is to be expected. Notably,

the higher maximum salinities in the Irminger Sea strongly influence the identification

of the Irminger Sea provenance region when applying the provenance method (Chap-

ter 4.2.2) to ANHA4 and ANHA12. As outlined in Chapter 4.2.2, the initial criterion

to identify the Irminger Sea provenance region is to include areas with a subsurface

salinity maximum of S> 35.0 between 100 and 1,000m. Given the minor differences be-

tween GLORYS and ARMOR3D, the same criterion is applied in GLORYS. However,

due to the higher salinities in ANHA4 and ANHA12, this criterion would encompass

larger parts of the interior and southwestern Irminger Sea using the two model sim-

ulations. Consequently, I adjusted the minimum salinity to obtain the Irminger Sea

provenance region based on the difference with ARMOR3D. I found that salinities of

35.05 for ANHA4 and 35.10 for ANHA12 more realistically represent the main IC path.

The Irminger Sea provenance regions exhibit slight variations across the individual

data sets. In all data sets, the eastern and northern boundaries of the Irminger Sea

provenance region follow the bathymetry of the Irminger Basin. This behavior excludes

areas with a water depth < 2,000m as described in Chapter 4.2.2. Toward the north-

west, the Irminger Sea provenance region stretches, aligning with the main pathway of

the IC (Figure 4.2 and Figure 5.8). In both ARMOR3D and GLORYS, the Irminger

Sea provenance region does not extend far into the central Irminger Basin. As a result,

it thus forms a more distinct tail along its southern boundary along Reykjanes Ridge.

Similarly, in ANHA4 and ANHA12, the southern edge of the Irminger Sea provenance

region includes a tail along Reykjanes Ridge, which is generally wider than what is ob-

served in ARMOR3D and GLORYS. Across all data sets, the identified Irminger Sea

provenance region closely resembles the major pathways of the IC. Therefore, these

regions are utilized to apply the provenance method in the subsequent analyses.
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To gain an initial understanding of IW variability in the Irminger Sea provenance re-

gion, I begin by analyzing IW properties using the static method (IWstat) following

Chapter 4.2.1 (Figure 4.3). The derived IWstat properties in the respective Irminger

Sea provenance regions exhibit distinct characteristics across the individual data sets

(Figure 5.9).

ARMOR3D

In particular, ARMOR3D resembles the presence of the coldest and freshest IWstat

(Figure 5.9 a, b). Given that temperature predominantly influences density in the

Irminger Sea, ARMOR3D has the highest densities compared to the other data sets

(Figure 5.9 c).

GLORYS

The hydrography in GLORYS closely resembles that of ARMOR3D. In the 2010s, the

salinity in GLORYS is comparable to ARMOR3D (Figure 5.9 a). However, during

the 2000s, GLORYS shows a slightly higher salinity by about ∼ 0.02. In the 1990s,

GLORYS exhibits occasional fresher periods, displaying a higher level of multi-year

variability. While the temperature in GLORYS is more similar to ARMOR3D when

compared to ANHA4 and ANHA12, it remains warmer over the entire period, with

differences reaching up to ∼ 0.3 °C in the 1990s and 2000s (Figure 5.9 b). Notably, the

differences compared to ARMOR3D become smaller in the late 2010s, reaching around

∼ 0.1 °C. Consequently, the largest positive difference (indicating warmer and more

saline conditions) compared to ARMOR3D occurs during periods when the Irminger

Sea provenance region experiences anomalously warm and saline conditions.

ANHA4 and ANHA12

The IWstat properties of the two model simulations, ANHA4 and ANHA12, exhibit

similar variability compared to ARMOR3D and GLORYS. Both simulations are char-

acterized by higher salinities compared to ARMOR3D (ANHA4 by ∼ 0.09, ANHA12

by ∼ 0.13). These results align with the large-scale salinity analysis in the SPNA (Fig-

ure 5.8). Furthermore, both model simulations exhibit warmer conditions compared

to ARMOR3D (ANHA4 by ∼ 0.7 °C, ANHA12 by by ∼ 1.1 °C). Their densities remain
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dividual data sets and mirrors the density variations. As I have shown in Chapter 3,

the multi-year variability of IWstat at eastern AR7W is primarily shaped by the NAO

and changes in size and strength of the SPG. According to the similar representation

of IWstat in the Irminger Sea provenance region across the different data sets, I sug-

gest that these large-scale changes in the NAO and SPG are represented in all data

sets. The differences in the magnitude are attributed to the general bias toward higher

temperatures and salinities of ANHA4 and ANHA12 compared to ARMOR3D and

GLORYS, as already shown in Figure 5.8.

5.3.3 From the Irminger Sea into the boundary current system

As discussed in Chapter 4.2.2, the provenance method relies on the calculation of

the advection time between the Irminger Sea provenance region and the individual

cross-slope sections. In this context, I extend the advection times analysis, previ-

ously performed for ARMOR3D (Chapter 4.2.2, Figure 4.4), to GLORYS, ANHA4,

and ANHA12 (Figure 5.10). The estimation of advection times builds on addressing

lag correlations for IWstat salinity between the Irminger Sea provenance region and

the individual cross-slope sections. The outcomes of these advection time calculations

highlight notable differences among the four analyzed data sets.

GLORYS

In GLORYS (Figure 5.10 b), the advection times from the Irminger Sea provenance

region to the individual cross-slope sections display a less linear behavior compared to

those obtained in ARMOR3D (Figure 5.10 a; detailed analysis in Chapter 4.2.2). From

the Irminger Sea provenance region to Maniitsoq (Section 13), GLORYS suggests an

advection time of only 42 days (203 days for the linear regression in ARMOR3D). This

advection time in GLORYS implies an average IW velocity of ∼ 0.55m s−1. Such high

velocities are reasonable for the BCS core but seem overestimated considering that the

analyzed signal is averaged over the entire IW area encompassing regions with lower

velocities further offshore. Moreover, these advection times raise questions, particu-

larly given that an advection time of 341 days was calculated from the Irminger Sea

provenance region to Aasiaat (Section 15, 245 days for the linear regression in AR-

MOR3D), which is only ∼ 400 km downstream of Maniitsoq. Furthermore, northward

in Baffin Bay, the IWstat is already fully mixed below the static threshold, rendering the
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calculation of advection times unfeasible. In contrast, the branch from the bifurcation

at Paamiut (Section 11) into the Labrador Sea exhibits advection times and inferred

current velocities that are more realistic. However, even in these cases, the calculated

advection times also do not exhibit a clear increase with distance. Consequently, for

subsequent analyses applying the provenance method in GLORYS, I have chosen to

use the advection times calculated in ARMOR3D (Chapter 4.2.2).

ANHA4

In ANHA4 (Figure 5.10 c), the advection times calculated for the individual sections

do not show any realistic pattern. For Sisimiut, an advection time of only one time

step (here, five days) is estimated. These advection times would result in an averaged

IW velocity of ∼ 5.1m s−1 between the Irminger Sea provenance region and Sisimiut.

That is one order of magnitude higher compared to ARMOR3D and GLORYS. Be-

tween individual sections, the advection times are more realistic. To reach eastern

AR7W, for example, an advection time of 220 days (161 days for the linear regres-

sion in ARMOR3D), an equivalent of a mean IW velocity of ∼ 0.07m s−1 is estimated.

However, the overall calculated advection times at the individual sections do not fit.

Consequently, I conclude that estimating advection times by calculating lag correlations

between the IWstat salinity in the Irminger Sea provenance region and the individual

sections does not work in ANHA4. Consequently, similar to GLORYS, I have decided

to use the advection times calculated in ARMOR3D (Chapter 4.2.2) when applying

the provenance method in ANHA4 for future analyses.

ANHA12

Similar to ANHA4, the advection pattern in ANHA12 (Figure 5.10 d) does not show

physically meaningful results. The advection times for the individual sections seem

almost randomly distributed. Most sections downstream of Fylla Bank indicate advec-

tion times larger than one year. However, the entire pattern is questionable. Therefore,

similar to GLORYS and ANHA4, I use the advection times calculated in ARMOR3D

(Chapter 4.2.2) when applying the provenance method in ANHA12 for future analyses.
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I suggest that the unrealistic advection times in the two model simulations indicate

that the also unrealistic advection times in GLORYS result from the data assimila-

tion. I can only speculate why the method of calculating advection times does not

work for GLORYS, ANHA4, and ANHA12. As shown in Figure 5.9, the multi-year

variability of the IWstat properties in the Irminger Sea provenance region aligns across

the individual data sets. The major differences between the data sets in calculating

the advection times are their respective temporal resolutions. While ARMOR3D has

a weekly temporal resolution, it is higher in GLORYS (daily) and the ANHA simula-

tions (5 days). Consequently, the lag correlation analyses were conducted with data

of different temporal resolutions, which might have been more vulnerable for temporal

variability on smaller time scales. However, checking the correlations for all lags does

not suggest such influences, as the maximum correlations were always clearly distinct

from surrounding times (not shown). Thus, I cannot answer why calculating the ad-

vection times does not work for GLORYS, ANHA4, and ANHA12. Possible influences

for following analyses are restricted, especially to the seasonal variability when analyz-

ing the provenance method. On longer time scales, the effects of potentially wrongly

attributed advection times are negligible.

5.3.4 Assessing the percentiles for the hydrographic method

The hydrographic method is based on specific percentiles that define the portions of

the water column identified as IWhydro (see Chapter 4.2.3.1). In the following, the

performance of the percentiles, which has been optimized for ARMOR3D, is tested for

GLORYS, ANHA4, and ANHA12 (Figure 5.11).

Overall, the temperature and salinity profiles at the four example sections (Sermili-

gaaq, eastern AR7W, western AR7W, and Sisimiut), averaged between 2002 and 2020,

resemble each other across the individual data sets. The profiles agree with previ-

ous findings that highlight salinity differences in the data sets (e.g., Chapter 5.3.1

and Chapter 5.3.2). At Sermiligaaq, eastern AR7W, and western AR7W, ARMOR3D

exhibits the coldest and freshest water column, followed by GLORYS, ANHA4, and

ANHA12. Meanwhile, at Sisimiut, GLORYS and ANHA4 are colder and fresher than

ARMOR3D. At the same time, ANHA12 remains the most saline and warmest data

set at this location.
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The hydrographic method requires the identification of IWhydro based on temperature

and salinity (Chapter 4.2.3). When comparing the depths at which IWhydro is iden-

tified, the smallest differences among the data sets are observed at eastern AR7W

(Figure 5.11 f). In this region, IWhydro extends over a depth of ∼ 500m in ARMOR3D

and ANHA4, and ∼ 650m in GLORYS and ANHA12.

Further upstream in the BCS, at Sermiligaaq (Figure 5.11 c), ANHA4 reveals the low-

est IWhydro depth range (∼ 300m) compared to ARMOR3D, GLORYS, and ANHA12

(∼ 600m). This anomaly in ANHA4 may be attributed to the relatively high tem-

peratures at greater depths (Figure 5.11 b and Figure F.4), which results in a reduced

temperature range across the entire water column (Figure 5.11 b). Consequently, the

temperature threshold, optimized for ARMOR3D with a larger vertical temperature

range, confines the identification of IWhydro to the upper ∼ 400m at Sermiligaaq in

ANHA4.

A similar reason is responsible for the IWhydro representation at Sisimiut (Figure 5.11 j -

l). Here, ARMOR3D, GLORYS, and ANHA12 again reveal a similar IWhydro depth

that stretches over ∼ 300 to 400m (Figure 5.11 l). However, in ANHA4, IW only

stretches over ∼ 200m depth. The reasons for this small IW thickness are high near-

surface temperatures accompanied by low temperatures at ∼ 400m depth compared

to the other data sets. Thus, the temperature range over the entire water column

(Figure 5.11 k) is small and limits the representation of IWhydro.

At the Labrador shelf, exemplified at western AR7W, the IWhydro depth range expresses

the largest differences within the individual data sets (Figure 5.11 i). For ARMOR3D,

GLORYS, and ANHA4, IWhydro is limited to the upper 1,000m as defined in the hy-

drographic method (Chapter 4.2.3.1). Only in ANHA12 is IWhydro limited to shallower

depths (100 - 800m). Here, the temperature profile differs strongly from the other data

sets expressing a near-surface (∼ 50m) temperature minimum. ANHA12 does not ex-

hibit such a temperature minimum, resulting in a relatively small temperature range

and limiting IWhydro to the upper 800m.

5.4 Irminger Water at eastern AR7W

After studying hydrography at eastern AR7W within the individual data sets (Chap-

ter 5.2) and discussing the mechanisms of the different methods to identify IW (Chap-
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ter 5.3), I analyze IW properties at eastern AR7W in detail in the following. This

analysis will explain how IW is characterized in the different data sets regarding water

mass properties. As there will be differences across the data sets when utilizing the

static method according to the general bias to higher temperatures and salinities, the

following analyses will also show how the different methods deal with such large-scale

biases. First, I analyze temperature and salinity at eastern AR7W by comparing T-S

diagrams for the individual data sets (Figure 5.12). Afterward, I present the resulting

salinity (Figure 5.13) and temperature (Figure 5.14) thresholds for the provenance and

hydrographic methods. Following this, I present the IW frequencies at eastern AR7W,

similar to Chapter 3.2 (Figure 3.4), for the individual data sets (Figure 5.15). Addi-

tionally, in line with Chapter 3.2, I present the IW frequencies for the three methods

to identify IW. This 2-D analysis serves to understand better the functioning of the

different methods to identify IW in the water column. Finally, I analyze the seasonal

(Figure 5.16) and decadal variability (Figure 5.17) of IW properties obtained with the

different methods and data sets.

5.4.1 Differences in temperature and salinity properties

I have compared the salinity at eastern AR7W among different data sets in Chap-

ter 5.2 (Figure 5.3) and have found substantial differences. In the following, I focus

on local hydrographic differences within the different data sets analyzing T-S diagrams

of the upper 1,500m (Figure 5.12). This analysis allows for examining the previously

discussed salinity differences in the context of temperature differences and their con-

sequences for water mass analyses at eastern AR7W. I address the T-S space for the

entire climatology (Figure 5.12, left column) and for subperiods that describe times

when IWstat dominates the water column at eastern AR7W between mid-July and

January (Figure 5.12, middle column) and when uISIW dominates the water column

at eastern AR7W between March and mid-July (Figure 5.12, right column), following

Chapter 3.3.3 (Figure 3.12).

ARMOR3D

The climatological analysis for ARMOR3D (Figure 5.12 a) indicates a distinct upper

inflection of IW. The warmest and most saline IW has temperatures between 5.5 and

6.0 °C and salinities of 35.05. The highest point density, which is the number of neigh-
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boring points within a distance of 0.05 °C for temperature and 0.05 for salinity in T-S

space, is identified for the deeper parts of uISIW (Le Bras et al., 2020), LSW (Kieke,

2005), and NEADW (Pacini et al., 2020). When comparing the periods mid-July to

January, and March to mid-July, large differences in the hydrographic method are ob-

served. In this context, the latter period includes the waters with the highest point

densities. Consequently, the hydrographic method identifies parts of uISIW, LSW, and

NEADW as IWhydro as the maximum salinities and temperatures of IW are lowest in

March -mid-July due to the modification caused by winter convective mixing in the

Irminger and Labrador Seas (Le Bras et al., 2020, Chapter 3.3.3). In contrast, the

static and provenance methods identify only a small amount of IWstat and IWprov.

Consequently, the temperature and salinity ranges at eastern AR7W become smaller,

and the water column colder and fresher. As a result, ambient waters (namely, uISIW,

LSW, and NEADW) are identified as IWhydro.

GLORYS

The GLORYS climatology exhibits a broader range of high salinity IW at lower tem-

peratures (Figure 5.12 d). Consequently, IW is not as distinctly characterized in T-S

space as in ARMOR3D with its upper inflection. The area of highest point densities is

found within uISIW and LSW. However, in contrast to ARMOR3D, waters with high

densities (σθ > 27.74) also correspond to high salinities. Applying the density criterion

to distinguish IW and ambient waters, as outlined by Pacini et al. (2020) and discussed

in Chapter 3, might lead to misinterpretation between IW and NEADW since both ex-

hibit high salinities but at different density levels.

ANHA4

In ANHA4 (Figure 5.12 g), the representation of IW in T-S space differs substantially

from that in ARMOR3D and GLORYS. ANHA4 presents a similar T-S distribution

of IW for high temperatures and salinities. However, waters with high point densities

exhibit larger salinities. The highest point densities encompass IW, NEADW, and

LSW. However, observed maximum salinities for LSW are within S< 34.92 (Yashayaev

& Loder, 2017). In ANHA4, they exceed values of 35.05. Furthermore, fresher waters

coincide with higher temperatures in ANHA4, resulting in the absence of uISIW.
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ANHA12

ANHA12 differs from ARMOR3D and GLORYS in its representation of IW in T-S

space (Figure 5.12 j). Like ANHA4, ANHA12 reveals LSW and NEADW with exces-

sively high salinities and minimal uISIW presence. In general, eastern AR7W exhibits

higher temperatures (reaching almost 9 °C) and salinities (approaching 35.2) in com-

parison to all other data sets.

Focusing on the period from mid-July to January, when IWstat dominates at eastern

AR7W, exposes minimal differences in higher temperatures and salinities compared to

the entire climatology (Figure 5.12middle column). This behavior is expected since the

dominant IWstat represents the region’s warmest and most saline water mass. There-

fore, deviations from the overall climatology only manifest in lower temperatures and

salinities. These differences are evident across all data sets. In addition, all data sets

indicate a minor reduction in point density, particularly noticeable for temperatures

and salinities exhibiting the highest point densities.

Comparing the climatologies calculated for all months and for the subperiod between

March and mid-July, when uISIW dominates the water column at eastern AR7W

(Figure 3.12), indicates larger differences across all data sets (Figure 5.12 right col-

umn). As discussed in Chapter 3.3.1, Chapter 3.3.2, and Chapter 3.3.3, salinities

decrease and almost fall below the IWstat salinity threshold of S=34.92 (Chapter 3.2

and Chapter 4.2.1). The same holds for the highest temperatures, which fall below

5 °C. Therefore, Atlantic-origin waters are colder and fresher between March and mid-

July compared to the entire year. The presence of these waters when applying the

static and provenance methods is limited.

In GLORYS (Figure 5.12 f), similar cooling and freshening occur from March to mid-

July. However, numerous T-S points still fall within the IW domain. A possible ex-

planation could be attributed to less modification to lower temperatures and salinities

due to underestimated convection in the Irminger and Labrador Seas, which shapes

IW variability on seasonal time scales (Pacini et al., 2020; Le Bras et al., 2020, Chap-

ter 3). Another explanation could be linked to higher salinities in GLORYS compared

to ARMOR3D along the continental slope at eastern AR7W (Figure 5.5 c, d). In the

latter case, winter convection might still influence the cooling and freshening observed
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in T-S space. However, it may not mix IW below the static salinity threshold. How-

ever, these possible explanations are speculative and require further analysis. ANHA4

(Figure 5.12 i) and ANHA12 (Figure 5.12 l) exhibit similar T-S patterns as GLORYS.

However, ANHA4 is colder and more saline, while ANHA12 is warmer and more saline

than GLORYS. LAB60 (Figure 5.12 f) shows the least differences between the different

times of the year. As seen in Figure 5.3, LAB60 represents the coldest and freshest

eastern AR7W compared to ANHA4 and ANHA12. Additionally, the T-S diagrams il-

lustrate that IW is not realistically represented in LAB60. While ARMOR3D displays

a distinct upper inflection, LAB60 lacks data showing a clear signal of simultaneous

temperature and salinity maxima, aligning with previous analyses (Figure 5.3).

5.4.2 Irminger Water thresholds

In order to analyze the IW properties in the different data sets using different meth-

ods, I introduce the variability of the temperature and salinity thresholds for both

the provenance and hydrographic methods at eastern AR7W. The salinity variability

is shown in Figure 5.13, while the temperature variability is depicted in Figure 5.14.

Their variability provides a better understanding of the variability of IW properties.

Provenance Method

The salinity thresholds for the provenance method (Figure 5.13, left column) indicate

substantial differences within the different data sets on both seasonal (Figure 5.13 a)

and multi-year time scales (Figure 5.13 b). On seasonal time scales (climatologically

averaged between 2002 and 2020), the IWprov salinity thresholds show few agreements

within the individual data sets (Figure 5.13 a). In ARMOR3D, the yearly IWprov salin-

ity threshold minimum occurs in April and increases until its maximum in November.

In GLORYS, the IWprov salinity threshold minimum emerges in November, January,

and February, and the maximum in August. Between August and November, the

salinity thresholds of ARMOR3D and GLORYS evolve in reverse. The seasonality in

ANHA4 differs from ARMOR3D and GLORYS. The minimum occurs in July/August,

and the maximum emerges in April. The magnitude and amplitude exceed ARMOR3D

and GLORYS. In ANHA12, the seasonal timing is closest to ARMOR3D, indicating

a minimum in July and a maximum in December, while the amplitude in ANHA12 is

smaller than in ANHA4 but similar to ARMOR3D and GLORYS. Like ANHA4, the
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On multi-year time scales, the large interannual variability within GLORYS in the

1990s is noticeable, as ARMOR3D only indicates low variability over that period.

Compared to the provenance method, ANHA4 indicates a higher threshold than AR-

MOR3D and GLORYS throughout the period. Its salinity threshold exceeds those from

ANHA12 by up to ∼ 0.1 in the mid-to-late 2000s. This difference between ANHA4 and

ANHA12 is explained by a more homogeneous water column at eastern AR7W in

ANHA4 (Figure 5.11 d, e). Consequently, identifying the salinity thresholds via the

percentiles results in lower values in ANHA12 than in ANHA4.

Temperature thresholds

The results for the temperature thresholds obtained using the provenance and hy-

drographic methods are presented in the following (Figure 5.14). On seasonal time

scales, the IWprov temperature thresholds in all data sets exhibit almost no variabil-

ity (Figure 5.14 a). In contrast, the IWhydro temperature threshold exhibits a large

amplitude between a minimum in March and a maximum in August for all data sets

(Figure 5.14 b). Like the salinity thresholds, the temperature thresholds are also higher

in ANHA4 and ANHA12 than in ARMOR3D and GLORYS. The differences between

the two ANHA simulations and ARMOR3D and GLORYS are larger at the times of

the seasonal minimum (∆T< 1 °C) compared to the times of the seasonal maximum

(∆T∼ 0.5 °C). On multi-year time scales, the variability of the IWprov temperature

thresholds (Figure 5.14 c) in GLORYS agrees best with ANHA12, showing a constant

decrease from the late 2000s. However, the magnitude of the IWprov temperature

threshold in GLORYS is closer to ARMOR3D. For the hydrographic method (Fig-

ure 5.14 d), the variability of the IWhydro temperature thresholds is similar across all

data sets, with larger magnitudes in ANHA4 and ANHA12.

5.4.3 Irminger Water frequencies

Analyzing the IW frequencies illustrates the temporal distribution of IW at the given

cross-slope section. In Chapter 3.3.1 (Figure 3.9), I used this illustration to depict dif-

ferences in the positioning and occurrence of IW at eastern AR7W during two different

times of the year. In the following, I use the IW frequencies between 2002 and 2020

to describe the differences in IW positioning and occurrence for the different methods

and data sets at eastern AR7W (Figure 5.15).
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The IWhydro frequencies are higher compared to IWstat and IWprov (Figure 5.15 c). As

described previously (e.g., Chapter 4.2.3), the hydrographic method identifies waters

with a simultaneous subsurface temperature and salinity maximum. Thus, I conclude

that the IWhydro frequencies of almost 100% between 200 and 400m depth close to the

shelf break reveal that locally the vertical structure of the water column is preserved

throughout the entire year. In addition, IWhydro includes IW and ambient waters. This

conclusion also holds when the water column is fresher in late spring and fall (Chap-

ter 3.3.1). Thus, it becomes obvious that the hydrographic method describes a layer of

maximum temperature and salinity. The identified IWhydro is cut off at 1,000m depth.

This feature is due to the requirement not to allow IWhydro below 1,000m (see Chap-

ter 4.2.3). Such a cutoff would be unphysical in the context of water mass analyses,

as I have elaborated on the unrealistic cutoff of lower salinities in the static method

(Chapter 4.4, Figure 4.11). However, IWhydro as defined here does not represent a

water mass but serves to describe the preserved vertical structure of the subsurface

temperature and salinity maximum. Thus, the cutoff at 1,000m depth does not affect

the analysis or alter any conclusions about IWhydro.

GLORYS

In GLORYS (Figure 5.15), the highest IW frequencies for the static and provenance

methods follow the continental slope, agreeing with the high salinities (Figure 5.5). The

general shape of the IWstat (Figure 5.15 d) and IWprov (Figure 5.15 e) frequencies is alike

and similar to ARMOR3D. Both are identified to depths of almost 1,500m close to the

continental slope, while they are limited to the upper 800m in ARMOR3D. However,

the highest values are detached from the continental slope for the static method. In

contrast, they are attached to the slope for the provenance method, where the area of

high IWprov frequencies is enlarged. The temporally averaged IWprov salinity threshold

between 2002 and 2020 is S≈ 34.918 and therefore, similar to ARMOR3D, close to the

static threshold (S=34.92). Consequently, the IWprov frequencies are slightly higher

than IWstat. Like ARMOR3D, the hydrographic method also reveals a warm and saline

subsurface water layer (Figure 5.15 f). The criterion that does not allow IWhydro below

1,000m cuts off the waters that follow the continental slope to greater depths. Here, the

different methods reveal their largest differences compared to each other. According

to the vertical salinity structure at eastern AR7W (Figure 5.3 c), the large amounts
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of IWstat and IWprov at greater depths close to the continental slope may represent

NEADW. As a result, local NEADW would be falsely identified as IWstat and IWprov

due to the higher salinity at greater depths close to the continental slope compared to

ARMOR3D. Therefore, it might be questioned if GLORYS realistically represents the

vertical structure of the water column in terms of temperature and salinity.

ANHA4

ANHA4 reveals IWstat frequencies between 90 and 100% in depths from 200 to 800m

in the core region of the WGC, which is detached from the continental slope (Fig-

ure 5.15 g). This region of high IWstat frequencies extends further offshore, up to

150 km and corresponds to a layer of warm and saline waters rather than a distinct

water mass. The provenance method gives IWprov frequencies rather similar to GLO-

RYS than to ARMOR3D (Figure 5.15 h). Thus, the method can identify IWprov in a

physically reasonable area and occurrence but is also likely to include minor parts of

NEADW at greater depths at the continental slope. The highest IWprov frequencies are

either located at the deeper subsurface salinity (Figure 5.3 e) or shallower temperature

maximum (Figure E.1 e). Thus, the provenance method identifies IWprov at depths

between the respective maxima where both thresholds are fulfilled. The hydrographic

method reveals IW frequencies that resemble a core of high values at a depth of 300m,

similar to GLORYS (Figure 5.15 i). ANHA4 still provides the highest IW frequencies

at greater depths, indicating that more ambient waters are attributed to IWhydro. The

cutoff at 1,000m in ANHA4 reveals the strongest boundary between IWhydro and am-

bient waters compared to the other data sets.

ANHA12

For ANHA12, the IWstat frequencies represent a mix between GLORYS and ANHA4

(Figure 5.15 j). An area with high frequencies close to the continental slope between

∼200 and 800m depth represents the IW core area as in GLORYS. However, high IW

frequencies 160 km offshore in the upper ∼ 400m indicate a similar representation as

in ANHA4, while the values decrease faster with increasing depth in ANHA12. For

the provenance method, ANHA12 reveals similar IWprov frequencies as GLORYS and

ANHA4, especially close to the continental slope (Figure 5.15 k), where the frequencies
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are the highest among all data sets. The IWhydro frequencies are similar to GLORYS.

An area of high frequencies at the upper continental slope and a tail reaching further

offshore illustrate a layer of warm and saline waters. Like ANHA4, ANHA12 reveals

extraordinarily high salinities at the continental slope of eastern AR7W (Figure 5.3 g).

Hence, for ANHA12 as well, a realistic representation of the vertical structure of the

water column might be questioned.

LAB60

For LAB60, only the IWstat frequencies can be analyzed (Figure 5.15m), as I have

only extracted eastern AR7W from the LAB60 fields. The vertical shape of IWstat

compares well with ANHA4 and ANHA12. Thus, the core of IWstat is located at

greater depths compared to ARMOR3D and GLORYS. Horizontally, IWstat follows

the isohalines identified previously (Figure 5.3 i), forming a tail of lower frequencies

further offshore. Although LAB60 does not reveal the excessive salinities that ANHA4

and ANHA12 show, the vertical structure of the water column does not resemble AR-

MOR3D (Figure 5.3 j) and other in-situ observations (Figure 3.4 a and Figure A.1).

The analysis of IW frequencies in the different data sets at eastern AR7W illustrates

that a given static IW threshold provides fundamentally different results when applied

to the individual data sets with varying representations of salinity. Here, ANHA4 and

ANHA12 generally exhibit higher salinities than ARMOR3D and GLORYS. Conse-

quently, similar static salinity thresholds identify more IWstat in ANHA4 and ANHA12.

Therefore, when using static thresholds is desired, these thresholds should be chosen

specifically for the individual data set. However, similar to the results in Chapter 4.3

for ARMOR3D, the provenance method can identify IWprov in a physically reasonable

space and time. As the provenance method gets the threshold from the analyzed data

set, it automatically corrects for systematic hydrographic biases, assuming they are

spatially uniform. However, each method still depends on the correct representation of

the water column structure, especially the hydrographic method. The IWhydro frequen-

cies already indicate similar distributions across the different data sets. The remaining

differences could be corrected for, when slightly adjusting the percentiles for each data

set individually.
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5.4.4 Irminger Water properties

Analyzing the IW frequencies showed the spatial extent of the different IW types

and their rate of occurrence at eastern AR7W. However, the analysis did not provide

insights into the temporal variability of the IW properties, such as salinity, temper-

ature, geostrophic velocity, and volume transport. Therefore, I present seasonal and

multi-year variability of IW properties in the following focusing at eastern AR7W.

In Chapter 3.3, I presented such results only for ARMOR3D and the static method.

Chapter 4.3 added results from ARMOR3D for the provenance and hydrographic meth-

ods. The next step is to compare these results obtained with ARMOR3D to the other

data sets - GLORYS, ANHA4, and ANHA12 (and LAB60 only for the static method).

First, I analyze the seasonal variability of IW properties (Figure 5.16), followed by the

analysis of multi-year variability (Figure 5.17).

5.4.4.1 Seasonal variability

As emphasized in previous analyses, ANHA4 and ANHA12 are generally warmer (Fig-

ure E.1) and more saline (Figure 5.3) compared to the other data sets at eastern

AR7W. Similarly, when analyzing the resulting IW salinities and temperatures (Fig-

ure 5.16 and Figure 5.17), ANHA4 and ANHA12 generally reveal higher values. These

differences, compared to ARMOR3D, GLORYS, and also LAB60, occur for all three

different methods. Additionally, GLORYS is warmer and more saline than ARMOR3D,

although the difference is smaller compared to ANHA4 and ANHA12.

Static Method

For the static method, IWstat (Figure 5.16 a) salinities in ARMOR3D, GLORYS, and

ANHA12 indicate a similar seasonality with the lowest salinities in late spring and

summer and the highest salinities in fall and winter. However, only ARMOR3D re-

veals the previously sharp increase in July/August (see Chapter 3.3.1, Figure 3.8),

while GLORYS and ANHA12 indicate a smooth increase between the seasonal min-

imum and maximum. As previously described in Chapter 3.3.1, I cannot prove or

disprove whether this rapid salinity jump in ARMOR3D is a valid signal. The sea-

sonal variability in ANHA4 does not agree with the other data sets. IWstat salinities

in ANHA4 exhibit a plateau of the highest seasonal values between May and October.
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exhibits velocities of around 45 to 50 cm s
−1, while ANHA4 exhibits velocities of around

12 cm s
−1. Previously, it has been shown that the velocity in ARMOR3D is not respon-

sible for shaping the variability of the IWstat volume transport, but the area covered

by the water mass (Chapter 3.3.2, Pacini et al., 2020). Comparing the IWstat area

(Figure 5.16 j) with the resulting IWstat volume transport (Figure 5.16m), this coher-

ence becomes obvious. In GLORYS, the velocity dominates the volume transport. The

large seasonal velocity differences outweigh the change in the area. As a result, the

volume transport varies between 9 and 17 Sv for the static method. For ANHA4, the

seasonality of the IWstat volume transport is shaped by the velocity, for ANHA12 by

the area. However, the magnitude is dominated by the higher salinities and tempera-

tures compared to ARMOR3D. ANHA12 shows the highest IWstat volume transport of

up to almost 20 Sv, while ARMOR3D reveals the lowest, varying between 2 and 10 Sv.

LAB60 reveals minimal seasonal variability for all analyzed parameters. Its magnitudes

are closest to ARMOR3D. However, the salinity distribution at eastern AR7W (Fig-

ure 5.3) and the IWstat frequencies (Figure 5.15 k) have already suggested that IW is

not correctly represented in LAB60. The salinity constantly increases with depth. Ap-

plying the static method divides the upper fresher depths from the deeper, more saline

depths. Hence, the properties shown in Figure 5.16 approximately represent hydrog-

raphy in a layer between ∼ 400 and 800m. The agreement of the LAB60 magnitude

with ARMOR3D is thus suggested not to be interpreted as similar representation of IW.

Provenance Method

Differences between the static and provenance methods for IWprov salinities (Fig-

ure 5.16 b) are minimal. Similarly, ARMOR3D, GLORYS, and ANHA12 have their

respective seasonal minimum in late spring and summer and their maximum in fall and

winter. Changes for ANHA4 are more pronounced, revealing a maximum of IWprov

salinity in May and a minimum between June and November. Similar to the IWprov

salinity, the seasonal variability for the IWprov temperature is like the variability for

the static method.

This behavior changes for the provenance method (Figure 5.16 n). Here, the IWprov

volume transport in ANHA4 decreases to the approximate level of ARMOR3D due to

the smaller IWprov area. This result illustrates that the provenance method can incor-
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porate systematic biases in the individual data sets into identifying the IWprov area.

As a result, it corrects the identified area against this bias. Differences in the identified

area result from other differences like the vertical structure of the water column, hori-

zontal structures of the WGC, or the representation of the IWprov location in general

(compare to Figure 5.15). The IWprov volume transport in ANHA12 does not change

compared to IWstat.

Hydrographic Method

Also, for the hydrographic method, the variability of IWhydro salinities (Figure 5.16 c)

is similar to the two previously analyzed methods for ARMOR3D, GLORYS, and

ANHA12. The increase in IWhydro salinity in GLORYS is steeper compared to IWstat

and IWprov. However, this increase is still not as steep as in ARMOR3D. IWhydro

salinity for ANHA4 indicates almost no seasonal variability. The seasonal variability

for IWhydro temperature agrees well within the individual data sets. However, the

amplitude is highest for the hydrographic method, as seasonally more ambient waters

are identified as IWhydro and, thus, increase seasonal differences.

The seasonal variability of the IWhydro volume transport differs strongly compared to

the static and provenance methods. The seasonal time series is shifted by almost half

a year and exhibits a minimum in August and a maximum from January to March

across all data sets. This pattern approximately resembles the seasonal variability of

a combination of IWstat and uISIW (Figure 3.8), emphasizing once more that IWhydro

contains ambient waters with a similar vertical structure of the water column like

uISIW.

5.4.4.2 Multi-year variability

The multi-year variability is presented in Figure 5.17. I further refer to the standard-

ized time series (Figure 5.18) to highlight specific aspects of the multi-year variability.

Static Method

For the static method, the multi-year variability of the IWstat salinity agrees well within

the individual data sets (Figure 5.17 a). Like the seasonal variability, ANHA4 and

ANHA12 stand out with the highest salinities and temperatures throughout the model
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Provenance Method

Similar to previous results obtained with ARMOR3D (Chapter 4.9), applying the

provenance method increases the salinity amplitude of the multi-year variability and re-

duces the volume transport amplitude. This behavior holds for GLORYS and ANHA4,

although the differences between the static and provenance methods are smaller than in

ARMOR3D. Applying the provenance method strengthens a negative volume transport

trend for ANHA12 (static: -0.50 Sv per decade, provenance: -1.75 Sv per decade). This

negative trend opposes a strong positive velocity trend that is already pronounced for

the static method (static: 14.3 cm s−1 per decade, provenance: 16.4 cm s−1 per decade).

Consequently, the IW area in ANHA12 is smaller in 2021 compared to the start in

2002 (static: -15.9 km2 per decade, provenance: -19.2 km2 per decade). In ANHA4,

the mechanics of the provenance method become nicely visible. As the velocities in

ANHA4 are generally low in the area of the IW core close to the continental slope

(Figure E.3), the change in the IW area largely determines its final volume transport.

Hydrographic Method

The most notable feature in the hydrographic method is that the IWhydro volume trans-

port for ARMOR3D, GLORYS, and ANHA12 reveal similar values, while they were

off by more than 10 Sv between ARMOR3D and ANHA12 for the static and prove-

nance methods. Only ANHA4 indicates smaller IWhydro volume transports, which is

attributed to the smaller IWhydro area compared to the other data sets.

Standardized time series

The differences within the individual data sets primarily result from their different

magnitude. At the same time, the variability of all parameters agrees well. To high-

light these characteristics, I assess standardized time series of the IW properties (Fig-

ure 5.18). For the IWprov and IWhydro area, the standardized time series show the

variability agreement between ARMOR3D and GLORYS. This agreement is not as

well identifiable in the non-standardized analysis. The only larger difference between

the data sets is that ANHA4 and ANHA12 reveal differences in the IWprov and IWhydro

area around 2005 and 2010 and, as a consequence thereof, also do not agree with

ARMOR3D and GLORYS in the volume transport. In ANHA4, the IWprov volume
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Analyzing the multi-year variability of different IW properties for the individual meth-

ods and data sets reveals that the newly developed methods in Chapter 4.2 can also

be applied to data sets other than ARMOR3D. For example, the difference in the

ANHA4 volume transport between the static and the provenance method strengthens

the results of Chapter 4.3, where ARMOR3D was used to show that using the static

method, IWstat volume transports were overestimated in times of a warm and saline

BCS and underestimated in times of a cold and fresh BCS. For ANHA4, the prove-

nance method corrects the general salinity bias. It thus adjusts the area of identified

IWprov to match the other data sets better. Applying the hydrographic method, the

IWhydro volume transports of ARMOR3D, GLORYS, and ANHA12 come closer to-

gether. For the static and provenance methods, differences between these data sets

are large (∼ 10 Sv), while the IWhydro volume transports are almost identical. These

results indicate that despite the differences in representing the subsurface tempera-

ture and salinity maximum in the water column, the hydrographic method identifies

the same volume transports of the most saline and simultaneously warmest waters as

IWhydro.

5.5 Variability in the boundary current system

In this chapter, I analyze the BCS in ARMOR3D, GLORYS, ANHA4, and ANHA12,

from the Irminger Sea into Baffin Bay and the western Labrador Sea. First, I present its

mean hydrography in Chapter 5.5.1. In Chapter 5.5.2, I present the salinity distribution

in four example sections, following Figure 4.11. Following that, I analyze the spatial

variability of the IW properties within the BCS in Chapter 5.5.3 and discuss the IW

thickness in the entire SPNA in Chapter 5.5.4.

5.5.1 Spatial hydrographic variability in the boundary current system

The following analysis investigates the spatial variability at the two along-slope sections

that follow the 1,500m isobath within the BCS in the different data sets (Sections 26

and 27, see Figure 5.2). These sections represent the main branches of IW within the

BCS propagating into the Baffin Bay and the western Labrador Sea and allow the

continuous tracking of the water over more than 3,000 km. The section is disrupted at

Davis Strait for the Baffin Bay branch due to its shallow depth. Therefore, the position

of the 1,500m isobath was linearly interpolated between the Labrador Basin and Baffin
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Bay. However, this does not ensure capturing the correct WGC pathway between Fylla

Bank and Sisimiut (for the exact locations, refer to Figure 5.2 and Table 5.1). Thus, it

is possible that at these locations, temperatures and salinities from outside the WGC

affect the analysis.

In the following, I present mean states of the two 1,500m isobath sections first for AR-

MOR3D (Figure 5.19). Subsequently, I compare the results for the other three data

sets with ARMOR3D. The respective figures are presented in the Appendix (GLORYS:

Figure F.1 and Figure F.2, ANHA4: Figure F.3 and Figure F.4, and ANHA12: Fig-

ure F.5 and Figure F.6). Although the two sections follow the 1,500m isobath, the local

bathymetry can still be shallower or deeper than 1,500m. This results from choosing

the grid point closest to the 1,500m isobath in the individual data sets. For a better

comparison between the data sets, I included the local bathymetry of ARMOR3D into

the sections for GLORYS, ANHA4, and ANHA12 as well.

ARMOR3D

Along both the Baffin Bay and the Labrador Sea branches, the maximum subsurface

salinities and temperatures indicating IW are subducted to greater depths with increas-

ing distance from the Irminger Sea (Figure 5.19). This general behavior is in agreement

with Spall and Pickart (2001), who stated that the sinking of water is restricted along

the boundaries, accompanied by an along-boundary horizontal density gradient (Fig-

ure 5.19 e, f). Between Fylla Bank and Sisimiut (Sections 12 and 14), temperature and

salinity indicate a rapid decrease and only minor remnants propagate further northward

between ∼ 400 and 600m depth (Figure 5.19, left column). However, this analysis only

represents the mean state. Analyzing IWhydro properties at these sections near Davis

Strait suggests large seasonal variability (Appendix G, Figure G.1). This large sea-

sonal variability agrees with local mooring observations (Curry et al., 2014). Curry et

al. (2014) revealed seasonal variability at Davis Strait, with the highest volume trans-

port of Atlantic-origin waters in winter and lowest in summer. These results agree

with the seasonal variability of IWstat salinity (Figure G.1), considering the signifi-

cant correlation between the IWstat salinity and volume transport (e.g., Chapter 3.3.1

and Chapter 5.4.4). Most of the warm and saline waters are blocked by the topog-

raphy at Davis Strait. This analysis’s shallowest point of Davis Strait is at a depth

<400m. However, the deepest sill of Davis Strait reaches 650m (Tang et al., 2004).
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temperatures are at ∼ 400m depth, while the maximum salinity is almost degraded.

Generally, temperature and salinity seem more decoupled compared to regions further

upstream. These results align with previous studies, which identified warm and saline

IW at western AR7W (e.g., Yashayaev & Loder, 2016; Sanguineti, 2017) in the south-

western Labrador Sea. Yashayaev and Loder (2016) compared measurements from two

surveys, in 2008 and 2015. In the data from 2008, a distinct IW signal was visible at

western AR7W. However, in 2015 neither an elevated temperature nor salinity signal

was observed. Sanguineti (2017) still found a signal of IW at 53°N presenting ship-based

measurements from a survey in summer 2009. While the years 2008 (western AR7W

survey in Yashayaev & Loder, 2016) and 2009 (western AR7W survey Sanguineti, 2017)

belonged to the years of maximum volume transport and highest salinities of IW, both

properties were substantially lower in 2015 (western AR7W survey in Yashayaev &

Loder, 2016). Consequently, I suggest that the observed distribution of hydrographic

properties in ARMOR3D representing a 30-year average cannot exhibit distinct signals

of IW so far downstream in the BCS at western AR7W. However, the elevated temper-

atures and salinities indicate the general presence of IW in these regions. Additionally,

the isopycnals in ARMOR3D are almost horizontal at the Labrador shelf site down-

stream of Hudson Strait Outlet (Section 22), indicating less subduction. Nonetheless,

the salinity maximum is still subducted to greater depths, as previously discussed in

Kulan and Myers (2009). This phenomenon can be explained by diapycnal mixing,

which refers to mixing across density layers (e.g., Brambilla et al., 2008b). Diapycnal

mixing in the boundary current of the Labrador Sea was already described by Lumpkin

et al. (2007) using an inverse model and by Fröhle et al. (2022) using an ocean-sea-ice

model. Brambilla et al. (2008b) noted a vital diapycnal component during the forma-

tion of subpolar mode water. Also, for the production of LSW, the process of diapycnal

mixing has been mentioned to play a role, albeit a relatively minor one (Yashayaev et

al., 2007b; Yashayaev & Loder, 2016).

The analysis was repeated for along-slope sections that follow the 500 and 1,000m

isobath to test for differences regarding the horizontal position of the IW core (not

shown). Similar to the analysis of the 1,500m isobath, I chose the grid cells within

the individual data sets closest to the respective isobath. For locations south of Davis

Strait, the differences are negligible. The continental slope is so steep that the horizon-

tal distance between the 500 and 1,500m isobath is small. For the Northern LS section,
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the 1,500m isobath section performs best as it resembles the best position of the IW

core (compare to Figure C.1). For Baffin Bay, the 500m isobath section resembles

the highest temperatures and salinities at depths between 200 and 600m. The shelf is

wider in these areas, and the shelf break is located at greater depths. Thus, I conclude

that a combination of the 500m isobath section within Baffin Bay and the 1,500m for

the rest of the BCS represents the IW core the best. Due to time constraints, such a

combination could not be implemented.

GLORYS

The overall distribution of hydrographic properties along the two branches in GLO-

RYS (Figure F.1) compares well with ARMOR3D. In agreement with Figure 5.9 and

Figure 5.3, analyzing the 1,500m isobath sections reveals slightly higher salinities

and temperatures in GLORYS south of Davis Strait compared to ARMOR3D (Fig-

ure F.2). Only in Baffin Bay, GLORYS reveals salinities and temperatures lower than

ARMOR3D, with Davis Strait as a sharp boundary. This difference between Baffin

Bay and other regions further to the south can have different causes discussed in the

following. As Baffin Bay is primarily covered by sea ice, this might influence the repre-

sentation of the underlying ocean in ARMOR3D, as the satellite-derived fields include

larger uncertainties. Another explanation could be that the advection of warmer and

saline waters through Davis Strait is underrepresented in GLORYS, potentially due to

coarse resolutions of the exact Davis Strait topography. However, GLORYS also reveals

similarities with ARMOR3D. Similarly, GLORYS indicates diapycnal mixing along the

continental slope in the northern and western Labrador Sea. While the isopycnals rise

along the pathway downstream from Davis Strait, the isohalines deepen. This behavior

indicates even more diapycnal mixing compared to ARMOR3D. Although the advec-

tion times did not provide physically meaningful results for GLORYS (Figure 5.10),

the hydrographic structure along the 1,500m isobath section compares well with AR-

MOR3D, and there are no unphysical features that would point to a substantial error

in the data set. Possible explanations for the poor performance when calculating the

advection times in GLORYS could be attributed to cross-slope processes. (Gou et al.,

2023), for example, analyzed the WGC region and showed that local instabilities of the

boundary current lead to the formation of Irminger Rings and boundary current eddies

that transport water from the WGC into the interior Labrador Sea. Such processes
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perpendicular to the boundary currents could affect local IWstat properties that have

been used for the calculation of the advection times but would have limited impact on

the hydrographic performance along the 1,500m isobath section.

ANHA4

In ANHA4 (Figure F.3), the salinity continuously increases with depth along both

sections, which is different in ARMOR3D and GLORYS. Consequently, there is no

characteristic subsurface salinity maximum in the typical depth range of IW. For tem-

perature, such a subsurface maximum is located between 200 and 800m depth in

the WGC, propagating into Baffin Bay (Figure F.3 c), and the western Labrador Sea,

where it is subducted to depths between 600 and 1,000m (Figure F.3 d). ANHA4 is

also warmer south of Davis Strait compared to ARMOR3D. The only exception is a

negative anomaly at the surface of Uttorsiutit (Section 4) in the EGC. This anomaly

is subducted to a depth of ∼ 200m at Cape Desolation. From there, the anomaly

is detected in Baffin Bay, and when recirculating around the Labrador Sea, it reaches

Hudson Strait Inlet (Section 21). In Baffin Bay, a larger negative temperature anomaly

is striking, with a temperature more than 1.5 °C colder compared to ARMOR3D, show-

ing a strong horizontal gradient at Sisimiut (Section 14).

Another difference compared to ARMOR3D is that the hydrographic properties indi-

cate higher salinities south of Davis Strait in ANHA4. However, there are also regions

where the differences are reversed. Between 44° West (Section 7) and Paamiut (Section

11), ANHA4 indicates lower salinities compared to ARMOR3D in the upper 200m (Fig-

ure F.4 a, b). The strongest anomaly, where ARMOR3D is more saline than ANHA4,

occurs at Cape Desolation and eastern AR7W. This strong negative salinity anomaly

also mirrors a negative density anomaly, with the lowest densities throughout the water

column south of Davis Strait (Figure F.3 e, f). Assuming continuous advection in the

model, this feature might indicate that salinity within ARMOR3D in the BCS is best

represented at these two cross-slope sections due to the large amount of ship-based

measurements conducted in these regions. This hypothesis was given in Chapter 3.3.1

(Figure B.2). Another reason that might explain parts of this large salinity, and, as

a result, density differences between ANHA4 and ARMOR3D, is that the continental

slope along both 1,500m isobath sections is steepest in the area where the negative

anomalies compared to ARMOR3D occur (compare the topography in Figure C.1).
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ANHA12

As the analyses in Chapter 5.2 and Chapter 5.3.1 have already suggested, the 1,500m

isobath sections reveal that ANHA12 exhibits the highest salinities and temperatures

in the BCS compared to the other data sets (Figure F.5). However, unlike ANHA4,

ANHA12 reveals the characteristic IW subsurface salinity maximum. The differences

between ANHA12 and ARMOR3D include a warmer and more saline water column

south of Davis Strait at all depths (Figure F.6). Here, temperatures in ANHA12 are

warmer by more than 1.5 °C almost everywhere, dominating the more saline waters in

terms of their contribution to density, thus making the region south of Davis Strait

less dense than ARMOR3D. The area of the strong negative salinity anomaly, highest

at eastern AR7W and Cape Desolation in ANHA4, also reveals smaller salinities in

ANHA12 compared to ARMOR3D. In these regions, fresh waters are located in the

upper 200m and are not seen further upstream. This salinity pattern agrees with

GLORYS but does not agree with ARMOR3D (Figure 5.19 a, b) and ANHA4 (Fig-

ure F.3 a, b) where fresh waters are visible already in the EGC, agreeing with other

studies such as Duyck and de Jong (2021) and Duyck et al. (2022). I suggest that these

fresher waters are advected offshore from the shelf in GLORYS and ANHA12 at the

locations of eastern AR7W and Cape Desolation, in line with Gou et al. (2023), who

found that these regions exhibit a large exchange between shelf and open ocean in the

LAB60 simulation. In Baffin Bay, the differences between ANHA12 and ARMOR3D

exhibit a similar pattern to those between ANHA4 and ARMOR3D. Negative temper-

ature and salinity anomalies occur in the upper 100m and between 400 and 1,500m.

In between, positive anomalies indicate a stronger subsurface temperature and salinity

maximum, suggesting a more distinct representation of IW (Figure F.6).

5.5.2 Salinity distribution in the boundary current system

To get a first impression on how the different methods distinguish between IW and

ambient waters in the individual data sets, I present the distribution of salinity layers

within the respective IW at different cross-slope sections. Following a similar analysis

conducted for ARMOR3D in Chapter 4.4 (Figure 4.11), I present the salinity distribu-

tion at the four cross-slope sections: Sermiligaaq, eastern AR7W, western AR7W, and

Sisimiut. I discuss the differences in performance across the four analyzed data sets

for the three methods used to identify IW. The results for ARMOR3D are presented
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in Figure 5.20, while the other data sets are presented in the Appendix H: GLORYS

(Figure H.1), ANHA4 (Figure H.2), and ANHA12 (Figure H.3). Note that the results

for ARMOR3D are identical to Figure 4.11. Here, I present them for a direct compar-

ison with the results from the other data sets, using a similar y-axis spacing for each

section and method.

Static Method

The variability of the salinity distribution obtained using the static method in AR-

MOR3D (Figure 5.20) and GLORYS (Figure H.1) is similar across the different sec-

tions. The only differences in the salinity distribution are attributed to the large-scale

salinity bias between the two data sets, where GLORYS is more saline in the regions

south of Davis Strait and fresher within Baffin Bay (Figure F.2). Due to this salinity

bias, the amplitudes of the individual salinity levels are larger in GLORYS for the

three more southern sections (Sermiligaaq, eastern AR7W, and western AR7W), ac-

companied by larger areas of the respective salinity levels. At Sisimiut, the amplitude

in GLORYS is still larger compared to ARMOR3D. However, the areas of the indi-

vidual salinity bins are small. Estimating multi-year variability is difficult due to the

limited salinity distribution. In ANHA4 and ANHA12, the static method suggests a

large salinity amplitude, especially for Sermiligaaq and eastern AR7W (Figure H.2 a, d

and Figure H.3 a, d), where IWstat is still identified down to the static salinity threshold.

Provenance Method

For all data sets, the provenance method performs as designed across all sections. The

unrealistic cutoff at the IWstat salinity threshold of S=34.92 is replaced by a physically

realistic pattern at the fresher limit of IWprov, as discussed earlier in Chapter 4.4.

This performance of the provenance method is also evident in ANHA4 and ANHA12.

While the static method identifies waters as IWstat that are fresher than the strongest

IWstat signal, but still more saline than the static threshold, the provenance method

(Figure H.2 b, e and Figure H.3 b, e), with its higher IWprov salinity thresholds, does not

necessarily classify these fresher waters as IWprov. Thus, the IWprov salinity distribution

follows the larger area of specific salinity bins and confines the IWprov salinities to the

most saline ones, as indicated in the T-S diagrams at eastern AR7W (Figure 5.12).
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5.5.3 From the Irminger Sea into Baffin Bay and the Labrador Sea

In the following, I analyze the mean IW properties along the BCS. Therefore, I analyze

IW for the three methods at the two along-slope sections representing the branches of

the BCS from the Irminger Sea into Baffin Bay and the western Labrador Sea. Ad-

ditionally, the analysis includes IW properties within the IW core regions at the 25

individual cross-slope sections (Figure 5.2, Table 5.1). This IW core region has been

selected manually for all cross-slope sections individually based on the mean salinity

and geostrophic velocity within ARMOR3D. To ensure the best possible comparison

across all data sets, the analyzed period for the this analysis is limited from 2002 to

2020. The results for ARMOR3D are presented in the main text (Figure 5.21). The

results for GLORYS, ANHA4, and ANHA12 are presented in the Appendix (Figure I.1,

Figure I.2, and Figure I.3).

ARMOR3D

In ARMOR3D, IW within the individual cross-slope sections exhibits a continuous

cooling and freshening trend from Sermiligaaq in the northwestern Irminger Sea down-

stream toward Paamiut. This cooling and freshening hold, regardless of the method

used to identify IW (Figure 5.21). Propagating into Baffin Bay, both IWstat and IWprov

show an increase in temperature and salinity, while IWhydro indicates a decrease. This

increase leads me to conclude that, with the static and provenance methods, only a

small core of the warmest and most saline waters remains. At the same time, the

rest is mixed with ambient waters below the respective thresholds. The hydrographic

method incorporates these ambient waters as long as the vertical structure of the water

column is preserved. Consequently, it identifies colder and fresher IWhydro downstream

of Paamiut.

Analyzing the 1,500m isobath sections yields results similar to those from the individual

cross-slope sections. Downstream of Maniitsoq, both IWstat and IWprov are largely

mixed below the respective thresholds, leaving only the confined warm and saline core.

The hydrographic method reveals remnants of warm and saline waters mixed with

colder and fresher ambient waters north of Maniitsoq (Figure 5.21 left column). In this

case, the 1,500m isobath section indicates higher salinities but similar temperatures

compared to the individual sections. Additionally, the 1,500m isobath section also
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As mentioned previously, Davis Strait represents the shallowest region of the 1,500m

isobath section. Directly at Davis Strait, between Fylla Bank and Maniitsoq, there is

a confined salinity drop of 0.2. It appears that the linear interpolation of the WGC

pathway between the Labrador Basin and Baffin Bay does not accurately capture the

primary WGC pathway across Davis Strait, as discussed in Chapter 5.5.1. Conse-

quently, only fresh waters are accounted for between Fylla Bank and Maniitsoq, re-

sulting in the observed drop in salinity. IWstat and IWprov exhibit constant salinity but

increased temperature in the same region. This behavior is attributed to the region’s

seasonality, predominantly influenced by the local sea ice cover. Seasonally, either no

IWstat or IWprov is identified, or IWstat and IWprov exhibit higher temperatures. The

total mean presented in this analysis (Figure 5.21) does not account for times with no

IWstat or IWprov. Thus, it displays higher temperatures.

Overall, the analysis of IW properties obtained from the 1,500m isobath section reveals

that such an along-slope section yields physically realistic results. I suggest that a fu-

ture adjustment of the chosen individual grid points along the main path of the WGC

through Davis Strait, will correct for the otherwise unrealistic temperature and salinity

changes between Fylla Bank and Maniitsoq. Therefore, such along-slope sections are

a promising addition to analyzing the individual cross-slope sections within the BCS.

Unfortunately, ARMOR3D does not include geostrophic velocities below sea ice. This

absence of velocity information must be considered when analyzing the calculated IW

volume transport in regions with more extensive temporary sea ice cover. Additionally,

there is no along-slope velocity information within the 1,500m isobath sections that

consist of individual grid points. Consequently, only data about local IW thicknesses

are available. However, information about the IW area across the entire boundary cur-

rent is not. As a result, volume transports within the 1,500m isobath sections cannot

be computed. Noticeably, the volume transport calculated at the individual cross-

slope sections is highest at Uttorsiutit and OSNAP East for the static and provenance

methods rather than at Sermiligaaq, which is the most downstream cross-slope section

(Figure 5.21 c). This result indicates that at OSNAP East, the last branches of the IC

have aligned with the EGC, which agrees with the mean ARMOR3D velocity field in

the Irminger Sea (not shown) and was already previously indicated (e.g., Daniault et

al., 2011a, 2011b; Le Bras et al., 2020).
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Regarding the second branch that recirculates across the northern Labrador Sea down-

stream of Paamiut, the 1,500m isobath section again provides realistic results. It

demonstrates a continuous cooling and freshening of IW along the entire pathway.

When looking at the individual sections, the hydrographic method first indicates cool-

ing and freshening at Northern LS, followed by subsequent salinification and warming,

similar to the Baffin Bay sections. In this case, the chosen position of Northern LS

might be too far north. As a result, it does not intersect the main IW branch during

its westward recirculation in the Labrador Sea. Similar to the choice of a potentially

too-wide IW core in the Baffin Bay sections, a further adjustment of the position of

Northern LS could not be implemented due to time constraints.

GLORYS

The mean IW temperature and salinity at the cross-slope sections and the 1,500m iso-

bath sections compare well with ARMOR3D (Figure I.1). Both parameters decrease

from the Irminger Sea downstream in the BCS. Like ARMOR3D, GLORYS also reveals

a cooling and freshening at Northern LS and Hudson Strait Inlet and a subsequent in-

crease in temperature and salinity in the hydrographic method. This characteristic is

likely due to the recirculation in the Labrador Sea being located farther to the south.

However, there are differences between GLORYS and ARMOR3D. For instance, GLO-

RYS does not exhibit IWstat and IWprov north of Sisimiut, where ARMOR3D still shows

small amounts of IW in the individual sections. Moreover, the IW volume transports

in ARMOR3D steadily decrease downstream of Uttorsiutit in the EGC. In contrast, in

GLORYS, the volume transport increases almost continuously from Sermiligaaq until

they peak at eastern AR7W. This increase is followed by a rapid increase in the two

downstream sections, Cape Desolation and Paamiut. At Paamiut, the volume trans-

port drops below 1 Sv and remains below this value farther downstream.

ANHA4

Overall, the analysis of IW properties in the 1,500 isobath sections in ANHA4 (Fig-

ure I.2) reveals similar results compared to ARMOR3D. A notable signal is the drop

in temperature and salinity between Fylla Bank and Maniitsoq. This signal has previ-

ously been identified in ARMOR3D and is attributed to the local topography in Davis
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Strait and the functioning of the hydrographic method. IW salinities and temperatures

decrease from the Irminger Sea downstream in the BCS. However, they are higher com-

pared to ARMOR3D, consistent with earlier analyses (for example, Figure 5.6 and Fig-

ure F.4). However, several cross-slope sections indicate outliers toward lower salinities

along the EGC, especially within the hydrographic method. One potential explanation

for these differences compared to ARMOR3D could be the salinity differences them-

selves. In the EGC, ANHA4 exhibits lower salinities on the shelf and higher salinities

further offshore in contrast to ARMOR3D (Figure 5.6 a, b). The lower salinities on

the shelf extend further offshore in the upper 200m. These differences eventually lead

to lower quantities of identified IWhydro, as depicted in Figure 5.11. The percentiles

used to determine the depth of the warm and saline waters are optimized for the verti-

cal temperature and salinity structure of ARMOR3D. Adjusting these percentiles for

ANHA4 and the other data sets individually could resolve the differences in IWhydro

salinity at individual sections. Another potential factor is the definition of the IW core

region, which has also been optimized for the representation of IW in ARMOR3D.

Further differences between ANHA4 and ARMOR3D pertain to the evolution of the

IW volume transport. In ARMOR3D, the volume transport steadily decreases from

Uttorsiutit. In ANHA4, the volume transports remain low along the entire EGC and

reach the highest values at the southwestern Greenland shelf, at OSNAP West and

eastern AR7W. As previously shown, at eastern AR7W, ANHA4 exhibits the lowest

IW velocities compared to all other data sets, likely contributing to the generally low

volume transports.

ANHA12

In ANHA12 (Figure I.3), the evolution of IW properties within the 1,500m isobath

sections in the BCS is similar to ARMOR3D. ANHA12 not only indicates the contin-

uous cooling and freshening along its downstream pathway in the BCS. It also reveals

a similar pattern in the northern recirculation of the Labrador Sea, with colder and

fresher IWhydro at Northern LS and Hudson Strait Inlet. Similarly, the magnitude of

the salinity drop between Fylla Bank and Maniitsoq in the 1,500m isobath section (Fig-

ure I.3 c) agrees with ARMOR3D (Figure 5.21 c). The volume transport in ANHA12

at the individual cross-slope sections is similar to those in GLORYS and ANHA4, with

the highest values occurring at eastern AR7W. However, all IW properties - salinity,
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Static Method

The overall pattern of IW layer thicknesses calculated with the static method is similar

within the four analyzed data sets (Figure 5.22 left column). The previously men-

tioned bias toward higher salinities in GLORYS, ANHA4, and ANHA12 compared to

ARMOR3D (Chapter 5.3.1, Figure 5.8) is reflected in generally larger layer thicknesses.

ARMOR3D exhibits coarser horizontal resolution than the other data sets, which also

affects the resolution of the IW layer thicknesses. In this context, ANHA12, with the

highest horizontal resolution, reveals the sharpest contours for smaller features. Note

that the horizontal resolution of LAB60 is higher than ANHA12 but is limited to the

Labrador Sea and was only analyzed at eastern AR7W.

The extent of IWstat in ARMOR3D and GLORYS downstream in the BCS is similar,

reaching approximately to Hudson Strait Outlet, where the warm and saline waters are

almost entirely mixed below the thresholds. Differences become evident in the Irminger

Sea, where the most substantial IWstat layer thicknesses in ARMOR3D and GLORYS

are more constrained by the topography. In contrast, greater thicknesses spread fur-

ther into the interior Irminger Basin in ANHA4 and ANHA12. Notably, ANHA4 and

ANHA12 identify larger IWstat thicknesses along the entire pathway from the Irminger

Sea into the western Labrador Sea until 50°N. Additionally, the interior Labrador Sea

reveals small amounts of IWstat in ANHA4 and ANHA12, where none is identified in

ARMOR3D and GLORYS. However, this difference could also be attributed to the

overall salinity bias.

All data sets imply a pathway of IWstat into Baffin Bay. In ARMOR3D, IW reaches

furthest north, agreeing with the hydrographic structure north of Davis Strait in the

individual data sets (Figure 5.21, Figure I.1, Figure I.2, and Figure I.3). A small

branch also indicates that IWstat is advected into Disko Bay. In ANHA12, a narrow

tongue of IWstat spreads into Baffin Bay but does not reach Disko Bay. Especially in

the vicinity of Davis Strait, the horizontal resolution of the data sets plays an essential

role in accurately representing the narrow troughs, which become more visible in the

hydrographic method.
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Hydrographic Method

Applying the hydrographic method, the patterns of IWhydro thicknesses for the indi-

vidual data sets are consistent (Figure 5.22middle column). The impact of higher

horizontal resolution in ANHA12 is still evident as it shows larger IWhydro thicknesses

concentrated along the topography. However, the magnitude of the thicknesses and

the overall pattern are similar across all data sets. In all data sets, a distinct pathway

of substantial IWhydro thicknesses can be traced, recirculating in the Labrador Sea and

propagating as far as 50°N. Additionally, pathways of IWhydro through Davis Strait

are visible. The clearest indication of the deep and narrow troughs is visible in AR-

MOR3D and ANHA12, despite ARMOR3D having the coarsest horizontal resolution. I

conclude that the high horizontal resolution of ANHA12 is necessary to represent these

narrow troughs in the simulations. Therefore, in GLORYS and ANHA4, the distribu-

tion of IWhydro into Baffin Bay spans large portions of the entire width of Davis Strait.

ARMOR3D only comprises observations and thus includes individual measurements

within the narrow troughs. All data sets suggest that IWhydro reaches the vicinity of

marine-terminating glaciers in western Greenland, such as in Disko Bay, agreeing with

e.g., Holland et al. (2008) who found warm subsurface waters within the fjords of Disko

Bay. While ANHA4 exhibits the least amounts of IWhydro in Disko Bay, the other data

sets suggest approximately equal amounts.

Analyzing the IWhydro thicknesses across the entire SPNA indicates that the hydro-

graphic method identifies comparable amounts of IWhydro within the different data

sets. The method corrects for large-scale biases in the water column throughout the

entire SPNA. It provides insight into structures and pathways of warm and saline wa-

ters in regions where IWstat and IWprov are already fully mixed with ambient waters,

such as in Baffin Bay and the southwest Labrador Sea. Consequently, these two regions

are the only locations where IWhydro exhibits greater thicknesses compared to IWstat

(Figure 5.22 right column). This method is valuable for understanding the temporal

variability of IWhydro. Thus, I would advise against qualitative analyses of the results

obtained with the hydrographic method outside of these areas: Baffin Bay and the

western Labrador Sea.
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5.6 Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter, I present the IW variability within the BCS, from the Irminger Sea into

Baffin Bay as one branch and into the western Labrador Sea as another, as well as on

25 individual cross-slope sections. In addition, I present results for different data sets,

comparing the multi-source observation-based ARMOR3D data sets with the ocean

reanalysis GLORYS, and the two model simulations ANHA4 and ANHA12.

Comparing the different data sets reveals that ARMOR3D is the coldest and fresh-

est data set (Figure 5.19), consecutively followed by GLORYS (Figure F.1), ANHA4

(Figure F.3), and ANHA12 (Figure F.5). Therefore, I had to adjust the criteria to

isolate the Irminger Sea provenance region when applying the provenance method to

identify IWprov for ANHA4 and ANHA12. Continuing, the provenance method builds

on calculating the advection times between the Irminger Sea provenance region and the

individual cross-slope sections in the BCS. Therefore, I calculate lag correlations in the

IWstat salinity time series. In contrast to ARMOR3D, the calculated lag correlations

did not show a continuous pattern in GLORYS, ANHA4, and ANHA12. Hence, I de-

cided to utilize the advection times from ARMOR3D for the other data sets. However,

the analysis showed that GLORYS, ANHA4, and ANHA12 have problems resembling

the advection of the IW signal from the Irminger Sea provenance region within the

BCS into Baffin Bay and the western Labrador Sea. One possible explanation why the

advection times reveal unrealistic results could be attributed to cross-slope processes.

If such processes dominate the individual regions at the cross-slope sections as indi-

cated by Gou et al. (2023) for the WGC, they may affect the calculation for downward

propagating properties in the BCS.

The multi-year variability of IWstat within the different data sets in the Irminger Sea

provenance region (Figure 5.9) and of IWstat, IWprov, and IWhydro at eastern AR7W

(Figure 5.17) agrees within the different data sets. In addition to the general temper-

ature and salinity bias, the distribution of heat and salt in the water column differs

between the individual data sets. As exemplified at eastern AR7W (Figure 5.3), in

ARMOR3D, the most saline waters are located in the upper 500m. In GLORYS,

these are attached to the continental slope down to the analyzed maximum depth of

1,500m. The same holds for ANHA12, while in ANHA4, the waters of maximum salin-

ity are at depths greater than 1,000m and thus do not agree with previously analyzed
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ship-based data (Figure 3.4), DOORS data (Figure A.1) and mooring observations at

OSNAP West (Pacini et al., 2020, their Figure 4). These mooring observations agree

most with ARMOR3D when comparing all data sets at eastern AR7W (Figure 5.3)

with Pacini et al. (2020, their Figure 4). This impression is further reinforced when

comparing the OSNAP West mooring observations directly to OSNAP West in the

different data sets (not shown).

In addition, I extracted sections that follow the 1,500m isobath downstream from the

Irminger Sea on a northern branch into Baffin Bay and on a southern branch recirculat-

ing into the western Labrador Sea for the different data sets individually. I compared

the IW properties along these sections with 25 individual cross-slope sections for the

different IW identification methods. As this analysis focuses on the spatial variabil-

ity of IW properties analyzing a temporally mean state, the static and provenance

methods deliver similar results. Downstream the bifurcation of the two branches at

Paamiut, the hydrographic method results in similar IW properties that are only min-

imally fresher. Further downstream, the static and provenance methods indicate an

increase in temperature and salinity at the individual cross-slope sections throughout

all data sets. This increase is because only a minimal area of IW that experienced

almost no mixing along its pathway is identified. Along the 1,500m isobath section,

no IW is identified in GLORYS, ANHA4, and ANHA12. Only in ARMOR3D, the

1,500m isobath section identifies IWstat and IWprov north of Davis Strait due to the

higher salinities and temperatures of ARMOR3D Figure 5.19) compared to the other

data sets in the entire Baffin Bay (GLORYS: Figure F.1, ANHA4: Figure F.3, and

ANHA12: Figure F.5). The hydrographic method reveals a pronounced cooling and

freshening when entering Baffin Bay and a continuous cooling and freshening when re-

circulating in the Labrador Sea. The individual cross-slope sections mainly support the

results of the 1,500m isobath sections. I conclude that extracting such along-isobath

sections in the BCS can deliver a solid impression of the spatial IW variability in the

boundary current. In contrast to the cross-slope sections, they show a spatially higher

resolved boundary current but come with the disadvantage of no along-slope velocities

and, thus, volume transports, as the current direction would need to be adjusted at

each selected grid point.
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From the analysis of comparing IW properties using multiple data sets within the BCS,

I answer the previously stated research questions and draw the following conclusions:

1. How do the hydrography in GLORYS and different model simulations

compare with ARMOR3D in the BCS?

The additional analyzed data sets indicate larger differences compared to AR-

MOR3D. The entire SPNA and BCS (except Baffin Bay) is warmer and more

saline in GLORYS, ANHA4, and ANHA12. In addition, larger differences oc-

cur in the vertical distribution of heat and salt in the water column of eastern

AR7W, concluding that ANHA4, ANHA12, and LAB60 do not fully represent

IW (Figure 5.3) as seen in ARMOR3D and in-situ measurements. In general,

an increase in the horizontal resolution in the model simulations does not come

with an increase in the performance of IW and the vertical structure of the water

column.

2. How are Irminger Water properties changing along their pathway from

the Irminger Sea in the boundary current system?

Analyzing cross-slope and along-slope sections within the BCS indicates a sub-

sequent cooling and freshening of IW for all methods (Figure 5.21, Figure I.1,

Figure I.2, and Figure I.3). The subduction of entire density layers downstream

of Cape Farewell (Figure 5.19) indicates sinking of water along the BCS (Spall &

Pickart, 2001). Estimates of IW volume transports indicate a continuous decrease

while propagating downstream in ARMOR3D (Figure 5.21) but are less contin-

uous in GLORYS, ANHA4, and ANHA12. Also, its maximum occurs further

downstream compared to ARMOR3D, indicating that parts of IW are entrained

into the BCS further south in the Irminger Sea (Figure I.1, Figure I.2, and Fig-

ure I.3).

3. Can different methods to identify Irminger Water be used to overcome

differences in individual data sets?

The provenance method corrects for general hydrographic biases (Garcia-Quintana

et al., 2019; Gillard, 2020), reflected in the identified IW area (shown for eastern

AR7W in Figure 5.17). However, it cannot adjust for differences in the vertical

distributions of heat and salt in the water column and different velocity patterns
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that finally shape the IW volume transport (Figure 5.3 and Figure E.3). The

hydrographic method behaves similarly for other data sets than ARMOR3D. It

adjusts IWhydro according to the general hydrographic biases in the individual

data sets. Thus, IWhydro thicknesses are much more alike within the different

data sets than IWstat thicknesses (Figure 5.22). The provenance and hydro-

graphic methods can overcome the large-scale hydrographical differences in the

individual data sets. However, it cannot adjust for the different vertical structures

of the water column.

The results show that the along-slope section from the Irminger Sea into Baffin Bay and

the western Labrador Sea might require a minor adjustment of the individually chosen

grid points. However, such an adjustment would only affect the Davis Strait region

between Fylla Bank and Maniitsoq. In this region, the large drop in IWhydro salinity

accompanied by the increase in IWstat and IWprov temperatures indicate that the chosen

grid points do not precisely follow the pathway of the IW core through the troughs

connecting the Labrador Sea and Baffin Bay. Future analyses could investigate the

local temporal variability at individual cross-slope sections or specific distances along

the 1,500m isobath sections to qualitatively determine multi-year or seasonal melting

estimates of marine-terminating glaciers, for example, within Disko Bay (e.g., Huhn et

al., pers. comm.). Additionally, my results could help the modeling community improve

their models of representing IW within the BCS regarding its vertical position and

horizontal advection. These steps would be necessary to analyze further the role of IW

in the melting process of marine-terminating glaciers. Results from the hydrographic

method in ARMOR3D and ANHA12 show that IWhydro propagates, for example, into

Disko Bay (Figure 5.22), agreeing with e.g., Holland et al. (2008). However, IWstat

and IWprov do not reach so far north (Figure 5.22). Results from existing studies (e.g.,

Hansen et al., 2012; Gladish et al., 2014) that analyzed the role of Atlantic-origin

waters in the melting of Greenland’s marine-terminating glaciers could be reevaluated

by applying the hydrographic method instead of using static thresholds to identify

the warm waters to better represent the variability in the water column. I showed

that using the provenance method corrects for the basin-wide hydrographic biases of

elevated salinities and temperatures in the model simulations. An extension of the

analysis further upstream in the NAC could be used to better estimate the advection

time between specific locations along the NAC and different locations within the BCS.
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IW originates in the subtropics and is transported via the Gulf Stream, its extension,

and the NAC into the Irminger Sea and via the IC into the BCS. In this region, IW is

the warmest and most saline water mass in the upper 1,000m. It is further advected

into Baffin Bay and the western Labrador Sea (Figure 3.3 and Figure 4.12). Reaching

Greenland’s marine-terminating glaciers through deep troughs, IW significantly con-

tributes to their melting (Holland et al., 2008; Rignot et al., 2012; Straneo & Cenedese,

2015). When advected further offshore into the central Irminger and Labrador Seas

(e.g., Pennelly & Myers, 2020; Gou et al., 2023), it influences the local stratification

in the water column and, thus, plays a vital role in forming dense water masses (e.g.,

Cuny et al., 2002; Myers et al., 2007).

Chapter 3, Chapter 4, and Chapter 5 within this thesis comprise the main analyses

and results. Each chapter is structured to address the overarching research questions

outlined in the Introduction (Chapter 1).

In the following, I summarize the main conclusions from the individual chapters and

address the main research questions:

1. What processes shape the variability of Irminger Water at eastern AR7W

on seasonal and multi-year time scales?

In Chapter 3, IW’s temporal and spatial variability is demonstrated. For analyzing IW,

previous studies relied on ship-based measurements to study multi-year variability (e.g.,

Myers et al., 2007, 2009; Ribergaard, 2014; Rykova et al., 2015). These expeditions

primarily surveyed the Labrador Sea in late spring and summer and, thus, lacked

seasonal observations. For example, in the region southwest of Greenland, the AR7W

line exhibits exceptionally high temporal data coverage for oceanographic observational

time series on multi-year time scales (e.g., Lazier et al., 2002; Yashayaev, 2007a; Kieke

& Yashayaev, 2015; Yashayaev et al., 2015b). Studies analyzing seasonal variability of

IW relied on mooring observations, such as the Davis Strait moorings (Curry et al.,

2014) and the OSNAP moorings (e.g., Lozier et al., 2017; Pacini et al., 2020; Le Bras

et al., 2020). The OSNAP moorings are limited in their temporal coverage as they

were deployed in 2014 and lack spatial resolution, especially in the vertical.

To analyze seasonal and multi-year variability within a single data set, I utilize the

multi-source observation-based ARMOR3D data set, comprising the years 1993 to 2022,
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at a weekly resolution. ARMOR3D combines remote sensing data and in-situ mea-

surements, bridging the temporal and spatial gaps often associated with pure in-situ

observations. Initially, I validate ARMOR3D using the existing ship-based measure-

ments at eastern AR7W and mooring observations from OSNAP West (Pacini et al.,

2020). The results demonstrate that ARMOR3D realistically represents hydrography,

including IW (e.g., Figure 3.4, Figure 3.5, Figure 3.6, and Figure 3.7). As a result,

ARMOR3D enables the analysis of 30 years of IW variability in an observation-based

data set for the first time.

In ARMOR3D, IW at eastern AR7W is dominated by winter convective mixing in the

Irminger and Labrador Seas on seasonal time scales (e.g., Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.11

and Pacini et al., 2020; Le Bras et al., 2020). The timing of the seasonal variability

between IW and uISIW agrees with the observations of OSNAP East moorings by Le

Bras et al. (2020), who described the formation of uISIW during winter convection

in the Irminger Sea. My results show that uISIW takes approximately 4.5 months to

reach eastern AR7W after its formation: three months to propagate from the interior

Irminger Sea into the EGC (Le Bras et al., 2020) and an additional 1.5 months to be

advected within the BCS from OSNAP East toward eastern AR7W (Chapter 3 and

Chapter 4).

On multi-year time scales, large-scale changes of the NAO and changes in size and

strength of the SPG have an impact on the positioning of the NAC (Holliday et al.,

2020), which determines the amount of Atlantic-origin waters transported into the

Irminger Sea (Buch et al., 2004; Holliday et al., 2020). I find that with a delay of up

to three years, this signal reaches eastern AR7W, shaping the local variability of IW

(Figure 3.16). The multi-year variability of IW is dominated by an overall increase in

IW salinity and volume transport until 2010, followed by a subsequent decrease with

the lowest salinities and volume transports in 2019 and 2022. This decrease is a direct

consequence of the freshening of the entire SPNA that reached the Irminger Sea in 2018

(Holliday et al., 2020; Biló et al., 2022). An open question remains regarding how such

large-scale changes in the SPNA affect IW’s core water mass properties and whether

these changes can be implemented to identify IW based on non-static thresholds.
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2. How can large-scale changes in the subpolar North Atlantic be incorpo-

rated into the process of identifying IW, and what are the resulting conse-

quences for Irminger Water variability?

In Chapter 4, I present the development of two new methods to identify IW, which

incorporate large-scale changes in the water column into the identification process.

Similar approaches exist for identifying LSW (Pickart et al., 2003b; Yashayaev & Loder,

2017) and have been proposed for ISIW (Le Bras et al., 2022). Previous studies on

IW have distinguished between pure and modified IW (Buch, 2000; Buch et al., 2004;

Myers et al., 2009; Ribergaard, 2014), classifying spatial and temporal changes in IW

as either warm and saline (pure) or colder and fresher (modified) compared to its pure

state. Building on the idea of e.g., Buch (2000), Buch et al. (2004), Myers et al. (2009),

and Ribergaard (2014), I develop two new methods to represent different states of IW.

However, I do not define a specific number of IW states. Instead, I devise methods

that automatically adjust for large-scale changes in the water column for each time

step individually.

The first method developed in this thesis is the provenance method. It results in a more

physically realistic representation of IWprov compared to the static method used in the

representation of IWstat (Figure 4.11). Therefore, estimates of its volume transport at

different locations within the BCS are also more realistic, as they incorporate large-

scale changes in the water column (Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17). I find that the IWstat

volume transport is overestimated by 1.3 Sv compared to IWprov in anomalously warm

and saline years. However, the IWstat volume transport is underestimated by 0.9 Sv

compared to IWprov in anomalously cold and fresh years.

The second method developed in this thesis is the hydrographic method. Implemen-

tation of the hydrographic method enables the analysis of IWhydro in regions further

downstream in the BCS, where IW is mixed with colder and fresher ambient waters.

These regions include, for example, Baffin Bay in the vicinity of the marine-terminating

glaciers in western Greenland (Figure 5.22), as previously demonstrated by e.g., Hol-

land et al. (2008), Hansen et al. (2012), and Gladish et al. (2014). Thus, the hydro-

graphic method facilitates future analyses to directly quantify the local influence of

IWhydro on melting marine-terminating glaciers. The analyzed variability of IWhydro

on seasonal and multi-year time scales implies that it includes effects from processes

that shape IW properties over these periods. These processes include modification due
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to vertical mixing and convection on seasonal time scales (e.g., Le Bras et al., 2020;

Gutjahr et al., 2022), as well as changes in size and strength of the SPG on multi-year

time scales (Buch et al., 2004; Holliday et al., 2020, Chapter 3). The results concerning

the multi-year variability of IW also reveal that the volume transport is predominantly

aligned with salinity when applying the static and provenance methods. In ARMOR3D,

both IWstat and IWprov were warmest from 2019 to 2022, coinciding with the lowest

volume transport. Calculating heat transport would be necessary to analyze the direct

impact of IW on the melting of marine-terminating glaciers on multi-year time scales.

Additional analyses that build upon the previous results address the variability of IW

in different model simulations. Given that the provenance and hydrographic methods

are designed to account for large-scale differences in the water column, both methods

are anticipated to correct potential biases in the model simulations.

3. How do different model simulations represent Irminger Water, and how

does its observed variability compare to these simulations?

In Chapter 5, the results from the earlier Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 are compared

with the ocean reanalysis GLORYS and the model simulations ANHA4, ANHA12, and

LAB60 to provide insights into the representation of IW in these additional data sets.

Previous studies showed that ANHA4 and ANHA12 exhibit higher salinity than ob-

servations in other regions (Garcia-Quintana et al., 2019; Gillard, 2020). In addition

to these biases, the vertical structure of the entire water column differs between the

model simulations and ARMOR3D (Figure 5.3). Furthermore, the vertical structure

varies among the individual simulations. These differences are evident in the occur-

rence of warm and saline waters at greater depths in ANHA4 compared to ARMOR3D

(∼ 1,000m in ANHA4 and ∼ 500m in ARMOR3D). In ANHA12, the warmest and most

saline waters occur at similar depths as in ARMOR3D, but they extend to depths of

1,500m near the continental slope. Consequently, the horizontal hydrographic struc-

ture in ANHA12 suggests that parts of waters that are denser and more saline than

IW, such as NEADW, are inaccurately identified as IW. LAB60 does not exhibit any

characteristic of IW in the water column. Thus, IW variability in LAB60 should be

handled carefully. Generally, increasing the horizontal resolution in the model simu-

lations does not necessarily lead to an improved representation of IW or the vertical

structure of the water column.
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The provenance and hydrographic methods account for the overall salinity bias in

ANHA4 and ANHA12. As a result, the representation of IWprov and IWhydro is closer to

that in ARMOR3D, as compared to IWstat (Figure 5.15, Figure 5.16, and Figure 5.17).

Thus, I conclude that the provenance and hydrographic methods compensate for the

general bias in the model simulations when calculating the respective thresholds. How-

ever, differences in the vertical structure of the water column cannot be compensated.

When analyzing along-slope sections spanning from the Irminger Sea into Baffin Bay

and the western Labrador Sea, the subsequent modification toward lower temperatures

and salinities (e.g., Buch, 2000; Buch et al., 2004) is observable in all data sets. Espe-

cially in ARMOR3D, the subduction of entire density layers is evident, aligning with

the findings of Spall and Pickart (2001), who previously described such sinking along

the boundaries.

My thesis contributes to a better understanding of IW variability in the BCS. By val-

idating ARMOR3D in the region of interest, it provides a tool for conducting further

analyses with a high temporal resolution (weekly) over long time scales (since 1993).

My results are relevant to various fields. They hold particular significance for the

oceanographic community, which can use ARMOR3D and the newly developed meth-

ods to analyze and interpret IW variability. The findings also hold relevance for the

modeling community, as they enhance the understanding of how IW is portrayed in

individual model simulations, highlighting differences from observations, particularly

in the vertical structure of the water column. Moreover, the glaciological community

may find interest in the newly estimated variability of IW, especially IWhydro, and its

potential implications for the heat supplied by IWhydro to the vicinity of the marine-

terminating glaciers.

I have demonstrated that the volume transport of IWhydro, representing the warm

and saline waters in the BCS, decreased by 1.22 Sv per decade from 1993 to 2022.

Simultaneously, the corresponding velocity increased by 0.96m s−1 per decade over

the same period. The decline in volume transport is attributed to changes in the

temperature (increase of 0.10 °C per decade) and salinity (slight decrease of 0.004 per

decade). Whether these trends stem from global warming or are part of long-term

climate variability cannot be conclusively determined with the available data sets.

However, projected changes attributed to global warming are expected to influence IW
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substantially. Due to Arctic Amplification, higher latitudes - especially in the Northern

Hemisphere - experience more pronounced warming than lower latitudes. This trend

will contribute to increased freshwater within the BCS, driven by increased melting of

sea ice in the Arctic and increased runoff from Greenland (IPCC, 2021). As a result, the

stratification in the SPNA will intensify, and the AMOC is projected to weaken (IPCC,

2021). Consequently, the weakening of the AMOC will decrease the transport of warm

and saline waters from subtropical regions to higher latitudes, thereby reducing the

volume transport of IW.
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Given the potential relevance of the results in this thesis for various disciplines, numer-

ous opportunities for future work arise that can expand upon these findings. In the

following outlook, I will address potential analyses that can build upon the outcomes

achieved during this thesis, presenting these analyses by posing new research questions.

Each of these research questions is briefly outlined in Figure 7.1.

1. What is the variability of warm and saline waters upstream from the

Irminger Sea, and on what time scales do these variabilities correspond

with the one found for Irminger Water?

In this thesis, I focused on analyzing the seasonal and multi-year variability within

the Irminger Sea and further downstream within the BCS. Exploring the variability

of warm and saline waters on different time scales further upstream from the Irminger

Sea would be interesting, particularly within the NAC region (see Figure 1.4). This

approach could potentially unveil additional mechanisms contributing to the long-term

variability of IW and address local influences of the NAO and SPG changes on the warm

and saline waters in the SPNA (Figure 7.1, black).

Advection times have been calculated between the Irminger Sea provenance region and

the individual cross-slope sections for the provenance method. Similarly, advection

times could be calculated between the Irminger Sea provenance region and sections

crossing the NAC, such as along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (e.g., Roessler et al., 2015;

Breckenfelder et al., 2017), the Observatoire de la variabilité interannuelle et décennale

en Atlantique Nord (OVIDE) line (e.g., Daniault et al., 2015), and at the entire OSNAP

East line (Lozier et al., 2017). These sections provide in-situ data that could be utilized

to further validate ARMOR3D, GLORYS, ANHA4, and ANHA12 within these regions.

2. Can numerical particle tracking tools be used to investigate pathways of

Irminger Water?

Another possible analysis concerning the pathways of IW could involve using parti-

cle tracking tools (Figure 7.1, orange). Numerical particles could be seeded into the

different model simulations using the Lagrangian trajectory tool Ariane (Blanke & Ray-

naud, 1997; Blanke et al., 1999). By doing so, the IW pathway from the Irminger Sea

downstream within the BCS could be examined through forward tracking. Similarly,
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tracking analysis upstream from the Irminger Sea. This analysis would allow for quan-

tifying the volume of Atlantic-origin waters entering the Irminger Sea, depending upon

the state of the SPG. To examine the pathways of the NAC in the ANHA12 experiment,

using Ariane, Nowitzki (2021) released particles at various positions along the 47/48 °N

latitude at different times. These results could serve as a robust starting point for an-

alyzing the pathways of the Atlantic-origin waters from the NAC into the Irminger Sea.

3. What are the direct and indirect influences of wind on Irminger Water,

and can different influences be distinguished when analyzing IW variability

in the boundary current system?

Winds significantly influence the hydrographic properties in the SPNA. The Green-

land tip jets (see Chapter 3.3.3) cause substantial ocean heat loss in the Irminger Sea

and, consequently, induce vertical convective mixing in the ocean (Paquin et al., 2016;

Garcia-Quintana et al., 2019; Pacini & Pickart, 2023). Duyck et al. (2022) and Pacini

and Pickart (2023) found that during the development phase of these Greenland tip

jet events, local Ekman transport at the eastern boundary of the Labrador Sea moved

surface waters offshore. This offshore transport, in turn, leads to the upwelling of

warm and saline subsurface waters (IW) on the Greenland shelf. Pacini and Pickart

(2023) concluded that the Greenland tip jets intensify convection in the Irminger Sea,

consequently increasing the amount of LSW formed in the Irminger Sea (compare to

ISIW in Chapter 1.3). Furthermore, the Greenland tip jets reduce convection in the

Labrador Sea, reducing the amount of LSW formed in the Labrador Sea (Pacini &

Pickart, 2023). A more detailed analysis of the impacts of the Greenland tip jets on

hydrography along the Greenland shelf could be achieved using the individual gridded

data sets presented in this thesis (Figure 7.1, blue). The increased Ekman transport

and resulting upwelling on Greenland’s western side in the eastern Labrador Sea oc-

curred before the Irminger Sea’s increased convection. Consequently, both signals - the

local upwelling of IW in the eastern Labrador Sea and the arrival of convectively formed

waters in the Irminger Sea - should be distinguishable within the individual cross-slope

sections in the BCS. (Le Bras et al., 2022) addressed other effects of wind in the vicin-

ity of Greenland. They found that northerly winds blowing along the pathway of the

EGC in the Irminger Sea induce an onshore Ekman transport that forces slantwise

convection as denser waters are transported over lighter waters. Slantwise convection
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was already hypothesized along the western boundary of the Labrador Sea (Straneo,

Kawase, & Riser, 2002; Straneo, Kawase, & Pickart, 2002). Similarly, katabatic winds

impact the formation of dense waters in the boundary current of the western Irminger

Sea (Gutjahr et al., 2022).

4. Can the newly developed methods of identifying Irminger Water within

the boundary current system be implemented to identify Atlantic Water in

the Nordic Seas and Arctic Ocean?

The hydrographic method provides IWhydro thicknesses in the eastern SPNA (Fig-

ure 5.22). One potential future task could involve using the hydrographic method to

analyze warm and saline Atlantic Water along its pathway into the Nordic Seas and

Arctic Ocean (Figure 7.1, dark green). Similar to previous studies that analyzed IW

using static thresholds, studies in higher latitudes examined Atlantic Water using static

thresholds (e.g., Beszczynska-Möller et al., 2012; Fu et al., 2023). Implementing the

provenance method to investigate Atlantic Water variability along different sections or

using the hydrographic method to study Atlantic Water in a broader context could ac-

count for large-scale changes in the water column, similar to the results demonstrated

within the BCS. Particularly considering that the Atlantic Water entering the Arc-

tic Ocean is undergoing warming (Beszczynska-Möller et al., 2012; Polyakov et al.,

2017), I suggest that the hydrographic method automatically accounts for this warm-

ing trend, assuming the general structure of the water column for temperature and

salinity remains consistent. Additionally, since the term Atlantification (Polyakov et

al., 2017; Smedsrud et al., 2021; Wendisch et al., 2023) denotes a simultaneous increase

in Atlantic Water temperature and salinity in the Arctic Ocean, I propose that the hy-

drographic method is suitable for identifying temporally and spatially varying Atlantic

Water throughout the Arctic Ocean.

5. Does LAB60 reveal a distinct subsurface temperature and salinity max-

imum further upstream from eastern AR7W, and if so, where does the

vertical structure of the water column change?

Future work could involve a more detailed analysis of LAB60 (Figure 7.1, purple).

Due to time limitations, this thesis was restricted to analyzing LAB60 only at east-
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ern AR7W. Here, the IW properties coincide well with ARMOR3D using the static

method to identify IWstat. However, the vertical structure of the water column does

not resemble ARMOR3D (Figure 5.3) and in-situ observations.

Thus, an initial analysis using LAB60 could focus on a cross-slope section closest to the

boundary of the nested 1/60° domain. Such a section could be 44°West (Section 7),

considering the sections analyzed in this thesis. If a characteristic subsurface temper-

ature and salinity maximum resembling IW could be identified close to the boundary

of the 1/60° domain, further analyses would follow the BCS downstream to observe

how such a characteristic subsurface temperature and salinity maximum changes. In

such a case, extracting an along-slope section following Chapter 5.5 could also be help-

ful to identify where within the BCS such a subsurface signal is diluted. Pennelly

and Myers (2020) already analyzed the pathway of IW in LAB60 by utilizing similar

static thresholds as Myers et al. (2007, see Table 4.1). By tracking IW as a passive

tracer, Pennelly and Myers (2020) found IW within the entire BCS and also in the

interior Labrador Sea. Their results compare well with the calculated IWstat thickness

in ANHA12 (Figure 5.22).

Pennelly and Myers (2020) also compared LAB60 at AR7W with a scientific cruise

in May 2008 (included in ARMOR3D, see Table 2.1, Harrison, 2008) and found that

LAB60 was too warm and saline, with the highest salinities reaching greater depth

of ∼ 1,500 to 2,000m, aligning with the averaged results at eastern AR7W found in

this thesis (Figure 5.3 i). Due to this model bias and the chosen IW thresholds, their

identified IW may contain larger amounts of ambient waters, such as NEADW. As the

provenance method has adjusted persistent biases in GLORYS, ANHA4, and ANHA12,

applying this method to LAB60 would be interesting. However, that would require a

larger LAB60 domain spanning the Irminger Sea. However, as the overall bias between

LAB60 and ARMOR3D is smaller than the biases between ANHA4 or ANHA12 and

ARMOR3D, the largest issue in LAB60 remains the missing subsurface temperature

and salinity maximum in the typical IW depth of 500m when referring to eastern

AR7W.
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6. Can the obtained time series of hydrographic Irminger Water variability

be used to quantify a direct influence on the melting estimates of marine-

terminating glaciers?

The hydrographic method allows the analysis of IWhydro variability, which can be con-

sidered as remnants of former pure IW. Consequently, this new method could be uti-

lized to compare the subsurface melting of Greenland’s glaciers with the variability

of IWhydro (e.g., Huhn et al., pers. comm., Figure 7.1, light green) as the primary

contributor of heat in the subsurface layers of the fjords (Holland et al., 2008; Rignot

et al., 2012; Myers & Ribergaard, 2013; Straneo & Cenedese, 2015). Previous studies

that used static thresholds to estimate the contribution of Atlantic-origin waters to

the melting of marine-terminating glaciers in Greenland could reassess their findings

using the new temporally varying thresholds (e.g., Hansen et al., 2012; Gladish et al.,

2014). Such a reevaluation and resulting new estimates could substantially enhance

the understanding of IW’s role in melting Greenland’s marine-terminating glaciers and,

consequently, its contribution to global sea level rise.
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In the following Appendix, I present figures that underline specific statements in the

main text. When comparing results obtained from ARMOR3D, GLORYS, ANHA4,

and ANHA12, I often present the results from ARMOR3D in the main text and include

the results for the other three data sets here for completeness. All figures shown in the

Appendix have been used and described in the main text. Thus, I only provide brief

additional information within the individual subchapters without going into a detailed

discussion of the figures.

A Irminger Water frequencies in ARMOR3D and in-situ data

As an additional comparison between ARMOR3D and purely in-situ observations, I

have included an analysis of IW frequencies using the DOORS data in Figure A.1.

The results for DOORS and the comparison with ship-based data and ARMOR3D

have been previously discussed in Chapter 3.2.

B Seasonal Irminger Water variability

In order to demonstrate that the rapid increase in IW salinity and volume transport ob-

served in ARMOR3D does not occur upstream of AR7W, I present the annual climatol-

ogy at OSNAP West between 1993 and 2022 (Figure B.1 a - d). For a more meaningful

comparison between the climatologies of ARMOR3D and the OSNAP West mooring

data, I provide the annual climatology calculated between 2014 and 2018 for both data

sets (Figure B.1 e - h).

I have calculated IW salinity, temperature, velocity, and volume transport for each

available in-situ realization of AR7W (Table 2.1). Additionally, I have analyzed AR-

MOR3D at the specific time of the in-situ measurements, which has been the week

closest to the date of the measurements. This detailed analysis has allowed me to com-

pare in-situ data with ARMOR3D in terms of the annual climatology (Chapter 3.3.1,

Figure B.2). My findings have indicated that ship-based in-situ data and ARMOR3D

essentially reveal akin IW properties. There is no clear indication that the difference

between both data sets depends on the time of the year when the measurements were

taken or whether the measurements were taken early or later in the period of available

in-situ data between 1993 and 2018. Also, I have identified similar high salinities and

volume transports for three in-situ realizations compared to ARMOR3D at the end of

July. Hence, I cannot exclude that the ’jump’ in ARMOR3D is, in fact, a valid signal.
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C Hydrography at the cross-slope sections

I present salinity from ARMOR3D at the 25 cross-slope sections, following Figure 5.2

and Table 5.1 (Figure C.1). Tracing the path within the BCS downstream from the

northernmost section in the Irminger Sea (Section 1 - Sermiligaaq) to the northernmost

section in Baffin Bay (Section 19 - Qimusseriarsuaq) or the southernmost section in

the western Labrador Sea (Section 25 - Northern Peninsula) illustrates the freshening

of the water column. Furthermore, this representation highlights the different shapes

of the local continental slopes and shelves while providing insight into the location of

the most saline waters within the water column.

D Sea ice concentration

The regions around southern Greenland, including eastern AR7W, rarely experience

sea ice. However, when analyzing other sections in the BCS, sea ice plays a crucial

role by releasing freshwater during melting and releasing brine during freezing. Sec-

tions within Baffin Bay, in particular, experience extensive sea ice coverage in winter,

which influences local temperature and salinity patterns. When calculating the thresh-

olds for the hydrographic method, I found an apparent coherence between the salinity

thresholds and the local sea ice concentration (Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8). The sea ice

concentration also provides initial insight into the regions where IW volume transports

calculated in ARMOR3D require cautious interpretation, as ARMOR3D does not ac-

count for geostrophic velocities below sea ice. Hence, there might be an identified area

of IW, but the calculated volume transport could be zero.

E Hydrography at eastern AR7W in multiple data sets

In Chapter 5.2.1, I have presented the averaged salinity at eastern AR7W across five

data sets (ARMOR3D, GLORYS, ANHA4, ANHA12, and LAB60) between 2002 and

2020, along with their differences from ARMOR3D. Here, I present the averaged po-

tential temperature θ (Figure E.1), potential density σθ (Figure E.2), and geostrophic

velocity (Figure E.3) at eastern AR7W within these data sets. This analysis provides

insights into areas further offshore compared to areas closer to the continental slope,

where the temperature difference from ARMOR3D peaks across all other data sets.

The large temperature imprint results in negative density anomalies compared to AR-

MOR3D and stronger horizontal density gradients, inferring differences in geostrophic
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velocities. The other data sets reveal slightly higher velocities from ∼2 to 3 cm s−1 at a

distance of 120 km offshore compared to ARMOR3D. Further to the shore, velocity dif-

ferences reverse. At the continental slope, GLORYS and ANHA12 again reveal higher

velocities compared to ARMOR3D, up to ∼15 cm s−1. At the same time, ANHA4 only

does so at the shelf break. Given the interaction between the IW area and its velocity is

crucial for calculating volume transports, understanding the differences in hydrographic

properties and velocities among the individual data sets holds key importance.

F Mean hydrography in the boundary current system

In Chapter 5.5.1, I have presented the 1,500m isobath sections, enabling a detailed trac-

ing of hydrographic properties from the Irminger Sea into Baffin Bay and the western

Labrador Sea. I have presented the results for ARMOR3D in the main body (Chap-

ter 5.5.1). Here, I present the results for the other three data sets, along with their

differences compared to ARMOR3D: GLORYS (Figure F.1 and Figure F.2), ANHA4

(Figure F.3 and Figure F.4), and ANHA12 (Figure F.5 and Figure F.6).

G Salinity variability at the cross-slope sections

To gain insight into the IWstat salinity (static method), I present results for all 25 cross-

slope sections, following Figure 5.2 and Table 5.1. Figure G.1 displays the averaged

climatological seasonal variability between 1993 and 2022. Figure G.2 shows multi-

year variability for the same period. This perspective highlights the general freshening

within the BCS. Furthermore, the results indicate a general salinity increase at the

Baffin Bay sections, indicating times of the year when IW has not been identified. The

rise in salinity may result from various mechanisms. IW is subsequently mixed with

colder and fresher ambient waters. Thus, reaching the northernmost section analyzed in

this thesis, only a smaller area with high salinities might be left. At the same time, the

rest of the former IW is mixed below the static threshold. Another explanation might

be the entrainment of brine into the water column. This hypothesis is underlined as

high salinities form when the local sea ice concentration increases. Another explanation

might lead back to the creation of the ARMOR3D fields. The data set strongly depends

on satellite sea surface information, especially in regions with low data coverage. The

entire procedure of creating the ARMOR3D fields might be error-prone to the existence

of sea ice and thus locally and temporally resulting in defective data.
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H Irminger Water salinity distribution

I have presented the area covered by specific salinity bins within IW for ARMOR3D

in the main body (Chapter 5.5.2, Figure 5.20). Here, I provide the corresponding

results for the other three data sets: GLORYS (Figure H.1), ANHA4 (Figure H.2),

and ANHA12 (Figure H.3).

I Irminger Water properties in the boundary current system

I have presented the IW properties at the cross-slope sections and the 1,500m isobath

sections for ARMOR3D in the main body (Chapter 5.5.3, Figure 5.21). Here, I present

the corresponding results for the other three data sets: GLORYS (Figure I.1), ANHA4

(Figure I.2), and ANHA12 (Figure I.3).

J Contribution to other studies

I contributed as a co-author to the study led by Gou et al. (2023), titled ”Variabil-

ity of eddy formation off the west Greenland coast from a 1/60° model”. The study

analyzed the barotropic and baroclinic instability west of Greenland using LAB60.

We found that the variability of uISIW in the WGC on different time scales shapes

the baroclinic instability. Thus, more uISIW in the water column leads to enhanced

baroclinic instability as it increases the horizontal density gradient. These instabili-

ties contribute to forming Irminger Rings and boundary current eddies that transport

waters from the BCS into the interior Labrador Sea. Irminger Rings are buoyant ed-

dies shed from the WGC near Cape Desolation (Fratantoni, 2001; Cuny et al., 2002).

Boundary current eddies are formed in the boundary current (also in the Labrador

Current) mainly via baroclinic instability (Pacini & Pickart, 2022). At OSNAP West,

the formation of boundary current eddies is correlated with the LSW volume transport

(Pacini & Pickart, 2022). While Irminger Rings have a lifespan of ∼ 100 days (Lilly et

al., 2003; Luo et al., 2011; Rieck et al., 2019; Pennelly & Myers, 2022), the lifespan of

the boundary current eddies is shorter (e.g., Chanut et al., 2008).

In the study, I calculated the volume transport time series of IW and uISIW at eastern

AR7W and OSNAPWest using ARMOR3D. Additionally, I contributed to the study by

writing paragraph 2.a.2 about ARMOR3D and proofreading the manuscript multiple

times during the submission and revision processes.
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Acronyms

Acronyms

AMOC Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation

ANHA Arctic Northern Hemisphere Atlantic

ANHA4 ANHA experiment with 1/4° horizontal resolution

ANHA12 ANHA experiment with 1/12° horizontal resolution

AR7W Atlantic Repeat Hydrography 7 West

BCS Boundary Current System

CTD conductivity-temperature-depth

DOORS Deep-Ocean Observation and Research Synthesis

EGC East Greenland Current

GLORYS Global Ocean Physics Reanalysis

IC Irminger Current

IW Irminger Water

IWstat Irminger Water identified using the static method

IWprov Irminger Water identified using the provenance method

IWhydro Irminger Water identified using the hydrographic method

IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

ISIW Irminger Sea Intermediate Water

LAB60 ANHA4-SPG12-LAB60 - ANHA simulation with 1/60° in Labrador Sea

LSW Labrador Sea Water

MLD Mixed Layer Depth

NAC North Atlantic Current

NAO North Atlantic Oscillation

NEADW North East Atlantic Deep Water

NEMO Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

OSNAP Overturning in the Subpolar North Atlantic Program

OVIDE Observatoire de la variabilité interannuelle et décennale en Atlantique Nord

SPG subpolar gyre

SPNA Subpolar North Atlantic

SSH Sea Surface Height

uISIW upper Irminger Sea Intermediate Water

WGC West Greenland Current

WOCE World Ocean Circulation Experiment
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